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INTRODUCTORY 

In submitting this report to the All Parties Confer

Terms ofReference 
ence which appointed this Committee, 
we consider it necessary at the very 

outset to draw attention to the fact that our inst ructions 
were to frame a constitution providing for the establish
ment of full responsible government. The reasons which 
have led us to interpret these instructions as a direction 
to follow the model of self-governing dominions are ex
plained in Ch9-pter I. It will be observed that in the 
body of the report we have made no distinction 
between " responsible government " and the ' ' dominion 
form of government" . and have · throughout presumed 
that they mean one and the same thing. Our terms of 
refer.ence do not call upon us to make out a case for 
re'Sponsible government for the obvious re.ason that so 
far as the Conference was concerned there was no neces-

--sity for doing so. . There certainly are those among the 
parties represented i n the Conference who put their case 
On the higher plane of complete independence but we are 
nota ware of any who would be satisfied with anything 
lower than full dominion status. On . the assumption 
that · India is to have the status of a member of the British 
.. Commonwealth of Nations there is scarcely any differ
·ence of opinion between one section or another of political 
)ndia. It may be safely premised that the greatest com· 
mon factor ofagreementamong the well recognised poli
tical parties in India is that the status and position of 
India· should in no case be lower thanthat of the self~ 
governing dominions such as Canada, . Australia ,. South 
Africa orthe Irish Free State. In one wordtheattainment 
of dominion status in not viewed as a remote stage of ou~ 

·~yolution.buta~ . then~xt immediate step. T hat being so 
1t wo4ld m ordmary cucumstances be unnecessary for us 

_,.; to justify the basis of our recommendations . • 
·. Bl;lt ¢ertain,£alse.issues have recently . .been raised in 

False Issues offi.cial circleswith a yiew to defeating 
.•.. . .. . .. . or delaying the establishment of any 

forrn. >of responsible government in India. It is quite 



• 
likely that the arguments of these critics will be re
peated in different forms from differen,t quarters. We 
have ~herefore considered it desirable to dispel the 
clouds that have gathered round the main issue in this 
introduction. to our report. These arguments may be 
summarised as follows :-

I. That responsible government does not neces
sarily mean dominion status and may fall short of it. 

2. That Parliament does not stand pledged to 
dominion status. 

3· That the problem of minorities and the absence 
of the necessary social conditions are obstacles in the 
working of a system of full responsible government. 

4· That we are incapable of defending ourselves. 
5· That the problem of Indian States has not been 

solved. 
6. That there is a feeling of uneasiness prevailing 

in European commercial circles and the services. 
' Dominion status ' is a well understood phrase in 

Dominion Status 
constitutional law and though the-ta§k 
of defining it with precision may be 

difficult, yet every one acquainted with the history and 
growth of the political institutions prevailing in the 
dominions, understands what is meant by it. At the 
Imperial Conference of 1926 the position of the group 
of self-governing communities composed of Great Bri
tain and the dominions was defined as follows : ' They 
are autonomous communities within the British Empire, 
equal in status, in no way subordinate one to another'in, 
any aspect of their domestic or external affairs, though 
united by a common allegiance to the Crown, and freely·. 
associated as members of the British Commonwealth of 
Nations'. (Keith, Responsible Government, Volume II, 
page 1224). The learned author from whom we have 
quoted says that 'the definition may be admired for its 
intention rather than for its accuracy as a description oi 
fact as opposed to ideal'. We are content to look to its 
intention, and we feel that such difficulties as may arise • 
in the actual working .of a constitution, the basis of 
whicb. is dominion status, in relation to the other mem
bers of the British Commonwealth of Nations may well: 
be left to be solved in the case of the ' Dominion of 
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• 
India' as in that of any other 'dominion', by those 
wholesome moral and political influences which regulate 
and must regulafe the relations of a composite common· 
wealth of nations. · 

The common characteristic of the cop.stitutions of 
all the dominions is that they all have 

!:ri;onsible Govern· the responsibJe form of government 
everywhere, m other words a form of 

government in which the executive is responsible to the 
popularly elected legislature. That is how the 'autonomy' 
and the political power of each dominion has found 
expression, and we are not aware of the phrase 'responsi
ble government' having received any other interpretation 
anywhere, nor, excepting where the form of government 
is professedly autocratic, do we find that the legislature 
has been assigned a position of subordination, or that 
fetters or restrictions have been imposed upon its powers. 

Our critics, however, urge that the pronouncement 
o£August, 1917, spokeof'gradual deve· 

Pronouncement of lopment of self-governing institutions August, 1917 ' · 
with a view to the progressive realisation 

of'"'fesponsible government in India,' and that, that is the 
phrase used in the preamble to the Government of India 
Act. Now in the first place it is scarcely necessary to 
point out that those of us who are members of the Indian 
National Congress never acquiesced in· the said phra· 
seology, and in the second those of us who accepted the 
preamble cannot believe that in 1917-1919 Parliament or 
British statesmen deliberately spoke with mental reserva
ti~n, and chose language which might be used to repel 

··the claim of India to dominion status. In his speech 
.delivered in the Legislative Assembly on February 8, 

· 1924, Sir Malcolm Hailey the then Home Member of 
the government, observed, "If you analyse the term 'full 
dominion self-government' you will see that it is of some· 
what wider . extent, conveying that not • only will the 
@xecutive be responsible to the legislature, but the 
legislature will in itself have the full powers which are 

• tJ_TJ?ical of the. modern dominion. I . say there is some 
~1fference of substance because responsible . government 

• 1~ n:ot necessar~ly incompatible with a legislature with 
. I muted or restncted powers.. It may be that fuU Clorni
· nionself·government is the logical outcome of responsible 



government; nay it may be the inevitabl~ and historical 
development of responsible government, but it is a further 
and a final step". This speech may 'be · taken to be 
t~e b~~innin~ of a new current of thought in official 
cucles m Indm, and we find that it has ever since been 
re-echoed in the speeches of some British statesmen and 
the writings of p-q blicists in the British press, an<;l in 
books that have been brought out by retired English 
members of the bureaucracy in India. Sir Malcolm 
Hailey's arguments and the implications of his arguments 
were at once repudiated by the members of the Legislative 
Assembly and by Indian public opinion outside the 
Assembly. 

Now we desire to point out that the distinction drawn 

N d o 0 0 b between 'dominion status' and 'res~ 
o Jstmct1on etween 'bl , . . . . 

dominion status and ponSl e government IS a dJSbnctwn 
responsible govern· which was never sought to be made 
ment in 1917, or 1919, nor was India in
vited to accept the declaration of August 20, 1917, in 
the sense that what His Majesty's government intended 
to promise to India was something less than the domi
nion status, viz.; a responsible government comprislrig a 
'legislature with limited or restricted powers'. To hold 
that this is what British statesmen really meant would be 
to attribute to them a deliberate equivocation which, if 
true, must tend to shatter the faith of even those Indian 
political parties in the plighted word of British Parlia
ment, which have hitherto acted upon the assumption that 
dominion status was India's allotted goal. Sir Malcolm 
Hailey knew well enough that in the Instrument of fn
structions, issued by the King to the Governor-Gene:· 
ral, 'reference is made' "to the end that British India may. 
attain its due place among our dominions" and he re· · 
£erred to it assuming, but not proving, that it would 

· reinforce his argument. We think that the quotation 
we have made from the Instrument of Instructions so 
far from supporting the view he was urging, supports our 
view that neither Parliament nor any British statesmen 
made the subtle'' distinction between 'responsible govern- • 
rrient' and 'domi1'lion status' in 1917 or 1919 which 
it was left to Sir Malcolm Hailey to make in 1924. It is . 
entir~ly out Df the question that India can agree to h~ve . 
responsible gov;ernment in the sense in which . Sir Malcolm · 
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.. 
Hailey used tJ;rat expression, that is to say, a system of 
government in. which the powers of the legislature are 
limited or restriCted. . 

We should have thought that statesmanship required 
. . . that the promise of responsible go-

True posltlon of India . ld•be• . . · • d. · vernment wou mterprete m a 
broad minded spirit and that there would be no room for 
an interpretation which, if true, cannot but react on the 
honour of those who made it, and is bound to he repudiat
ed in India. If the atmosphere in which the dedaration 
was made by Parliament, and the demand in response to 
which it was made, are borne in mind ; if, further, it is 
borne in mind that India was. just like the dominions a 
signatory to the peace treaties, and is and has been an 
original member of the League of Nations, there should 
be no room for doubt that England is pledged to India 
that her place in the British Commonwealth of Nations 
is to be exactly the same as that ofany other self~govern
ing ' dominion'. The claim of India cannot in our 
opinion be disposed of by such distinctions as were made 
in 1924 by the Home Member of the Government of 
Ind1a. If Sir Malcolm Hailey is right in saying that 
in a systein of responsible government the legislature 
may be one with. limited or restricted powers,. then full 
dominion self-government cannot for obvious reasons be 
the logical outcome of responsible government, it can only 
come as 'a further and a final step ' when restrictions or 
limitations placed on the power of the legislature have 
Qeen removed. This is merely trifling with India and 
parpetuating that sense of struggle which, until it is 

··over, must on the one hand be an ever widening source 
.of friction between England and India, and on the 

· other prevent the application of our energies to the prac
tical task of self-government and social and economic 
recongtruction. As against Sir Malcolm Hailey's inter
pretation,· we refer to the royal prochl.mation of Decem
ber 23, 1919, in which His Majesty spoke of the Act of 
1919 as pointing the way to "full responsib le g-overnment 
hereafter', and "the right of her (india's) people to direct 
hera/fairs and safeguard her interests" . . Professor Keith 
speaking. of the elections to Indian legislative bodies 
at the. end of 1920 said "they .... herald t he time• when 
India will possess · full autonomy and will rank as an 
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equal with the dominions and the Uniteq Kingdom it
self as a member of the British Commonwealth '. Out 
interpretation is no other than this, and we cannot ac
quies~ in an interpretation put by a member of the 
Government of India which virtually negatives the solemn 
declaration of Parliament. 

We have therefore made our recommendations on 
the basis (r) that we are agreed that nothing short of 
dominion status will satisfy India and (2) that the form 
of government to be established in India will be the 
same and not iower than that of the other self-govern
ing dominions. 

We are aware of the various objections that have 
Objections to domi· been taken to the suitablity. of that 

nion status form of government to Ind1a. For 

Ballot-box 
instance it has been said that the 
ballot-box is not suited to the genius 

of India and that India may have self-government with 
out necessarily having responsible government. Indeed 
our critics go to the length of maintaining that parlia· 
mentary institutions have failed in Europe in practically 
every country other than England. It is somewhaf re
markable that notwithstanding this sort of criticism, 
every country in Europe, which has turned its back on 
autocracy, has adopted some form or other of parlia
mentary jnstitutions. Italy or Russia, which represent 
extreme types of political experimenL can scarcely be 
held out to us by our critics as examples to follow. Not 
only is this true of Europe. but even oriental nation.s 
like Japan, Turkey and Persia have adopted constitutions 
of a parliamentary character. But assuming that the" 
ballot-box is not suited to the genius of India, we ask,. 
'what is the alternative?' Some fanciful theories have· 

Fanciful theories 
been suggested. It has, for instance, 
been said that India may be parcelled 

out into compact states upon the model of the indigen
ous system prevailing in the Indian States. ' The ardent 
builders of the new Jerusalem ', says Sir Walter Law
rence, ' must come down to some safe and sound founda
tion. Surely it would be better to adopt and improve 
the indigenous institution of Indian States, than to 
trave~ty and emasculate a system which is only to}erable 
in the vigorou~ hands of British officials, detached, im-
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partial, and, to the Indians, inscrutableas theSphinx' 
(''The India That We Served", page 289).What exactly 
can bethe meani'ng of thi~ sort of confused suggestion, 
it is difficult to understand. Surely, it is not intended 
to suggestthat th~ provinces of India, or I?<~;rts ~£ . tP.ose 
provinces, should be handed over to Indian pnnces or 
that a new order of princes is to be created from among 
the favoured classes in British India. That will be not 
evolving a constitution for . India, in accordance with the · 
wishes of the people of India and the plighted word of 
Parliament, but writing an epitaph on . British rule in 
India from which the future historian will draw his own 
moral. A yet more grotesque suggestion was made a 
few ' months ago in a reputed organ of Tory opinion in 
England that the government should rescue from obli
vion some surviving descendant of the great Moghal.and 
install him as King .at Delhi. We can scarcely believe 
this to be serious politics. 

Again the idea of Indo-British partnership has been 
. . seriously mooted in England by some 

;~i~o-Brmsh Partner- retired governors who believe that the 
entire problem of India will be solved 

if Indians can agree to aperpetual maintenance of a cer
tain number-not less than fifty per cent., it may well be 
.rnore-·· of British officials to man the services of India. 
We have reason$ to believe that in some high quarters 
the belief is seriously maintained that all that need be 
done . at present is (r) to establish a modified form of 
g.ove~nment which shall consist of ministers appojnted 

.from among the elected members of the legislature and 
officials appointed by the Crown and owning responsibili
.ty not to the legislature but to the Crown, (2) to establish 
·second chambers · in the provinces so as to · st imulate 
the conservative element and thus to provide an equi
poise against the hasty, ill-conceived activities of an ir
responsible lower house, (3) to leave the structure and 

. composi.tion of t~e cent~al government absolutely un-
. · touc~edi and (4) If poss1bl~ t_o make the Legislative 
.· • A_ss~Vlbly less ~arm~ul tha~ r_t _Is supposed to be byres

t~IShVg the leg1~lat1~e activities of, the all India poli
tictan;~ who are 1magmed to be Jess representative' than .. 

.. their., .. ;more compromis~ng brethren ~n the provincial 
councils. Now, all th1s may pass With a certain class 
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o_f people, both-in England and in India, .as a constitu
tiOnal advance. In our ,opinion it will_ be very far re
mov~~. from the problem of responsible government or 
domm.wn status. 

The fact .is that ":ha~ever difficulties may be said to 

N 
.h If h exist m the way of establishing full 

0 a -way ouse responsible government in India that 
is to say, in giving India the status of a dominion, there 
is no half-~vay house b~tween the present hybrid system 
and genume responsible government. As we visua
lise the problem, it is not to our mind so much a ques
tion of the colour of the administrative and governmental 
machinery, as of the basic princi pie on which the future 
government shall be based. If all the members of the 
Governor-General's executive council were Indians and 
if all the members of the bureaucracy in the provinces 
were Indians, it would only mean the substitution of 
a brown for a white bureaucracy. We use these expres-
8ions in no offensive sense. The real problem, to our 
mind, consists in the transference'of political power and 
responsibility from the people of England to the people of 
India. 

How do the people of England discharge their res
ponsibility towards ~ndia at p~esent ? The ~verage 
.British voter knows httle of Indra and has no time for 
India. He sends a certain number of representatives to 
Parliament, who are · divided into parties OJ groups. 
Most of them are supremely ignorant about India, and 
they have an abiding fa.ith that the Secretary of State fo.r 

India, on whom they have by statute 
Secretary of State for conferred certain poWers, is there to'' 

India look after the interests of India. The 
Secretary of State in his turn is generally a politician·. 
who has no first hand knowledge of India and who must 
perforce derive hjs_ knowledge of Indian affairs either 
from the Government of India, or from the members 
of his permanent staff, or from the members of the India. 
Council. In other words, in actual practice the sove
reignty of Parliament is translatec;l into the rule of the • 
India Office. The first need, therefore, of India is the 
abolitj.on of the rule of this coterie, which in ~ecent years 
has been found in several respects to be disastrous to .
the best interests of India and opposed to the freedom 
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of the Government of India itself. The freedom . of the 
Government of l1;1dia, however, from the leading strings 
of the· Secretary of State necessarily po!)tulates the trans· 
fer of the political power from the British voter to the 
Indian voter. Never before in the history of India has 
India been ruled by adistant sovereign body which can
not exercise its powers directly, and which must, there
fore, delegate its authority and power to its agents. 
Unnatural as the system would be in the case of any 
country, it cannot be endured indefinitely in a country 
like India, with its varied problems, social and economic, 
and more particularly when a new consciousness of its 
capacity, a new self-respect, and new spirit of patrio· 
tism have given her a new motive power. Constitution
ally, and as a matter of principle, therefore, we think, 
that nothing short of full responsible government based 
on a transference of political power to the people of 
India can meet the situation. 

The practical objections to our demand for dominion 

Indian States 
self-government were formulated·by 
Sir lVIalcolm Hailey, in the form of 

certain questions in the speech to which we have already 
referred. They may be taken as typical of the criticism 
that is usually made by our critics. ' Is dominion self
government ' asks Sir Malcolm Hailey, 'to be confined 
to. British India only, or is it to. be extended to the 
Indian States ?' We have attemptedto answer this ques
tion in a separate chapter to which we invite attention . 
. The second question which was put by Sir Malcolm 

M : . . t ··c . . Hailev, and which is usually put by 
·• mon y ommumt1es • . • . • · · . • .. 

our cnt1cs, IS as to the position of 
.minority communties. Like Sir Malcolm Hailey, we 
do. not desire to "exaggerate it '', and like him we feel 
that " it has to be faced''. We have attempted to face 
this problem in our report. We have provided for the 
protection of the rights of the minorities, .not only in the 
declaration of rights, which in the peculiar circumstan
ces of India• we consider to be necessary, but we have 

• dealt with . the question at length in relation to the pro
blem of the representation of the. minorities in the legis
latures. ~e . ~ou~d, howeve~, point o_ut that thf1, pro

·. blem of mmonties 1s not pecuhar to Indm. The exist
ence of that problem in other countries has. had to be 
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faced in the framing of their constitutions.after the war, 
but has never been treated as an argument or reason for 
withh,olding from them self-government in the fullest 
measu.re. We would earnestly recommend to the Con
ference that .if, in addition to, or in substitution of, our 
recommendations, the settlement of the problem of 
minorities is possible by agreement on any other basis, 
such basis should be accepted in the larger and more 
abiding interests of the country. 

Another question which was put by Sir Malcolm 
Hailey, and which is also usually put 

Social and political 
conditions by others, is, whether we have satis-

fied ourselves that " there exist those 
social and political foundations on which alone such 
constitutional structure can safely exist". Sir Malcolm 
has in a way answered this question himself in his 
speech. "Now I do not wish," said he, "to exaggerate 
this point. I do not claim that a country ·must wait for 
co~stitutional advance until it has a huge preponderance 
of educated voters. We did not wait for this in Eng
land. Again, I do not wish to deny that the intelligent
sia of this country has a great-perhaps a preponder
ating-influence over the mass of public opinion, cer
tainly an influence out of proportion to its numerical 
strength. But I do claim that for the moment political ad
vance in India has already outrun social advance". We 
would like to point out that a national government based 
on democratic lines could not have more grievously neg
lected the claims of social advance than has the bureau
cratic government, partly because of its foreign character., 
partly because of its natural reluctance to court unpopu
larity, and partly because a socially strong India would. 
also be a much stronger political India. We do not deny 
that there is much need for social advance. Indeed, the 
need seems to us to be urgent and imperative. We feel, 
however, that that is an argument for, rather than against, 
the establishment of responsjble government; for vie 
believe that without real political power coming into 
our hands, a real programme of social reconstruction is• 
out of the question. At the same time we desire to point 
out .that there are a number of agencies in th~ country, · 
manned, supported and financed by the intelligentsia of: 
this country, which have been fo1 years past, working in 



the field of social reform, with appreciable results which 
are ignored by onr foreign critics, who rather lay . stress 
upon the darker side ofour life than upon the brighter. 
'We cannot believe that a future responsible govern
ment can ignore the claims of mass education, or the 
uplift of the submerged classes or the social or econo
mic reconstruction of village life in India. At any 
rate, the record .of even the present councils with their 
limited financial resources and limited power, shows 
that primary education has in several provinces received 
far greater attention and support from the members of 
the council than it used to in what are called the pre
reform days. 

We are next confronted with questions relating to 
European commerce, and are told 

an~u~~;Ji~~s Commerce that "men who have put great sums of 
money in India and are daily increas

ing the sphere of their operation, have a right to know 
if we contemplate an . early change of government". 
Similarly, we .are told that "men entering the services, 
whether civil or military, whether furopean or Indian, 
have a right to know if we intend a radical change of 
government at an early date". As regards European 
commerce we cannot see why men who have put great 
sums· of money into India should at all be nervous. It 
is inconceivable that there can be any discriminating 
legislation against any community doing business law
fully in India. European commerce, like Indian com
m~rce, has had to bear in the past, and will have to bear 

··in the future the vicissitudes inseparable from commer
cial. .undertakings on a large scale, and no government in 

··the west or anywhere else has been able effectively to 
provide a permanent and stable solution for conflicts 
between capitaland labour. If, however, there are any 
special. interests of. European commerce which require 
~pecial treatlnent infuture ,it is only fair that in regard 
to the . protection • of those interests, Europeans should 
formulate their proposals and we have no doubt that 

• they will receive proper consideration from those who 
are anxious for a peaceful solution of the political prob

. ilem. As regards the services, we\vould draw att~ntion 
". :to the provisions that we have suggested in our . report. 

ln respect of the emoluments, allowances and pensions 
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they would be entitled to on the establishment of the 
Commonwealth we have provided a statutory gua
rantee. It is however our duty to point out that 
the Vee Commission . was appointed in the teeth of 
Indian opposition ; that its recommendations were adopt
ed over the head of the Indian legislature ; and we feel 
that the entire question of the source and method of re
cruitment of the services, their salaries, emoluments, 
allowances and pensions in the future, will require re
examination in the light of the new political conditions 
created under the new constitution. This however can
not mean that the permanent services, whether European 
or Indian, will under a responsible government, . occupy 
a less important or influential or safe position than they 
do in the self-governing dominions. 

The last question to which we would refer is the 
question of defence. "Full domi
nion status", said Sir Malcolm Hai

ley, "means a dominion army under full control of the 
dominion government, and I have not yet seen any 
serious thinker who has pretended that India is yet in a 
position or will, in the immediate future, be in a position 
to create a dominion army in the proper sense of the 
word". Professor Keith, writing on the subject, says 
"that the Indian Army could be officered by the Indians, 
and brought up to the standard of securing internal order, 
and even perhaps frontier defence, may be.admitted, but 
the process has been so far extremely slow. It is prob
ably true, that the Indianisation of the Army has not 
been popular in British Army circles, but there has be~n .. 
a disappointing lack of readiness of the necessary candi
dates for the commissions available, no doubt for the .. 
reason that men who desire to secure careers for their 
sons find more remunerative opportunities for them in 
the Indian Civil Service, in which moreover, an Indian 
has not to face the prejudice against him which he may 
find in the British Army. But the fact remains, that" 
self-government without an effective Indian Army is an 
impossibility and no amount of protests or demons- • 
trations, or denunciations of the Imperial Government 
can a vail to alter that fact" . 

• This is true but we do. not accept the constitutional : 
position that without an Indian or dominion army India 
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cannot attain dominion status. In the .first •· place, the 
Indian army has. not to be created; . it exists there 
already. In the next place, historically the po?ition 
taken by our critics is not correct. 

• 

We venture to quote on this subject·frorn the speech 
of. Sir Sivaswamy Iyer in the Legislative • Assembly, 
delivered on February 18, 1924. Sir Sivaswamy Iyer 
is a gentleman who has made a special study. of the 
problem of the army in India and we have no hesita
tion in quoting him. " But with regard to the problem 
of the army, I have only to observe this, that so far as 
my reading of colonial history goes, none of the colonies 
was in a position to assume its defence at the time when 
a self-governing status was granted to it. For many 
years, the colonies were not even able to pay for their 
defence. It was the home government that had to con
tribute towards the military expenditure of the colonies. 
We, on the other hand, have from the. beginning paid 
for our army. We have not merely paid for our army, 
but we have raised our troops. We have raised and 
maintained our Indian troops and we have also main
tained the British troops and paid for them. We have 
gone further than the colonies have done in the matter 
of undettaking our defence. No doubt, Sir Malcolm 
Hailey is right in saying that full dominion seH-govern
ment implies the capacity to undertake the defence, not 
merely by paying for it but also by undertaking its 
officeringand administration. But that was not a con
dition which was insisted upon in the case of any of the 
.cofonies. So far as defence against internal disturbances 
was concerned, that no doubt was a condition which was 

.pointed out to the colonies a9 essential some years after 
they were granted their self-governing status. But so 
far as defence against external aggression was concerned, 
I am not aware that the duty .has been laid upon them 
even now. As regards naval defence, the obligation 
lias not been laid upon them". 

We have recommended in our report the transfer of 
. ·•. the control over the Indian army with 

Recomm.end a t 1 o n s h 
• about the arlllY · · t e necessary guarantees for the pay, 
. . . . . emoluments, allowances and pertsions 
· oLthe officers. • We believe that the representation of 

..-.. the army in the legislature by a responsible minister, 
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who will, in actual administration, n·o doubt be guided 
by expert advice, is bound to lead to the establishment 
of more intimate relations between the army and the 
legislature, and thus secure a continuous supply of funds 
for the army. As matters stand at present, the army 
budget is sacrosanct. Under the statute it is not open 
to discussion "unless the Governor-General otherwise 
directs", but in any case it is not subject to the vote of 
the legislature. The position, at the present moment, 
is that the eight unit scheme is the only serious attempt, 
that has hitherto been made at Indian ising the army, 
and even if it is accelerated it should take at least a 
century before the army will be really Indianised. The 
fate of the Skeen Committee's report which condemned 
the eight unit scheme is well known, and the proposal 
to increase the number of candidates for Sandhurst is 
scarcely calculated to lead to the Indianisation of the 
army within a reasonable distance of time. We do not 
agree with the view that the supply of candidates for 
Sandhurst could not have been larger than what it has 
been. We feel that the method of selection hitherto 
followed has left much to be desired. But we do not be
lieve that an adequate degree of efficiency in the training 
of officers cannot be achieved in India if measures ne
cessary to that end are adopted. It should be the first 
care of the responsible government of India to make 
her self·contained in military as in other matters. We 
have, accordingly, made provision in our report for a 
statutory obligation on the government to establish mili
tary training schools and ;olleges. As" a mat~er of further .. 
precaution, we have provided for the establishment of a 
Committee of Defence, based more or less on well known 
models. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE COMMITTEE 

The Committee, whose report we. have the honour to 
present, was appointed. by the All Parties Conference .at 
its meeting held in Bombay on May rgth, 1928 in terms 
of the following. resolution :-

"This meeting resolves that a Committee consisting of Pandit 
Motilal Nehru as • Chairman, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Sir 
Ali Imam, Syt. Pradhan, Syt. Shuaib Qureshi, Syt. Subhas 
Chandra Bose, Syt. Madhaorao Aney, Syt. M. R. Jayakar, 
Syt. N. M. Joshi and Sardar Mangal Singh be appointed to 
consider and determine the principles of the Constitution 
for India before rst July next; the Committee to circulate 
the draft arnong various organisations in the country·. This 
Committee shall give the. fullest consideration to the reso
lution of the Madras Congress on Communal Unity in 
conjunction with those passed by the Hindu Ma.hasabha, 
the Muslim League, the Sikh League and the other 
political organisations represented at the All Parties Con· 
ference at Delhi and the suggestions that may hereafter be 
received by it ; the Committee will give due weight to the 
recommendations · made by the various sub-committees of 
the All Parties Conference at Delhi. 

The All Parties Conference will meet again early in August, 
1928 to consider the Committee's report". 

Before dealing with the work of this Committee it 

B 
•.. , H" may be .desirable to refer to some of 
ne, tstoryh • . l d'. h , t e .eyents ea mg up to t e appomt· 

ment o£ the Committee. · 

The Gauhati session of the National Congress met 

G
• , . in December, 1926 in the shado·w of 
au.1at1 d * .h d"ff a great trage y, w en 1 erences 

and .• conflicts between Hindus and Muslims were attheir 
·height. The Congress passed a resolution calling upon 
"theW orkingCommittee to take immediate steps in 

. consultation with Hindu and Mussalman leaders to d~vise 
~--.-.... --. 

*Swami Shraddhanand was murdered in his .sick bed by a Muslim fanatic. 
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measures for the removal of the present qeplorable dif· 
ferences between Hindus and Mussalmans and submit 
their report to the All India Congress Committee not 
later than the 31st March, 1927". 

In compliance with these directions the Working 
Committee and the Congress president for the year held 
several informal conferences with Hindu and Muslim 
leaders and members of the central legislature. 

On the 2oth March, 1927 some prominent Muslim 
. leaders met together in Delhi and put 

The Musl!m Propo· forward certain proposals on the 
sals . -

Hmdu·Muslim problem for the ac-
ceptance of the Hindus and the country. These propo
sals, which have come to be known as the "Muslim 
proposals," laid down that Mussalmans were prepared to 
agree to joint electorates in all provinces and in the 
central legislature provided: 

(i) Sind was made into a separate province. 

(ii) The N. W. F. Province and Baluchistan 
were treated on the same footing as the 
other provinces. 

(iii) In the Punjab and Bengal the proportion of 
representation was in''accordance with the 
population. 

(iv) In the central legislature Muslim represen· 
tation was not to be less than one third. 

ifhese proposals were communicated to the Congress, 
and the Congress Working Committee the very next day 
passed a resolution appreciating. the decision of. th~ 
Muslim Conference to accept joint electorates and trust-" 
ing that a satisfactory settlement.would be arrived at on 
the basis of these proposals. A sub-committee was 
appointed to confer with Hindu and Muslim leaders. 

The Congress Working Committee met again tn 
Bombay from the I sth to the I 8th 

Working Committee d d 1 h May, 1927 an passe a engt y re-• 
solution on the Hindu-Muslim question. This resolu
tion proceeded on the basis of the Mus lim proposals but · 
was more detailed and dealt with some other matters: 
also. 
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The All India· Congress Committee which met in 

Bombay on the same dates unani-
A. I. c. c. · mously adopted the same resolution 

with minor alterations. The principal change suggest
ed on behalf of the Hindu leaders present was t hat Sind 
should not be separated on communal grounds but on 
general gro;tnds applicable t? all provinces.. A ?ha~ge 
in the wordmg of the. resolutiOn removed this objectwn 
and it was passed unanimously. 

This meeting of the All India Congress Committee 
Swaraj Constitution also passed a resolution cailing UpOn 

" the Working Committee to frame 
a Swaraj Constitution based on a declaration of rights, 
for India in consultation with the elected members of the 
central and provincial legislatures and other leaders of 
political parties". 

In October 1927, the A. I. C. C. again • passed a 
resolution on Hindu-Muslim Unity but this dealt with 
the religious and social aspect of the question. 

The Madras Congress considered the Hindu-Muslim 
Madras Congress question lU its entirety and passed a 

lengthy resolution, dealing with both 
political .and religiqus and other rights, on t he general 
lines laid down earlier in the year by the .A. I. C. C. 

The Congress furtlier passed the following resolution 

Swaraj Constitutiol) 
on the Swaraj Constitution :-

''Having regard to the general desire of all political parties 
in the country to unite together in settling a Swaraj Con
stitution, and having considered the various drafts submitted 
to • it and the various sugg~stions received in reply. to the 
Working Committee's .. .circular, this Congress authorises 
the Working Comn1ittee, which shall have power to co-opt, 
to .• confer with similar.Committees to be appointed by other 
organisations-political, labour, commercial and • communal
in the country and to draft a Swaraj Constitution for India 
on. the basis of a Declaration of Rights, a nd to place the 
same for consideration and approval before a Special Con
vention .• to be .. convened · in. Delhinot later than March 
next, consisting of the All India Congress Committee and 
the leaders and • representatives of the other organisations 
above-mentioned .and .the elected members of the centra] 
and • provinch\1 .legislatures." 
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Immediately after this the annual ~ession of the 

Liberal Federation held in Bombay p~ssed resolutions 
"cordially appreciating the earnestness of the distin
guish~d Muslim members who have put forward the 
scheme for the settlement of outstanding differences 
between the· Hindu and Muslim communities", and 
suggesting that ''the various items of the proposed 
settlement should be discussed at an early date by the 
duly elected representatives of the communities in a 
spirit of genuine co-operation as will kad to complete 
agreement''. 

A few days later the Muslim League met in Calcutta 
and passed a resolution authorising the Council of the 
League to appoint a sub-committee "to confer with the 
Workin-g Committee of the Indian National Congress and 
such other organisations as the Council may think proper 
for the purpose of drafting a constitution for India in 
which the interest of the Muslim community will be 
safeguarded" in the manner stated in the Delhi proposals 
of 1927 referred to above. 

In compliance with the directions contained in the 
Madras Congress resolution the 

Organisations invited £ C Working Committee o the ongress 
issued invitations to a large number of organisations. 
Among these we might mention: 

20 1 

National Liberal Federation 
Hindu Maha Sabha 
All India Muslim League 
Central Khilafat Committee 
Central Sikh League 
South Indian Liberal Federation 
All India Trade Union Congress 
General Council of all Burmese Associations 
Home Rule League 
Republican League 
Independent Party in the Assembly 
Nationalist Party in the Assembly 
Indian States Subjects Association 
Indian States Subjects Conference 
Indian States Peoples Conference 
Anglo-Indian Association 
Indian Association of Calcutta 
Parsi Central Association 

• Zoroastrian .Association 
Parsi Rajkeya Sabha 



.. 
Farsi P;mchayat 
All India Conference of Indian Christians 
Southern lndia Chamber of Commerce 
Pravida Mahajana Sabha and the Landholders A<ss!)cia

tions of Oudh, Agra, Behar, Bengal and Madras. 

Subsequently at Bombay invitations were also issued 
to the Bombay. Non-Brahman Party, the Nationalist Non
Brahman Party, the Communist Party of Bombay and the 
Bombay Workers' and Peasants' Party. 

Many of these organisations sent representatives to the 
Conference which held its first meet-

All Parties Confer- • F b h D ]h. 
ence-Delhi mg on e ruary I 2t 1928 at e 1. 

The Conference continued its meet· 
ings from day to day till the 22nd February. 

The first question discussed by the Conference was 
the objective to be aimed at in the constitution. It was 
proposed that the constitution should aim at establishing 

. what is called a dominion form of government in India. 
0 bjection was taken by some members to this on the 
ground that the Congress had decided in favour of in
dependence as the goal and no lesser goal should be aimed 
at. It was evident however that all the parties represented 
in the Conference were not prepared to go so far. There
upon it was suggested that a formula might be agreed to 
which would include both the view points. " Dominion 
Status" has come to mean something indistinguishable 
from independence, except for the link with the Crown. 
The real difference between the two is a difference in the 
ex~cutive. It was possible to lay down general prin
ciples governing the entire constitution without deciding 
at that stage the question of the executive. The pro
posal to adopt the formula of "full responsible govern
I11ent" was therefore accepted, with the clear understand
ing that those who believed in independence would have 
the fullest liberty to carry on propaganda and otherwise 
work for it. The first resolution of the Conference ran 
thus: 

• 

" The Constitution to be framed providing for the establish
ment of full responsible government" . 

The Conference also passed resolutions dealing with 
. c . the re-distribution of provinces, the 

F~rst omm1ttee d . • electorates an reservation of seats. 
'On the 22nd February, 1928 the Conference appointed a 

-
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committee with instructions to repo.rfon the following 
subjects: whether the constitution should be bi-cameral 
or uni-cameral ; franchise; declaration of rights; rights of 
labou;r and peasantry and Indian States. Having appoint
ed the committee the Conference adjourned. The com
mittee presented their report within the period fixed for 
it and the Conference met again at Delhi on March 8th 
1928. Meanwhile the Council of the Muslim League 
had met and expressed its disapproval of the resolutions 
of the All Parties Conference. The Council further laid 
down that its representatives "should press the represen
tatives of various organisations to accept the proposals 
embodied in the resolution of the League Sessions of 
1927 Calcutta and report the final result to the Council 
for such action as they consider proper before proceeding 
with the framing of the Constitution". 

This resolution of the Muslim League Council placed 
a difficulty before the Conference. In accordance with 
i1s provisions the report of the Committee could not be · · 
considered by the representatives of the Muslim League 
so long as their. other proposals had not been accepted in • 
their totality or the League Council was not consulted 
again for directions. 

The Conference met under this handicap. There was 

March 8th 1928 
considerable discussion on the com
munal issues and it was found that 

there was no agreement between the representatives of 
the Muslim League and the Hindu Maha Sabha on the 
separation of Sind and on reservation of seats for majari
ties. The Sikhs were also strongly opposed to the la'tter 
claim. Thereupon on March 1 Ith, 1928 the Conference 
appointed two sub-committees. One of these was t-o 
enquire into the financial aspect of the separation of 
Sind, and the· other was to consider the feasibility of the 
system of proportional representation. 

The report of the committee appointed on February 
2 2nd could not be considered owing to the decision of 
the Muslim League representatives not to .take part i~ 
the discussion. The Conference ordered the report to 
be published and circulated, and stood adjourned till the 
19tli May, 1928. .' 

Early in April the Hindu Maha Sabha met in con: -
22] 
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terence in Jub~tllpore .and adopted resolutions of strong 
disagreement wit~ some of the Muslim proposals. 

Thus when the AU · Parties Conferen~e met aga_in on 

B b .M
··· .. _. the '19th May,_ 192_8 m Bomba,..._th_. e om ay . eetmg . • • . . . . • • 

_ · situatiOn was not a pro!lusmg one. 
The communal organisations had drifted further apart 
and each of them had hardened in its attitude and was not 
prepared to changeormodify it. The two sub"com.mittees 
appointed at Delhi on Sind and Proportional Representa
tion had presented_no report. 

There being no likelihood of an agreed and satisfac
tory solution at that stage, it was thought that a small 
committee viewing the communal problem as a whole 
and in its relation to the constitution might succeed in 
finding a way out. The resolution quoted at the begin
ning of this report was thereupon passed. 

The Committee had to be a small one if it was to 
workproperly. It was not possible 

!he P r e.s en t Com- to represent all interests on it . but.· an 
m1ttee. .· . . · · ' 

endeavour was made to have spokes-
men of some important view points. Sir Ali Imam and 
Mr. Shuaib Qureshi were to express the Muslim point 
of view; Mr. M. S. Aney and Mr. M R. Jayakar, · the 
Hindu Maha Sabha's attitude ; Mr. G. R. Pradhan, the 
Non-Brahman view ; Sardar Mangal Singh represented 
the Sikh League ; Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, the Liberal 
view point and Mr. N. M. Joshi the interests of Labour. 

Of the ten members of the Committee elected by the 
Conference, Mr. M. R. Jayakar expressed his inability 
t,o ~ct on it. Mr. N. M. Joshi stated that he could only 
take part when the rights of labour were being consider
.ed. · As a matter of fact he was unable to be present at 
any sitting ofthe Committee. Owing to ill health Sir 
Ali Imam could only attend one sitting at great personal 
inconvenience and his presence at that sitting was most 
helpful. He has also been available to us for consultations 
fr'om time to time. Mr. Pradhan attended the meetings 

_ ()ftheCommittee up to the 12th June. 
·• ··· The Committee was called upon to report before the 

rst July but in spite of .· every effort 
to complete the work in time. the 

. Committee was unable to adhere to the time-table laid 
'down. From June sth onwards the Committee met al-

Delay in report 
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most daily for several hours at a time. It .held .25 sittings 
besides informal conferences. 

The Committee although a small one consists of 
M....:. members belonging to different poli· 

axtmum agreement tical schools and to different com· 
munal groups. Under the terms of its appointment it 
was called upon to give the fullest consideration to a 
number of resolutions passed by various organisations, 
some of them being opposed to each other. There were 
two formidable difficulties in the way of complete or 
even substantial unanimity. The first arose from the 
difference in the general outlook of the Congress and 
that of the other organisations, the former having at its 
last session adopted a resolution declaring independence 
as its goal and the latter aiming at dominion status ; 
the second from the widely differing angles of vision 
from which the various communal organisations viewed 
their political rights. 

The Coi:nmi ttee had to face the first difficulty right 
at the beginning. At Delhi a phrase 

I n.d.ependence and capable of a double interpretation-
Domtn!On Status • • 

"full respons1 ble government "-·was 
used tb avoid a decision on the question of dominion 
status or independence. The Committee felt however 
that it would be difficult to draw up even the principles 
of the constitution unless this question was decided at 
least so far as the draft constitution was concerned. 
Some members of the Committee desired to adhere to 
the position taken up at Delhi but a majority was of 
opinion that a choice had to be made. This choice1 
in view of the circumstances mentioned above with so 
many different parties co-operating, could only be one--:
dominion status. On any higher ground a general" 
agreement was not obtainable. "The majority of the 
Committee" were therefore "of opinion that the terms 
of reference to them require the Committee to consider 
and determine the principles of a constitution for fuil 
responsible government on the model .of the constitu
tions of the seH-governing dominions". The principles. 
of the constitution which we have suggested are there
fore meant for a dominion constitution but most of them . 
of co·urse can be applied in their entirety to a constitu- . 
tion of independence. Our deciding, as a Committee,· 
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in favour of Stj.Ch a'COnstitutioh simply means that the 
maximum degre~ of agreement was only obtainable on 
this basis. It does not mean that any individual Congress
man, much less the Congress itself, has given up o(.toned 
down the goal of complete independence. Those who 
believe in this goal retain the .fullest right to work for 
it. But the maximum agreement thus reached will, we 
trust, serve as a satisfactory basis for a constitt1tion which 
all parties can unite to work without prejudice to the 
right of any party or individual to go further ahead. 

As to the second difficulty, from the constitutional 

Communal aspect 
point of view the communal controver
sies are of no very great importance. 

But, whatever their relative importance might be, they 
occupy men's minds much more than matters of greater 
import and cast their shadow over all political work. 
We thus find ourselves face to face with a number of 
conflicting resolutions and recommendations all of which 
are equally entitled to our respect. But when we find 
that the view of the Madras Congress and theJ\XlJ:~lim 
League is diametrically opposed to that of the Hindu 
Maha Sabha and the Sikh League, we must respectfully 
express our inability to accept either in its entirety. In
deed the very fact that we are called upon to determine 
the principles of the constitution after considering these 
divergent views shows that we are expected to exercise 
our own judgment in the matter and make such recom
mendations as are in our opinion most conducive to the 
political advancement of the country. We realise that 
o'u.r recommendations however sound and expedient they 
may be can have weight and effect only to the extentthat 
they are acceptable to all the principal parties concerned. 

·The only hope for an agreed constitution lies in finding 
the basis for a just and equitable compromise between 
all the parties after a full and fair consideration of all the 
circumstances. The Committee has spent a great deal 
a.£ time and labour in the endeavour to find out such a 
basis, and has had the benefit of the advice of a number 

• of prominent Hindu and Muslim leaders who, on the .in
vitation of the chairman, attended some meetings of 
the Committee and rendered most valuabie assistance. 
The result of that endeavour is presented in the ft:>llow-

. ing pages in the hope that it will be received by all the 



• 
parties concerned in a generous spirit and ~ith the single 
view of helping each other to lift up the . nation from the 
depths to which it has sunk by mutual distrust and dis~ 
sensi~. 

Among those who responded to the chairman's in-
. vitation were Dr. Ansari, Pandit Ma-
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CHAPTER II 

THE CoMMUNAL AsPEcT 

The communal problem of India is primarily the 
The Problem Hindu-Muslim problem. Other com-

munities have however latterly taken 
up an aggressive attitude and ·have demanded special 
rights and privileges. The Sikhs in the Punjab are an 
important and well knit minority which cannot be. ignor
ed. Amongst the Hindus themselves there is occasion· 
al friction, specially 'in the south, between non-Brahmans 
and Brahmans. But essentially the problem is how to 
adjust the differences between the Hindus and Muslims. 

Populatiqn ratios 
These . two communities indeed form 
90 per cent. of the total population 

of India and Burma. The proportions at the 1921 cen-
sus were:

Hindus .• 
Muslims .. 
Buddhists (chiefly in Burma) 
Tribal religions (in hill tracts) 
Christians 
Sikhs 
J a ins 
Others 

. 

65 ·g per cent. 
24'1 " 
4'6 
z·B 
1'2 
·x ·o 

'2 

'2 

100'0 

" .. .. 

A study of the figures of previous census reports 
shows that while Hindus and Jains have been gradually. 
decreasing, all the others have increased their numbers 
from census to census. The increase in the case of 
Muslims has not been great but it has been continuous. 
The following percentages since 1881 will show the re-

• lat_ive numbers ·of the Hindus and Muslims at different 
periods:-

x88x 
Hindus 72•o 
Muslims 22 • 6 

1891 

70' I 

22'4 

I90I 

68·3 
23'2 

rgr I 
66·g 
23'5 

19' I 2 • 

65 ~. 9 =-6•1 
24'I =+I·s 



These are· the . precentages. in relation to the whole 
of India. Taking the ·Mu~lims separately we find that 
they l)ave inpreased. by 3 ·I per cent. during· the last 
decade. The Hindus have slightly decreased during 
this period. . 

The distribution of the Muslim population is such 
that except in the frontier provinces in the north-west, 
and in Bengal and the Punjab, they form a small minority 
everywhere. Their highest minority is in the United 
Provinces but even here it is less than 15 per cent. 
This 15 per cent. in the United Provinces is not spread 
out all over the province, but is largely concentrated in 
u!ban areas, specially in the northern part of the pro· 
vmce. 

In the Punjab, the Muslims are ss· 3 per cent. and in 
Bengal 54· o per cent. In Sind they are 7 3'4 per cent. 
and in Baluchistan and the N .-W. F. province they are 
overwhelmingly strong. 

A new comer to India looking at these figures and at 
the strength of the Muslim communi-

. Communal protection b ' h · ty, would proba ly imagme t at 1t 
was strong enough to look after itself and required no 
special protection or spoon feeding. If communal pro
tection was necessary for any group in India it was not 
for the two major communities-the Hindus and the 
Muslims. It might have been necessary for the small 
communities which together form Ioro of the total. 

But logic or sense have little to do with communa-l 
Live and let live feeling, e1;nd to?ay the whole proble'm. 

resolves Itself mto the removal from 
the minds of each of a baseless fear of the other and in. 
giving a feeling of security to all communities. In look-· 
ing for this security each party wants to make for itself 
or to retain, a dominating position. We note with regret 
that the spirit animating some of the communal spokes· 
men, is not one of live and let live. The only methods o! 
giving a feeling of security are safeguards and guarantees 
and the grant, as far as possible, of cultural autonomy. • 
The clumsy and objectionable methods of separate 
electorates and reservation of seats do not give this 
security. They only keep up· an armed truce. 

The Muslims being in a minority in India as a whole 
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fear that the m<ljority may harass them, and to.meet this 
difficulty they hav~ made a novel suggestion-that they 
should at least dominate in some .parts of India. We 
do not here criticise their demand. It may have ~orne 
justification in the present communal atmosphere but \ve 
do feel that it has little to do with the premises we start
ed from, unless indeed the best safeguard that one • can 
have is to occupy a position of domination oneself. The 
Hindus on the other hand although in a f:rTeat maioritv 
all over India are in a minority in B;ngal and the 
Punjab and in Sind., Baluchistan and the N.-W. F. 
province. In spite of their all India majority they are 
afraid of the Muslims in these provinces. 

We cannot have one community .domineering over 
another. We may not be able to prevent this entirely 
but the object we should aim at is not to give dominion to 
one over another but to prevent the harassment and 

. exploitation of any individual or group by another. If the 
fullest religious liberty is given, and cultural autonomy 
provided for, the communal problem is in effect solved, 
although people may not realise it. 

• 

With this view point before us we have provided 

Communal Councils 
several articles in the Declaration of 
Rights giving the fullest liberty of 

conscience and religion to each individual. We consider
ed also a proposal to create communal councils to protect 
the cultural interests of each considerable community. 
This proposal was that any community being ten lakhs 
01: more in number in any province shall have the right 
t.o 'have a council representing the members of the com
munity for certain purposes which were mentioned. The 
manner of election of the mem hers of these councils 
by their respective communities was to be determined by 
the Provincial Council. Each council was to consist of 
not more than 25 members. The functions of the com
munal cou neil were laid down as : 

' ( 1) Supervision of primary education, schools, orphanages, 
dharamshalas, sarais, widows homes, and rescue homes. 

(2) Encouragement of scripts and languages . 

The communal council could recommend that grants 
· be given to institutions or for scholarships, such grants 
· being made either by the provincial or central govern

ment after being submitted to the vote of the House. 



These were the main provisions in. regard to the 
communal councils. The idea appealed to us as afford
ing some kind of a substitute for other and worse forms 
of C'Ommunalism. · But some of our colleagues and 
·several friends whom we consul ted were strong J y opposed 
to the creation of these councils, both on communal and 
administrative' grounds. They felt that these councils 
would help to keep communalism alive. We have there
fore rejected the proposa). 

The communal problem, so far as its political aspect 
is concerned, resolves itself now into .the question of 
electorates, the reservation of seats, the separation of 
Sind, and the form of government in the N.-W. F . 
Province and Baluchistan. 

It is admitted by most people now that separate elec
torates are thoroughly bad and must 
be done away with. We find how

ever that there has been a tendency amongst the Muslims 
to consider them as a "valued privilege", although a 
considerable sectio:n are prepared to give them upin con
sideation for some other things. Everybody knows 
that separate electorates are bad for the growth of a 
national spirit, but everybody perhaps does not realise 
equally well that separate electorates are still worse for 
a minority community. They make the majority wholly 
independent of the minority and its votes and usually 
hostile to it. Under separate electorates therefore the 
chances are that the minority will always have to face a 
hostile majority, which can always, by sheer force of num
bers, override the wishes of the minority. This effect o.f 
having separate electorates has already become obvious, 
although the presence of the third party confuses the 
issues. Separate electorates thus benefit the majority 
community. .Extreme communalists flourish thereunder 
and the majority community, far from suffering, actually 
benefits by them. Separate electorates must therefore be 
discarded completely as a condition precedent to an'y 
rational system of representation. We can only have 
joint or mixed electorates. 

Separate electorates 

• 
We find that the Ceylon Reform Enquiry Committee, 

who pave 'recently made their r,eport, have recommended 
the abolition of communal electorates throughout the · 
island. , 
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Regarding the fonn of gqvernment in the N.-W. F . 

. province and in Baluchistan, we 
s~i~~ist~~ P. an~ are of opinion that the status of these 

areas must be made the same as :that 
of other provinces. We cannot in justice o:r in logic 
deny the right of any part of India to participate in 
responsible government. The All Parties Conference 
has already agreed to this and we gather that no con· 
siderable group oppose this reasonable demand. 

The questions that rernain are the separation of Sind 
from the Bombay presidency and the • reservation of seats 
in the legislatures. These are mixed questions of 
communal and general importance. We have reserved 
the question of reservation of seats to be considered both 
in its communal and general aspects in a subsequent 
chapter. The communal aspect of the question of the 
separation of Sind may conveniently be dealt with here 
and we proceed to consider it. 

Sind has, by a strange succession of events, ·become 
a major problem in our politics. 
It is strange that those who were 

in favour of its separation from Bombay only a few 
years ago are now opposed to it, and those who 
were against separation then now vehemently desire 
it. All India is exercised about this comparatively 
trivial matter. This sudden and somewhat inexplicable 
change of opinion demonstrates how communal consider
ations warp and twist our better judgment. Forthe last 
eight* years, since the National Congress made Sind into 
a s'eparate province, no voice was raised in protest. We 
feel that in the conflict of communal allegations and coun
ter allegations the only safe· course is to try to ignore 
them and consider the problem as dispassionately as 
possible. But unhappily it has become a part of the 
sentiment of the people and sentiment cannot be ignored. 

It is stated on behalf of the Hindus in Sind and 
els~ewhere that they are strongly opposed to the creation 
of "communal" provinces. We agree that the Muslim 
demand for the separation of Sind was not put forward 
in the happiest way. It was based on communalism and 
it was tacked on irrelevantly to certain other matters with 

·which it had no concern whatever. We can unders~nd 

Sind 

*Note by Secretary A.I.C.C.: Sind was constituted into a separate Congress 
province in 1917, eleven years ago. 
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the Hindu reaction to this. But the rna;nner of pu.tting 
it forward does not necessarily weaken the merits of a 
proposal! There is no question of creating a "communal, 
prc;>v:ince. We have merely to recognise facts as they 

. are. A long succession of events in history is respon
sible for the distribution of the population of India as it 
is today. Sind happens to contain a large 1llajority of 
Muslims. Whether a new province is created or not 
Sind must remain a predominantly Muslim area. And 
if the wishes of this large majority are not acceded to, it 
would not only be doing violence to the principle of self
determination, but would necessarily result in antagonis· 
ing that majority population. No Indian desiring a 
free India, progressing peacefully and harmoniously, 
can view this result with equanimity. To say from the 
larger view point of nationalism that no "communal" 
provinces should be created is, in a way, equivalent to 
saying from the still wider international view point that 
there should be no separate nations. Both these state-· 
ments have a measure of truth in them. But the staun· 
chest 'internationalist recognises that without the fullest • 
national autonomy it is extraordinarily difficult to create 
the international state. So also without the fullest 
cultural autonomy, and communalism in its better aspect 
is culture, it will be difficult to create a harmonious 
nation. 

We suspect that the real opposition to separation is 
not due to any high national considerations but to grosser 
economic considerations ; to the fear of the Hindus that 
their economic position might suffer if Muslims had the 
charge of affairs in a separated area. We are sure that 
this fear is baseless. Among all the people of India the 
Hindus of Sind are perhaps the most enterprising arid 
adventurous. The traveller meets them in the four 
quarters of the world, carrying on prosperous businesses 
and enriching their people at home by their earnings 
abroad. No one can take away this spirit of adventvre 
and enterprise from the Hindus of Sind and so long as 
they have it their future is assured. It must be remem
bered also that the powers of a :provincial government 
are limited and there is the central government which 
has"' power in all important departments. If however' 
there is still some ground for fear that is a matter for 
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safeguards, not. of opposing a just demand: 
We. are there_fore o{ opinion that even communal 

grounds justify the separation of Sind. If the Hi.ndus 
stand to Jose thereby and the Muslims stand to gain, 
of which we . see · n<{ · chance, such ris.k of loss 
by the one and the chance 6£ gain by the other com
munity will not, we hope and trust, be allowed by either 
to endanger the larger cause. Vl/e shall deal with the 
generalaspect of the question later. We would note 
herethatour colleague J\1r. Aney does not ag;ree with 
all the above views but agrees with our concl usion. 
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CHAPTER III 

CoMMUNAL AsPECT-(contd.) 

(Reservation of Seats) 

Coming now to the question of reservation of seats, 
it was found that each party· held 

Alternative proposals 
strongly to its own opinion and was 

not prepared to give in. Muslims were insistent on the 
reservation of seats for the Muslim majorities in the 
Punjab and Bengal, and the Hindu Maha Sabha and the 
Sikh League were equally strongly opposed to this. 
The Committee considered various proposals, among 
them being: 

1. Reservation of seats on population basis for ma
jorities as well as minorities. 

2. Part reservation for majorities with freedom to 
contest other seats. 

3· Propo\,tional Representation. 
4· Amalgamation of the Punjab and N.-W. F. pro· 

vince, with no reservation of seats. 
5· No reservation, but special safeguards in the 

constitution for educational and economic ad
vance of backward communities. 

Before considering these proposals, some of which 
were new, the Committee was of opinion that representa
tives of the principal organisations concerned migllt 
be consulted. An invitation was therefore sent on June 
I Ith to the Hindu Maha Sabha, the All India Muslim 
League and the Sikh League to send one or two repre
sentatives to meet the Committee on June 21st. The 
response to these invitations was not very encouraging. 
The secretary of the Hindu. Maha Sabha wrote to ex: 
press his inability to send any representative on that date, 
and the secretary of the Muslim League did not send any 
answer ·at all. The Sikh League were prepared to· 
send representatives but as the Maha Sabha and Mus: 
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lim League w.ere not sending .any one, our colleague 
Sardar Mangal Singh did not think it necessary to 
trouble the Sikh representative to come. Some others 
who had been personally invited could not come.: We 
had the privilege however of conferring with Dr. M. A. 
Ansari, who took the trouble to come and as.sist us with 
his advice. 

The I?ropo~al.s set out ab.ove were dis~ussed at two 
consecutiVe s1ttmgs at wh1ch Dr. Ansan was also pre
sent. No agreement could be reached on the first pro
posal, but decisions were taken on the remaining four. 
It will be convenient to deal with these latter before 
takingup the main proposal. 

The suggestion was to have part reservation of the 
Part reservation majority community in the Punjab 

and in Bengal with freedom to contest 
the other seats. This part reservation was granted to 
the non-Brahmans in the south and is still continuing. 
But even in the case of the non-Brahmans it has been 
found to be wholly unnecessary as they have always, so 
far as we are aware, captured a far larger number of seats 
on the strength of their votes and have had no need to 
invoke the aid of the reservation clause. It is not the 
case of any one in the Punjab or Bengal that the Mus
lim majority will not succeed in capturing a large num
ber of seats. What is feared by the Muslims, unreason
ably most of us think, is that they may not capture the 
majority of seats. In any event they will capture enough 
seats to make them if not a clear majority at least a 
strong minority just short of a majority. If they are 
s"ure of capturing, let us say, 45 per cent. of seats the 
Q.eed for part reservation disappears. We are not opposed 
fo part reservation for majorities or minorities, with 
freedom to contest the remaining seats, but we feel that 
in the case of Bengal and the Punjab it is unnecessary 
and does not materially affect the situation either way. 

· The next proposal is that of Proportional Representa
tion. The sub·committee appointed 

•8;n~~fi':~ional Repre· by the All Parties Conference to con· 
sider this method of election and re

. presentation has presented no report but some individual 
·members have sent their separate notes. Sardar Mangal 
Singh has supported the proposal, but the others, 



while favouring the system, are ·of· opil}ion that under 
present circumstances 'in India it wip not work. We 
feel strongly attracted to this method and are of opinion 
that tt offers the only rational and just way of meeting 
the' fears and claims of various communities. There is 
a place in it for every minority and an automatic adjust
ment takes place of rival interests. We have no doubt 
that proportional representation will in future be the 
solution of our problem. 

How far is it immediately practicable? Great stress 
is laid on its intricacy and on the general illiteracy of 
the electorate in India. We are told that it is impos
sible to work this system, desirable as it may be, so 
long as the electorate is not educated up to understand
ing its significance. We recognise this difficulty. It 
is considerable. And yet we feel that it is a little ex· 
-aggerated. Proportional Representation requires not 
so much a high standard of intelligence in the voters, as 
expert knowledge in the returning officers and the 
people who count and trans(er votes from one head to 
another. There can be no doubt that there is a suffi
ciency of Indians who are competent enough to do this 
work of counting of votes satisfactorily. As for the 
general electorate it is very true that a standard of in· 
telligence is necessary for a proper choice to be made in 
order of merit. But a certain standard is also necessary 
to exercise the right of vote even in a single member 
constituency. It is notorious that even in highly demo
cratic England that standard is lacking and votes we 
given not for high matters of policy or considerations 
that are really important, but for trivial matters or eveh 
sometimes most objectionable considerations which th~ 
exigencies of election times force to the front. A gene:. 
ral election has turned in the past on the cry of hanging 
the ex-Kaiser or on a forged letter, and the men, who 
were to govern an empire and influence largely world 
events, have been eleeted for reasons which make every 
intelligent person despair of democracy. In India the 
standard of intelligence of the vote will, to begin with. 
at least, be lower than that of the English voter. But 
these are reasons against democracy, not so much against . 
Proportional Representation. . 

We aretold that another strongargumentagainst Pro· 
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portional Repr~sentation is that for the .illiterate voter it 
wo1,1ld do away with the secrecy of the ballot. We think 
that the device o( three boxes of the same colour for each 

-candidate with different symbols painted on eac:;h b:ox to 
indicate the first, second and third choice, would remove 
this objection. But it applies in equal measure to the 
illiterate voter at most of the ordinary elections today. 
In Malta, where there is a large majority _ of illiterate 
voters, Proportional Representation has been tried . with 
success, hut of course we cannot comparetheJittle island 
of Malta to our enormous country with its millions. 

. Most of us feel that there are no insuperable difficul
ties in the way of giving a trial to .Proportional Repre• 
sentation in India. There are drawbacks and risks, 
but no proposal which we have considered is free from 
objection, and some of these involve a departure' from 
principle which may bring greater difficulties in its train. 
Some of our colleagues however are not satisfied that 
Proportional Representation can be introduced at this 
stage in India; We therefore refrain from recommend
ing- it. 

It was suggested that the N.~w. F. Province- be 
Amalgamation of Pun- amalgamated with the Punjab and 
iab and N.-w. F. Pro- that there should then · be ·no re-
vinces · f · h" • servatwn o seats m t IS province. 
We have no objection to this proposal but we do not 
know· how far this will meet the different view points of 
the parties concerned. If it does meet with their 
approval, we would gladly recommend it. There is no 
special principle involved in it. Its acceptance 0 r other
\vis_e depends entirely on whether it is approved or not. 
pur colleague S~rdar Mangal Singh does not approve 
_of the proposal and we understand that some other 
people also are of his opinion. We therefore make .no 

-recommendation in regard to it. 
A similar but more far-reaching proposal was made 

Amalgamation of Pun- to us, namely' that the Punjab, the 
jabN;·W.F.P.,Sind& N.-W. F. province, Baluchistanand 

... Baluchistan Sind should all be amalgan1ated to-
gether, and that there should be no reservation of 
seats,. unless the minority desires it, in this area . ., We 
were unable to entertain this proposal. It would mean 
the creation of an unwieldy province sprawling all -over 
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the north and north-west. 

Another proposal in regard to the Punjab was that 
there should be no reservation what-

No reAervation in the b h .. • l f d . 
Punjab· ever ut t at spec1a sa eguar s m 

the constitution for educational and 
economic advance of ba'ckward communities may be 
provided. We would cordially welcome such a solution 
if it was agreed to. But we have to recognise that a 
unanimous acceptance of this proposal is at present 
unlikely, otherwise there would have been rto communal 
friction. In our draft constitution we have included 
many safeguards for minorities and provisions for the 
educational and economic advance of backward com
munities. We would gladly add to these safeguards 
and provisions if thereby we could remove feelings of 
insecurity in any community and do away with reser" 
vation of seats and other communal expedients. It 
seems unnecessary to pursue the subject any further in 
the present atmosphere. 

We now come to the main question, the reservation 
of seats on the basis of population, 

Reservation of seats b h f · • • d • · · 
on population basis ot Or maJOntles an m1nontles. 

It was never seriously denied that reservation of 

General 
seats for communities was as bad in 
principle as communal electorates, 

but, for various reasons of expediency, such reservation 
was recommended for a time to serve as a transitional 
stage between communal electorates and general · mix~tl 
electorates without any restrictions. The idea was that 
during the interval the distrust of one community of the 
other would be very much lessened- if not altogether·. 
removed. Similar arguments were used when the Luck
now pact was arranged, but the actual experience of the 
last 12 years has belied the expectations then formed. 
Communal electorates might or might not be responsible 
for the increasing communal tension of recent years but 
they have certainly failed to pave the way to a . better 
understanding between the communities as was hoped. • 
General reservation of seats for any community whether 
found. in a minority or a majority is a full recognition of 
communalism and differs little from communal elector· · 
ates. 
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Reservation of .. seats for majorities has been fierce-

. · t • . ly opposed-both on · grounds .. ·o. f Reservation or rna•. d · . · ·· . . 
iorities · · theory an . fact. The question anses 

· only in the provinces of the . ~u~jab 
and Bengal where the Muslims are in a slight majority 
over all others. It has not been claimed for any other 
majority in any other province. We have therefore to 
consider the Punjab and Bengal only in this con
nection. 

We should have thought that of all the provinces of 
India the Punjab and Bengal were the most fortunate 
in that the distribution of population was such that 
there was little chance of one community or group 
dominating over another or harassing it arid preventing 
its growth in any way. Although onecommunity is in 
an absolute n1ajority in both of these provinces the 
others ci,re strong enough to protect their own interests 
a;nd preventa:ny oppression. 

:Reservation for a majority is indefensible in theory. 
It is an artificial restriction on the growthboth of the 
majority and the minority and must necessarily retard 
national progress. It is, we feel, specially injurious to 
the majority itself for it makes it rely on legislative 
provision to keep up its position and not on its own 
inherent strength. After a period of reservation such a 
community . is bound to lose in self-reliance and all the 
qualities that contribute towards building up a people 
and adding to their creative energy. Ordinarily a majori
ty captures seats in excess of its population strength 
unless the method of election is by Proportional Re· 
presentation. This is evident as the majority may be so 
spread out as to be in a commanding position in each or 
·at any rate most of the constituencies. It is this da:p.ger of 
the majority capturing far more seats than its ·population 
strength entitles it to, and thereby encroaching on the 
limited preserves of the minority, that leads to the 
protection of minority interests. 

A majority reservation or other fixation of seats is 
• incompatible with real representative and responsible 
government. It obviously interferes with the right of 

. the electors to choose whom they like. Further\ it is 
. bound to come in the way of other and more natural 

groupings in and outside the legislature and it will give 
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a longer lease of life to communalism. ~verybody re
grets the communal spirit and desires to exorcise it from 
the body politic. But it is clear. that it cannot go 
mer~IY. by talking about unity and indulging in pious 
platitudes which take us nowhere. Communalism can 
only go wheri the attention of the people is directed in 
other channels, when they begin to take interest in 
questions which really affect their daily lives rather than 
in fancied fears based on an artificial division of society. 
We must therefore try to create this new interest in the 
people and we must put no barriers in the way of the 
development of this interest. There can be no doubt 
that a majority reservation and fixation of seats is such 
a barrier. 

An examination of the methods by which reservation 
for a majority can be secured will 

ti!!ethods of reserva- show that it is not only a negation 
of representative government but is 

in direct conflict with the principle on which responsible 
government rests. 

One of these methods has been applied in the Madras 
and parts of the Born bay presidency 

fT~e m~t~ot~gu-Chehns- to secure a partial reservation for 
or the overwhelming majorities of non
Brahmans in those presidencies. This large community 
which forms over 96 per cent of the population of the 
Madras presidency succeeded in inducing the government 
on the recommendation of the Southborough Committee, 
to reserve for them 28 seats out of a total of 98 to protect 
them from the small minority of Brahmans ·who did not 
exceed 2! per cent of the whole population. The manner. 
in which this reservation was secured was that two 
purely non-Brahman constituencies, each returning a·. 
single member, were created and, of the remaining cons
tituencies, 25 were made plural, each returning three or 
more members, two of whom must be non-Brahmans in 
Madras City, and one must be a non-Brahman in each of 
the remaining 24. The rule on the subject is · thus 
stated:-

" When the counting of the votes has been completed the • 
Returning Officer shall forthwith declare the candidate or 
~andidates as the case may be, to whom the largest number . 
of votes has been given, to be elected : provided that if one • 
or more seats are reserved the Returning Officer shall first 
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declare t<X be elected the non-Brahman candidate or candi
dates, as the. case may be, to whom the largest number of 
votes has been given". 

To illustrate this rule take the case of Madras ·city 
where out of six seats in a mixed electorate two are 
reserved for non·Bra.hmans. Assun1e that no non-Brah
man candidate has secured enough votes to be placed 
among the first six who have polled the largest number 
of votes and that the only non-Brahman candidates who 
have secured any votes are to be found somewhere near 
the bottom of the list. Under the. rule just quoted. two 
of these non-Brahmans would be at once declared to 
be duly elected and the 5th and 6th candidates on the 
list who are not non-Brahmans would have to give place 
to them. Thus in the case of non- Brahmans the choice 
of the electorate is wholly set aside even though a ma
jority of their own community voted against them. The 
question is whom would these two non-Brahmans repre
sent. It is clear that they do not represent the majority 
of the electorate nor possibly even a majority of non
Brahmans. They have come in by an artificial .rule 
based on no principle whatever. Happily the fears of 
the non- Brahmans in Madras turned out to be unfounded. 
and we are informed that there never was a single occa
sion to put the rule into practice. 

It is bad enough to have 28 merl1 bers of this kind in 
a. representative house of 98 members, but when the 
majority. of wem bers are elected in this manner and the 
ministry .• is formed from out of them, representative 
government becomes a farce. 

Another method of reservation of seats both for the 
: majority and the minority.· has been 

''Sind Pact" method 
suggested by the promoters of what 

is calJed the "Sind Pact". This method is thus des· 
cri bed in clause 5 of the "Pact":-

" In order to. make the system of joint electorates t;uly 
effective, there shall be one common electoral roll for each 
constituency and the election of Muslim and non-Muslim, 
representatives should be held separately but on the same 
day, so that the whole electorate, Muslim and non-Muslim 
shall have the right and opportunity to vote at both• these 
elections separately, whereby the members so elected shall 
have been returned by the entire constituency and not only 
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by the voters of their own communities". 

The only merit claimed for this method is that the 
"members so elected shall have been returned by the 
entire ·constituency and not only by the voters of their 
own communities". For this purpose it would not be 
necessary to hold the elections separately as in a single 
election also the whole electorate-Muslim and non-Mus
lim-would have the right and opportunity to vote. The 
real object of the clause seems to be to avoid competition 
between the Hindu and Muslim candidates and thus 
secure to them reservation of seats according to their 
numbers. Apart from the fact that such competition is 
essential for the exercise by the elector of his free choice, 
the method proposed entirely shuts out all opportunity for 
a Hindu elector to vote for a Muslim candidate in prefer
ence to a candidate of his own community and vice versa. 

It is obvious that the result of two separate ballots 
for each group of candidates can never be the same as 
that of a single ballot for both and that there will always 
be much greater chance at separate elections for the 
majority community to secure the return of their manda
tories from among the minority community by concen
trating their votes on them. 

It will thus be seen that neither of the two methods 
Both methods unsatis· discussed above is likely to give satis

factory factory results. The third and the 
only r·:maining method of which we are aware is that of 
separ~.te communal electorates which we have already 
discussed. The doing away of communal electorates is 
intended to promote communal unity by making eath. 
community more or less dependent on the other at 
the time of the elections. But reservation for a majority .. · 
community in a mixed electorate will take away much 
of the incentive for communal unity, as the majority 
community as a whole would under all circumstances be 
assured of its full quota without the help of the other 
communities. There is no doubt some advantage to be 
gained by individual candidates of either community 
having to canvass the other community as against their • 
rivals of the same community but this small advantage 
will probably not be availed of in times of acute commu
nal tension. 

It is absurd to insist on reservation of seats for the 
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majority and Claim 'full'responsible government at the 
same time. Responsible government ·· is understood to 
mean a government in which the executive.cis r~sponsi
ble t? the legislature and the legislature to the electorate. 
If the members of the executive with the majority be· 
hind them have all got in by reservation and not by the 
free choice of the electorate there is neither representa· 
tiqnof the electorate nor any foundation for responsible 
government. Reservation of seats for a majority com· 
tnunity gives to that community the statutory right to 
govern the country independently of the wishes of the 

·electorate a,nd is foreign to all conceptions -of popular 
government. It will confine minoritie~ within a ring· 
fen<:_e .and leave them no scope for expansion. 

We have based the foregoing observations on the 
principles generally applied to repre
sentative government. We are a.ware 

thatthose principles have in practice been found far from 
perfect and that serious objections have been raised • in 
certain quarters again~t democratic government itself. 
We can. hardiy enter into these considerations in this 
Committee and must at this stage of our evolution accept 
the principlesgoverningelections inmost of the ad_vanced 
countries of the world. We are also aware that the 
s-ystem of election we have -recommep.ded ha:s some 
times failedto >establish the rule of the majority, as in 
the case of the last British elections, which resulted in 
thereturn of an overwhelming majority of merohers who 
had only the support of a minority ofelectors. This 
we believe was ma.inly due to inequalities in voting 

.strength and the wastage of votes on candidates who did 
not needthem. - The only remedy is proportional re• 

:presentation which for the reasons already mentioned 
·we have refrained from recommending at present. 

Defec;ts of Elections 

We have so far considered the question of - reserva

Facts .. and figures 
tion for majorities · on principle but 
the strongest argument against such 

reservation is furnished by the facts. as they are. We 
areindebted to P~ndit Jawaharlal Nehru for the figures 

• · given in appendices A. & B. which he has compiled with 
great industry from the reports of the last census relat· 
ing to Bengal and the Punjab-the only two pro.vinces 

' in which the Muslims are in a majority. These figures 
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conclusively show ·that there is no. foundation in fact 
for the fears entertained by the Muslims in these two 
provinces, and indeed no occasion for any adventitious 
.aid to secure to them the full benefit of their natural 
majori'ty. Theaigument is that Mussalmans will not 
obtain adequate representation and the slight majority 
they have will be more than counter-balanced by their 
educational and economic backwardness in these pro
vinces. The whole force of this argument, which is 
based on the total population of the two provinces, dis
appears when we examine in detail the figures relating 
to the administrative divisions and the districts compos-
ing them. . 

It appears from an analysis of the population figures 
of the Punjab and Bengal that Muslims can certainly 
have nothing to fear from a f.ree electorate, without any 
reservation of seats, in these two provinces. It will be 
clear from the figures given in the appendices that in 
both the Punjab and Bengal the distribution of popula
tion is such that the Muslim majority in most of the 
geographical and administrative areas comprising these 
provinces is much greater than it appears when the whole 
province is taken as a unit. We find that there are 
natural areas of reservation for the different communi
ties which ensure the representation of each community 
far more effectively than any artificial reservation can do. 

Thus in the Punjab, we have a Muslim zone in the 
The Punjab 

north.and north-west of the province, 
where the Muslims are overwhelm

ingly strong and where no other commurtity can encrQ: 
ach on their preserve. We find also a smaller area in· 
the south, the Hindu zone, where the Hindus and Sikhs 
are equally strong. Between the two there is a third area·. 
where the Muslims are predominant, but not overwhelm
-ingly so. This analysis leads us to the conclusion that 
Muslims are bound to capture over 47 per cent o£ the 
total seats in the Punjab from their sped al zone alone, 
whilst the Hindus and Sikhs will jointly capture nearly 
30 per cent. The remaining 23 per cent of seats will • 
lie i-n either a predominantly Muslim area or in districts 
where the Muslims are the strongest single community. 
Allow;ngfor every contingency we cannot conceive of 
Muslims not capturing enough seats in this area to give 
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tbem a clear ma,jqrityin the provincial legislature. 

We have discussed these population figures for each 
Punjab district in detail in our note attached. (Appen
dix A). We may here however refer to some of these 
figures. 

The population of the Punjab (British territory) at 
the last 192 I census was as follows : 

Muslims 
Hindus 
Sikhs 
Others (mainly 
Christians) 

11 ,444,321 
6,579,260 
2,294,207 

Total Punjab population zo,685,o24 

55'3% 
31·8% 
Il'I% 

There are 29 districts in all. We have divided these 
into four zones :-

• 

1. Fifteen districts in the overwhelmingly Muslim 
zone.. The percentage of Muslims in one dis
trict is nearly 91;. in nine districts it is be
tween 8o and 90 ; in two districts it is 7 I or 
over; and in three it is 63 · 3, 61 · 9 and 60·7. 
We have included the last three districts in 
this zone as, although the Muslim percentage 
is not .so high a.s in the adjoining districts, it 
is very .· high compared to the Hindus and 
Sikhs combined. Thus in one (Sheikhupura) 
Muslims are 63· 3%, Hindus 16·o%, Sikhs are 
15 · yo/o, in Sialkot Muslims are 61 · 9o/o, Hindus 
are I9·S<J0 and Sikhs are 8·oo/o, in Lyallpur 
Muslimsare6o·7<fo, Hindus are I8·Io/o and 
Sikhs are r6·4%. 

It should be remembered that the non
Muslim minority in all these districts consists 
not of one group but of several communities 
Hindus, Sikhs, Christians and others. 

lf we give one member of the legislatures 
to every I,oo,ooo population as we have sug
gested elsewhere, we find that 98 members 
will be returned from this Muslim zone alone. 
This amounts to 47 · 3 per cent of the total 
m~mbership of the legislature. • 

I I. There are two districts (Lahore and Gurdaspur) 
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which might be called the-predominantly M.us-
lim zone. Here the Muslims are greater than 
Hindus and Sikhs combined-in Lahore they 
are 57 · 3 o/o of the· total-but they are not so 
many as in zone I. The number of members 
of the legislature for these two districts are 
19! or 9 · 4 per cent of the total membership. 

III. There are three districts where no community is 
predominant but even here the Muslims are 
the strongest single community. The number 
of members of the legislature for these dis
tricts is 27! that is, 13·3 per cent ofthetotal. 

IV .. There are nine districts which might be called 
the overwhelmingly Hindu-Sikh zone. The 
number of members for this zone is 61! or 29 · 7 
per cent of the total. 

We thus see that Muslims are certain of 47 · 3 per 
cent seats; have a good chance of capturing the majority · 
of at least 9 · 4 seats ; and afair chance of some seats 
out of the I 3 ·3 per cent of group II I. They are thus, i' 

humanly speaking, assured of a clear majority in the 
legislature. ' 

In Bengal the figures are even more illuminating. 

1 
These are discussed in full detail 

Benga in the separate note attached (see 
Appendix B). We give here only a brief summary. The 
population figures are :-

Muslims 25,21o,8o2 54·o% 
Hindus 20,203,527 43'3%' 
Others (chiefly tribal re-
ligions and Christians) .. r,28r,207 2"7% 

------ ----
Total Bengal population 

~ 

(British territory) 46,6gs,s36 roo•o% ------ ----
Here also we find definite zones as in the 

Punjab. 
I. Overwhelmingly Muslim zone. There are 13 

districts with 282 members of the legislature. 
or over 6o per cent of the total. 

I e Predominant! y Mus lim zone-two districts with. 
23 members or 5 per cent of the total. 
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III. Neutral .or predominantly Hindu zone.. Four 

districts. with 42 members or 9 per cent of the 
total. 

IV. Overwhelmingly Hindu zone. Nine districts ~vith 
I I8 mem hers or 2 5 per cent of the total. 

Thus in Bengal from the overwhelmingly Muslirn 
zone alone, not taking into consideration the predomi· 
nantly Muslim zone, Muslims are assured ofover 6o 1jc 
seats• in the legislatlJre. The Hindu minority, ··although 
it is a very big minority, is highly likely to suffer in num· 
hers in an open general election without reservation. 

This has recently been demonstrated in a remarkable 
manner by the figures of the last Dis

Bengal District Board trict Board elections in Bengal, print
elections 

ed in Appendix C. The electorates 
for these boards are mixed Hindu and Muslim, but the 
electoral roll being based on a property or tax paying 

·franchise does not maintain the population proportions 
of the two communities. We expect that the voting 

, strength of the Muslims, who are economically weaker 
than Hindus, is much Jess than it would be with 
adult suffrage and yet we find that they made a clean 
sweep of the Hindu minority in three districts-Mymen
singh, Chittagong and Jessore. In the first two of 
these not a single Hindu was elected though the Hinclus 
are about 24 per cent of the population, and in the third 
only one Hindu managed to get in though the community 
forms 38 · 2 per cent of the population. As against this 
we. find that Muslims, where they are in insignificant 
mjn'orities of 3 and 4 per cent have managed to send one 
to three representatives to the District Board. We 
h;we also very interesting examples of what happens 
when the two communities are found in about equal 
strength.. The cases of Khulna and Dinajpur are in 
point, . In the former the non-Muslims being so per 
cent of the population carried I I seats as against 5 
tak~n by Muslims who 'vere 49 ·8 per cent. In the 
latter the Muslims being 49 per. cent of the population 
earried 14seafs as against 4 of the Hindus who were 
over 44 . per cent. Actual population is not a safe 

· guide in the absence of exact figures showing the voting 
-strength of the two communities, but we think it• can 
safely be inferred that the Muslims in Bengal need no 
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protection from all the non-Muslims put. together. The 
case of Jessore is particularly interes.ting. As long as 
the Muslim majority did not take much interest in the 
lo.caJ affairs of the district the Hindu minority had it 
all its own way. Once roused "to action the Muslims 
not only swept the polls but for the first time in the 
history of their District Board gave it a Muslim chair
man and a Muslim vice chairman, both members of the 
Bengal Council. We are informed that the last elections 
for the District Boards in Bengal have opened the eyes 
of both communities and that Muslim opinion is now 
veering round to mixed electorates. It is one of the 
tragedies of communal hostility that men shut their eyes 
to facts and fight against their .own best interests. We 
commend a careful study of the figures we have given in 
Appendices A, B and C to those who are flooding the 
country with elaborate manifestos and memoranda in 
support of communal electorates for the Punjab and 
Bengal. 

We find therefore from an analysis of the actual 
figures that Muslim fears in the Pun- "' 

Economic and edu· • b d B 1 } 1 · · 
cational standards Ja an enga are arge y lmagmary. 

These fears are based on the superior 
economic and educational standards of the Hindus and 
Sikhs. We have seen that this superiority has not 
helped the Hindus of Bengal at the District Board 
elections and we are sure that the result of council elec· 
tions will be even more strikingly in favour of Muslims. 
But there is no doubt that Muslims are backward both 
in education and in wealth, specially in Bengal, as som· 
pared to the other communities. There is also no doubt 
that the power of wealth is great in the modern State. 
It is so great indeed that it seldom troubles to contest 
seats in the legislature as it can pull the strings from 
behind the scenes. Reservation of seats ot separate 
electorates, or any other device of this kind, cannot 
materially reduce this power. So long as people think 
and act in terms of compmnalism, so long will they not 
face the real problem. And if they will not face it, 
they will not solve it. • 

We are not here called upon to advise on a new. 
structure of society where the economic power is not 
concentrated in the hands of a few. We take it that the 
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communal • organisations which aggressively demand 
special rights and privileges for their respective com
munities are not 'desirous of attacking the basis of the 
existing structure .. )£ this is admitted then all we .can 
do is to provide safeguards and guarantees for education . 
and economic advancement, speciallyfor all backward 
groups artd communities. 

We are certain that as soon ::ts India is free and can 
. face her . problems unhamp" ered by" Parties in ftee India · .. . . · .... ·· . · · · 

alien authority and • intervention, the 
minds of her people will .. turn to the vital problems of 
the day. How many questions. that are likely to be 
considered by our future legislatures can be of a com
munal nature ? There may possibly be a few now and 
then, but there can be no doubt that the vast majority 
of the questions before us will not be communal in the 
narrow sense. The result will be that parties will be 
formed in the country and in the legislature on entirely 
other grounds, chiefly economic we presume. We shall 
then find Hindus and Muslims and Sikhs in .one party 
acting together and opposing another party which 
also consists of Hindus and Muslims and Sikhs. This 
is bound.to happen if we once get going. 

Looking at it purely from the Hindu point of view, 
however, we can well imagine that a 

Hindu and Sikh mino- reservation of Seats for the Muslim 
rities 

majorities in the Punjab and Bengal, 
may actually benefit the Hindus, and it may be Sikhs 
also, more. than no reservation. The facts and figures we 
have stated demonstrate that the Muslim position in 
the Punjab and Bengal is so strong that in all likelihood 
they will gain in a joint electorate with no re.servation 
rhore seats than their population warrants. Thus the 
Hindu and Sikh minorities may find their representa
tion even reduced below their population ratio. This 
is a possible and indeed a likely contingency. But it 
is impossible to provide for such contingencies. The 
safest and most obvious course is to have an ··open elec· 
_tion with such safeguards as we c:an devise. 

The considerations set out above were fully discussed 
at the informal conference to which 

Informal Conference • 
reference has already been made and 

the following resolution was unanimously adopted, sub-
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ject to a note by our colleague Sardar Mangal Singh on 
the second part of the resolution:* . ' 

"We are unanimously opposed to the reservation. of .seats 
. f.n the legislatures either for majorities or .. minorities and 

we recommend that no such reservation should be provided 
for in the constitution. But if this recommendation is not 
accepted and an agreement can be arrived at •. only on a 
reservation of seats on the population basis we recommend 
that such reservation be made for majorities or minorities 
without any weightage and with a clear provision that it 
shall automatically cease at the expiry of ten years or ear
lier by the consent of the parties concerned". 

The note of Sardar Mangfl,l Singh runs as follows:-
"1 agree with the first part of the above proposition, namely 

that there shall be no reservation of seats either for majo
rities or minorities in the legislatures of the country. But I 
am very strongly opposed to the creation of statutory com
munal majorities by reservation of seats for majorities on 
population basis under all circumstances and for any time 
howsoever short it may be. If the agreement can only be 
reached by reservation of seats I will recommend that the 
case of the Sikhs be considered as that of an important 
minority and adequate and effective representation, far in 
excess of their numerical strength, be given to them in the 
Punjab on the basis adopted for Muslim minorities under 
the Lucknow Pact in Behar and other provinces. And I 
further suggest that special weightage be given to Sikhs 
for representation in the central legislature". 

It will be seen that the first part of the resolution 
contains the actual recommendation of the informal con
ference and the second part deals with a contingency which 
can happen, if at all, only when that recommendation ·is 
rejected in favour of an agreement by all the parties 
concerned on reservation of seats on the population 
basis. There has not only been no such agreemen$ 
among the members of this Committee but they have 
definitely expressed themselves in the first part of the 
resolution to be unanimously opposed to reservation. It 
is highly unlikely that the agreement referred to in the 
second part of the resolution will be reached in the All 
Parties Conference. But if by any chance such an agree
ment is arrived at, it would be binding on all those who• 
join it and in that case all that the second part provides 
is that it should not be given effect to for more than ten · 

*A list of those who signed the resolution is given in a note at the end 
of the report. 
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years. We .cannof be taken to have recommended what 
we have expressl:Y opposed. But we recpgnise the value 
of a compromise between parties and communitie& how
ever wrong it may be in principle, and if such a compro
mise is arrived at in spite of ourselves, w~ can do no 
more than try to limit its • operation. This is exactly 
what we have done. As regards the special claim of the 
Muslims and Sikhs for greater representation than their 
population would justify, it is enough to say that in the 
view we have expressed above, no such claim is admis
sible on the part of any community however important 
it may consider itself to he. 

We shall have to revert to the resolution of the 
informal conference in considering the question of reser
vation for minorities to which we now address ourselves. 

Muslims in provinces other than the Punjab and 
Bengal are in small minorities and 

ri~!:ervation for mino- in some parts of India almost negli-
gible, though in the total population 

of India the proportion is over 24 per cent. 
After the resolution of the informal conference refer-

Reservation for Mus- red to above was passed it was point
lim minorities in pro- ed out to us that it would work 
portion to population great hardship on the Muslim mino-
rity which would in all probability be able to elect no 
more than 30 or 40 Muslims from the Punjab and Bengal, 
and perhaps one or two from the U. P. and Behar, to 
the central legislature of 500 members, and that there 
w~s little chance of any of the other provinces with less 
than 7 per cent of the population returning a single 
Muslim. The result, it was argued, would be that Mus
lims, who form nearly one fourth of the total population 
of British India, would have no more than one tenth of 
representation in the central legislature. The same 
reasoning, it was urged, applied to the legislatures of 
provinces where the Muslims are in small minorities. 
We recognise the force of this argument and it is here 
that we. feel . compelled by force of circumstances to 

• introduce a temporary element of . communalism in the 
electoral system of the country. We are therefore un
able to adopt the resolution of the informal conference 

· of the 7th July in its entirety as our recommendation. 
In provinces other than the Punjab and Bengal we must 
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make an exception in favour of Muslim. minorities by 
permitting reservation of seats, if so desired by them, in 
proportion to their population both in the central and 
the ,provincial legislatures. The retention of communal 
representation to this extent for some time to come is 
in our opinion a necessary evil. It will be seen that by 
making this concession in .favour of Muslim minorities 
we are not introducing the anomalies arising out of re
servation for majorities. A minority must remain a 
minority whether any seats are reserved for it or not and 
cannot dominate thee majority. 

Representation in excess of their proportion in the 
Weightage not per- population fixed for Muslims in a ntim-

- missible ber of provinces under the Lucknow 
pact, as well as the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms, will 
disappear under our scheme. Such representation is only 
possible in separate electorates and has no place in joint 
or mixed electorates. It is of course not physically im
possible to reserve a larger proportion of seats for Mus lim 
minorities than their population would justify but, apart 
from the obvious injustice of such a course not only to the 
majorities but to the other minorities as well, it will in 
our opinion be harmful to the development of Muslims 
themselves on national lines. We have allowed· them 
their full share on the population basis by reservation 
and anything over and above that share they ll)USt win 
by their own effort. We do not propose to impose any 
restrictions on their right to contest a larger number of 
seats than those reserved for them. The main cons-i
deration which has guided us in accepting reservatfou 
for their minority is that we are not there by putting it 
in a ring-fence beyond which it cannot advance howeve:r:. 
competent it may be to do so. It is in our opinion more 
important to secure a free and open field for the ex
pansion of the political activities of all communities 
large or small than to reserve a maximum number of 
seats for them even in excess of their numbers. Such 
reservation will never bring them in open competition 
with any community other than their own and the inevit- • 
able result will be stagnation. It is true that a Muslim 
candi.date will have to canvass non-Muslim votes to 
defeat his MusJirn rival but this is not calculated to · 
advance the Muslim on national lines. It will always 
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be a question· of whether Muslim A is better than 
Muslim B withou.t regard to the fact that non-Muslim C 
is better or worse than both. 

Muslims cannot reasonably claim reservation of seats 
beyond their strict proportion to population ·along with 
the right to contest additional seats, and the question 
for them to consider is which of the two is likely. to be 
of greater advantage to them. vVe have no doubtthat 
when they carefully weigh the pros and cons of the 
reservation of a larger number of seats than they are 
entitled to on the population basis. without the right to 
exceed that number, against the pros and cons of reserv
ation in proportion to their population wit!! the right 
to contest as many more seats as they like; they will fin.c1--x"' 
that the latter is bv far the better choice. As we have 
already. pointed dut, reservation to ,the fullest extent 
deprives mixed electorates in a considerable measure of 
their utility in promoting national unity. Whatever 
inducement a Muslim candidate may have to approach 
the non-Muslim voter to defeat his Muslim rival, so far 
as his community as a whole is concerned, it will have 
its full quota assured to it with or without the help of 
the non-Muslim voters, and at times of extreme communal 
tension it will beeasy both for Muslims andnon-Muslims 
to run their elections quite independently of each other 
without either lqsing a single seat. It is only by main
taining the interdependence of the two communities that 
we can hope to minimise their differences • 

. Having regard to the actual conditions prevailing in 
M • r . u P the U. P., where the l\lluslim minority 

ms Ims m · - · is the largest, we are convinced that 
t}:le Muslims stand to gain more seats under our scheme 
than the ntJ,m ber fixed for them under the present system. 
In< several urban areas in the U. P. they are in majorities 
and in others they have strong and influential minorities. 
They may perhaps lose a few seats in some other pro
vinces btJ.t the net result of a general election in the 
country as a whole is likely to be fairly satisfactory to 
oall. 

So far as the 
Re$ervation for Mus

'!ims • in the central 
legislature 

Muslim demand is concerned it only 
remains for us to deal with that p<trt of 
it which relates to reservation of one 
third of the total number of seats in 
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the central legislature for Muslims. This point was not 
directly raised or discussed at the inf~rmal conference, 
but we think that it is concluded by the general recom
mendations we have made in. regard to reservation of 
seats. The principle we have adopted is that wherever 
such reservation has to be made for the Muslim minority 
it must be. in strict proportion to its population. The 
Muslims are a little less than one fourth of the total 
population of British I,ndia and they cannot be allowed 
reservation over and above that proportion in the centr-al 
legislature. It must be remembered that they have the 
right to contest additional seats both for the central and 
provincial legislatures in provinces other than the Punjab 

_,.......qnd Bengal, and that in the two .last mentioned provinces 
their right is unfettered to contest any number of seats 
they like for both legislatures. In the case of provin
cial legislatures we have substituted this right for the 
present weightage they enjoy. In the central legislature 
the Muslims do not at present en,ioy any definite weight
age and their numbers to be r~turned by the provinces are 
fixed on a more or less arbitrary basis. The actual 
number of the Muslim members falls short of one third 
of the total strength of the Assembly. There is thus no 
foundation for the demand even in existing conditions. 
A little reflection will show that it is far better to have a 
free hand than to be tied down to the difference between 
l/3 and I/4· But as we have already observed we can
not depart from the principle we have accepted for 
the Muslim minorities in the provincial Iegislatur.e. 
Besides the question of principle there are practi-cal 
difficulties in the way. How are we to secure this on·e 
third reservation in the central legislature without res
tricting the Punjab and Bengal majorities to definit~ 
numbers of members and allowing weightage in the 
~other provinces all round ? And on what principle is 
the excess in the numbers of members in. the provinces to 
be allotted to each province? We have given our best 
consideration to the matter but we regret we are unable 
to recommend reservation of one third of the total num-. 
ber of seats for Muslims in the central legislature. 

~r these reasons we recommend reservation of seats, · 

d 
. when demanded, for Mus lim minorities · 

Recommen auon b . h l d . . oth m t e centra an provmc1al 
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legislat1.ues ·in strict proportion to the it population, 
with the righl to co~test additional seats for .a fixed 
period of tenyears. We would add, however, that our 
colleague Mr. Shuai b Qureshi does not agree with·some 
of the arguments and conclusions given above. He is of 
opinion that the resolution ofthe informal conference, 
referred .to above, should be adopted in its entirety., .He 
further desires that one third of the. seats in the central 
legislature should be reserved for Muslims. 

As regards non-Muslim minorities the only provinces 
Non·M.uslim minori- which deserve consideration are the 

ties in N.-w. F. and N.-W. F. and Baluchistan wherethey 
Baluchistan are in much the sante position as the 
Muslim minorities in Madras. and the C. P. We re
commend that the. same concession be made to them as""'"' 
to the Muslimsin provinces other than the Punjab · and 
Bengal. 

Turning to the other non-Muslim minorities we find 
Other non·Muslim that there is no such sharp cleavage 

minoritie~> between them and the majorities 
among whom. they live as there unfortunately is between 
Hindus and Muslims. We do not think that any protec
tion by way of reservation is either necessary or desir
able in their case. They will realise that we are re
commending such protection to Muslim minorities under 
very special circumstances ·and for a limited period only. 
The latter have .sooner or later to stand on their . own 
legs. • .. W c shall •· indeed be gl2.d if they will make 
up their minds to do without reserv:.ttion from the 
beginning. 
,. There.is no analogy between the Muslim and non

Muslim minorities in India. The latter are nowhere 
~hen the totalpopulation of India is co11sidered. Leav
ing out the case of Buddhjsts, who are to be found 
chiefly in Burma and ate in a majority there, the per
centage of the population oi other non-Muslim minorities 
to the total population of India is as follows:- . 

• 
Christians r · 4% 
Sikhs I·o% 
Jains · z% 
Others (besides tribal 
religions in hill tracts) ·2% • 

''~ "';~•, .'-'--"'' If \v"ill'tbu'~i appear that so far as the c'entral legis• 
- ---- ., __ !"·:.... ····: ;·: 
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• ]ature is concerned the reservation of seats for non· 
Muslim minorities on a population basis will hardly help 
them to any appreciable extent and· that there is no 
occasion to reserve seats for minorities, other than those 
in the N.-W. F. Province and Baluchistan, even in the 
provincial legislature. Any attempt to do so will only cause 
confusion and will in our opinion be a very doubtful 
advantage to the communities concerned. 

We have not mentioned the Hindu minorities in the 
Punjab and Bengal as by no stretch of the imagination 
32 and 45 per cent of the population can be regarded as 
small minorities. 

Among the non-Muslim minorities the Sikhs deserve 

-sikhs 
special consideration. They are con
~entrated in the Punjab and the 

position they occupy in that province is very similar to 
that of the Muslims in the U. P. The latter being about 
rso/o of the population are in fact more numerous in the 
U. P. than the Sikhs in the Punjab where they are 
only II o/o. Under the existing system they have their 
separate electorate and are given considerable weightage. 
We recognise that Sikhs are a distinct and important 
minority which cannot be ignored and we have, all 
along, been giving our best consideration to the point 
of view of the Sikhs as expressed by our colleague 
Sardar Mangal Singh. It must be said to their credit 
that they have shown an admirable spirit of self-sacrifice 
by their decision to give up these communal advantages 
in the general interest of the country. Throughout the 
communal controversies that have raged round t.he 
question of representation in the legislature during re·
cent years they have taken their stand on joint electorates 
with no reservation for any community. Our colleague 
Sardar Mangal Singh has drawn attention to the fact 
that the Sikhs do not form the majority of the total 
population of any district in the Punjab, and that the 
strongest position they occupy is in Ludhiana district 
where they are the strongest single community. Even 
in this district they are only 41·5% and are not in a. 
majority. In every other district they are outnumbered 
either by Muslims or Hindus, and usually by both. It 
is ob~ious that situated as the Sikhs are in the Punjab . 
they are subject to all the disadvantages of a minority 



. . 
in a joint mixed . electorate based on the wide adult 
suffrage we 'have recommended. In these circum
stances they have in the Punjab at least ai3 strong a 
case for reservation .. both in the provincia] an~ cen
tral legislatures as the Muslims have in the. u: P. 
There is however a third and a very potent factor to be 
taken into account and that is the presence of the s.trong 
Hindu minority side by side with the Muslim majority 
and the Sikh minority. It is this circumstance in the 
Punjab which, apart from general considerations, has so 
far defied all attempts at a satisfactory adjustment on the: 
basis of reservation for any community. The Punjab 
problem has assumed an all Indi,a importance and we 
cannot look at it as an isolated case arising in a single 
province. The only effective way of avoiding complicif"' · 
tions and grving full play to the forces of nationalism is 
to . eradicate the virus of commun<'llism from the body 
politic of the Punjab. Our colleague, Sardar Mangal 
Singh, who. has discussed the matter very fully and 
frankly with us sh~res our difficulty. We believe that 
nothing is farther from the wishes of the Sikh League 
than to introduce any compJ ications directly or indirect· 
ly in the solution of the communal problem. They 
could, if they had insisted on any special advantage, 
have caused endless difficulties in the adoption of a 
uniform rule of representation. They fully realised this 
and voluntarily gave up all their claims with the sole 
object, we ate assured, of preventing an impasse. We 
appreciate this spirit and congratulate them on their 
patriotic resolve . 
. • ·The only alternative to the proposal we have made 

Th 1 1 
. is to adopt the recommendation of 

e on y a ternattve • d h : the Informal conference an ave no 
reservation for any minorities, including Muslims., in any 
legislature. B.ut this will cause considerable dissatisfac
tion to Muslims without conferring any special benefit 
on. non·Muslims. It must be remembered that besides 
reservation by means of communal electorates the Mus· 
lims at present enjoy considerable weightage in every 

•province. We are offering them the right to contest 
-additional seats in lieu of this weightage and we can

. not very well do away with reservation in their case. 
· We see no hardship in this to non-Muslim majorities or 
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minorities. Endless complications · wih arise if we re
commend reservation for all minorities: Besides the 
existing well defined minorities such as Christians, 
Parsi~, Jews, fresh groups from among the Hindu castes 
and sub-castes will claim the right and it will he a 
perpetual saurce of trouble. 

The communal . question is essentially a Hindu 
Muslim question and must be settled on that basis. We 
shall indeed be doing poor service if in our attempt to 
settle it we let communalism loose on the country to 
swallow up communities and sub-communities most of 
whom have not even dreamt of it. 

There remain two important communities included 

.Non-Brahmans 
in the Hindu majority-the non-Brah
mans and the depressed classes. The 

sharp division between Brahman and non-Brahman is 
to be met with only in the south and is unknown in 
other parts of India. Where the non- Brahmans as such 
are found, they are either an overwhelming majority as 
[n Madras or a very strong minority as in parts of 
Bombay. They need no protection in the matter of 
representation in the legislatures as has been established 
by the elections held in recent times. Their grievances 
:tgainst Brahmans are all traceable to the ascendency 
gained by the latter in the political and social life of 
:he country. This is the natural result of their intellectual 
:tscendency which is now seriously threatened by the 
rapid advance of non-Brahmans. 

The problem of the "depressed " or " suppressed " 
"

0 
d.. 

1 
classes has come to the front in re· 

epresse c asses d . · • . 
cent years an the1r present cond1 ... 

tion is put forward as an argument against the political 
:tdvancement of India. We are certainly of opinion that 
the Hindus are chiefly responsible for this suppression 
){ a large class, but we are equally clear that the solici
tude for this class which the British government has 
~ndeavoured to show has its basis on reasons other than 
lmmanity or love _for this class. This solicitude is of 
very recent growth. As the national movement has 
?;rown in the country, so has the political value of the • 
"depressed" classes grown in the eyes of the govern
men'- It is only . since 1917 that their numbers have · 
been separately given in the official reports on enduca- . 
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tibn and refet:ence has been made to the educational 
facilities .offered. to them. The solicitude of govern
ment has so far brought little relief to these classes. 
It has resulted in giving them some nominated seats in 
the legislatures and some minor contribution~ for special 
schools. 

Fat more serious and effective attempts havebeen 
mad.e by non-official Indian ageJ;tcies to raise • these 
classes. The Christian missions have also helped in this 
task. The Congress made the abolition of untouchabi
lity one of its principal planks in 1920 and, as is well 
known, Mahatma Gandhi has thrown himself with all 
his great powers and energy into the movement. Other 
political organisations, and we are glad to find even . . . . ··.· • . ·~ communal orgamsat10ns, h.ave with equal emphasis de-
clared against untouchability. The practical work done 
and the considerable results achieved already make it 
quite clear that these declarations were not mere pious 
wishes. We realise that there are still conservative 
elements in the country which are strong enough to put 
obstacles . in the way and retard the progress of the 
movement. Butwe are convinced that untouchability is 
doomed. 

In. our suggestions for the constitution we have not 
made any special provision for the representation of the 
''depressed " classes in the ·legislatures. This could 
only be done by way of specialelectorates or py nomi
nation. We have dealt fully in another place with the 
q~estion of special electorates and reservation ofseats. 
We a.re not prepared to extend this unsound and harm
ful principle if we can help it, nor do we think that we 
'yill do any good to these classes by ensuring some 
seats for them in this way. We are still more opposed 
to nomination, This can only result, as it has resulted, 
in ·the government of the day nominating someone who 

·will support it through thick and thin, and will not re• 
present anybody. 

We feel strongly however that the "depressed" 
.Classes must be abolished or rather that they should be 
raised socially and economically so that they may take 

. their proper place in the community. The only effec
. tive· way to do. this is to give themeducational and other 
facilities for this advance and to remove all obstacles in 
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the way of this advance. Some of the-articles in the 
Declaration of Rights, which we have rocommended, will 
go a. long way to remove the disabilities from whiCh 
these-classes suffer and will give them an opportunity 
to go ahea_d. The proposal that we should have adult 
suffrage will also automatically raise their level and 
increase their political power . . Finally, we havestrong
ly recommended that the education of all backward 
classes should be a special concern of the state. . Hall 
these recommendations are acted upon we areconvinced 
that the "depressed" classes will rapidly disappear and 
will be replaced by a self-reliant and progressive group, 
co-operating with other groups in the welfare of the en-

.-J,ire community. 
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CHAPTER IV 

REDISTRIBUTION OF PROVINCES 

We are glad to take leave of communal problems and 
enter upon rnatt~rs more germane to the constitution. 
The question of redistribution of provinces as a part 
of the constitution should ord inarilv be disposed ofbv 
a few general rules governing all cases. But,~ as we hav~'"'"" 
seen, the simplest problems have a tendency to become 
difficult and almost insoluble if approached in the wrong 
spirit and considered not on their own merits but as 
parts of an entirely different problem. We have already 
dealt with the communal aspect of the separation of Sind 
from Bombay and shown how a very simple matter has 
become a major issue in our politics. We shall now con
sider the general question on the merits apart from its 
communal bearings. 

Every one knows that the present distribution of 
provinces in India has no rational 

Present distribution b · I · 1 d 'd 
irrational · as1s. t IS mere y ue to acc1 ent 

and the circumstances attending the 
growth of the Britishpower in India. As a whole it has 
iittle to do with geographical or historical or economic 
or linguistic reasons. Even from the purely adminis
trative point of view it is not a success. It is clear that 
there must be a redistribution of provinces. Some of 
us favour small provinces, others prefer large provinces. 
But small or large, the question of redistribution has to 
be tackled. 

What principles should govern this redistribution? 
Partly geographical and. partlyecono

Principles of redistri- mic and financial, but the main 
•bution 

considerations must necessarily be the 
. wishes of the people and the linguistic unity of the area 
. concerned. It is wel1 recognised that rapid prokress 

in education as well as in general culture and in most 
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departments of life depends on language.. If a foreign 
language is the medium of instruction, business and 
affair;; and the life of the country must necessarily be 
stunted. No democracy can exist where a foreign langu· 
age is used for these purposes. A democracy must be 
well informed and must be able to understand and 
follow public affairs in order to take an effective part ii1 
them. It is inconceivable that a democracy can do t~is 
if a foreign language is largely used. It becomes essen
tial therefore to conduct the business and politics of a 
country in a language which is understood by the masses. 
So far as the provinces are concerned this must be the 
provincial language. 

- We are certainly not against the use of English. 

Language 
Indeed from the necessities of the 
situation we feel that English must, 

as at present, continue for some time to come to be the 
most convenient medium for debate in the centrallegisla· 
ture. We also believe that a foreign language, and this 
is likely to be English, is essential for us to develop 
contacts with the thought and science and life of other 
countries. We are however strongly of opinion that every 
effort should be made to make Hindustani the common 
language of the whole of India, as it is today of half of it. 
But, granting all this, provincial languages will have to 
be encouraged and, if we wish the province to make rapid 
progress, we shall have to get it to do its work in its own 
language. , 

If a province has to educate itself and do its da.ily
work through the medium of its own language, it must 
necessarily be a linguistic ar~a. If it happens to be . a 
polyglot area difficulties will continually arise and the 
media of instruction and work will be two or even more 
languages. Hence it becomes most desirable .for pro
vinces to be regrouped on a linguistic basis. Language 
as a rule corresponds with a special variety of culture, 
of traditions and literature. In a linguistic area all 'these 
factors will help in the general progress of the province .• 

The National Congress . recognised this linguistic 
principle 8 years ago and since then, so far as the Con- . 
gres~ machinery is concerned, India has been divided • 
into linguistic provinces. 
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Another prin~iple which must governa . re~istribu· 

,wishes of people • • tion of provinces is the wishes of the 
people concerned. We who talk of 

self-determination on a larger scale cannot in r~ason 
deny it to a smaller area, provided of course this does 
not conflict with any other important principle or vital 
question. The mere fact · that the people living in a 
particular area . feel that they are a unit and desire to 
clevelop their cultureis a.n important consideration even 
though there may beno sufficient historical or cultural 
justification for their demand. Sentiment in such matters 
is often more important than fact. 

Thus we see that the two most important considera
tions in rearranging provinces are the linguistic princi:. _ 
ple and the wishes of the majorityofthe people. A third 
consideration, though not of the same importance, is 
administrative convenience, which would include the 
geographical position, the economic resources and the 

. "Jinancialstability of the area concerned. But adminis
trative convenience is often a matter of arrangement and 
must as a rule bow to the wishes o£ the people. 

In looking at the map of India today we see definite 
L. . .· .. · .· linguistic areas.. There is the h.uge .. 

mgulsuc areas Hindustani block all over northern 
India, with its slight variation into Punjabi in the Pun
jab. Then there is the Bengali area, the Assamese, the 
Oriya, the Telugu, Tamil, Malafalam, Canarese, Mar
athi, Gujerati and Sindhi. Across the . Bay oLBengal 
there is the Burmese area. Demands have beenmade from 
time to time for the separation of Andhra, the Telugu area, 
ofUtkal (Oriya), ofKarnatak (Canarese), Kerala(Malaya
l~m), Sind (Sindhi), Central Provinces (Hindi speaking 
area) and otherparts, and all these will have to be enquir
ed..intd and carefully considered when a general redistribu
tion is taken in hand. We have no material- before us to 
give anyopinion about most of these areas. We have 
received no representations except in regard to the 
Karnataka and Sind. We have also received a small book 
•t.m,._1 giving the case for Utkal but we. re-

. .. ·· • gret we have been unableto consider 
; it in the absence of any special memorandum or represent
ation. Our colleague, Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose: is 
however satisfied that the Oriya speaking areas should 
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be amalgamated and constituted into a separate province 
if this is financially possible. He is further of opini~~ 
that the demand for the amalgamation of the Bengali 
speaking tracts in Assam and Bihar and Orissa is a 
reasonable and legitimate one. 

As regards l{erala we have received a resolution of 
their Provincial Conference urging 

Kerala 'fi "d •p . um cat10n an separatiOn. nma 
fact"e Kerala offers a great many difficulties as a great 
part of it consists of the States of Travancore and Cochin. 
Leaving out these States, as we must under present 
circumstances, we have a small area. We ar~ thus at 
present not prepared to make any recommendation, in 

~he absence of any material, in regard to Kerala. 

The case for the Karnataka was placed before us by 

Karnataka 
a representative of the Karnataka 
Unification Sangh and theKarnataka . 

Provincial Congress Committee. It had been ably pre· 
pared with a wealth of information, historical, cultural 
and statistical. All our q ues1:ions were answered satisfac
torily and in our opinion a strong prima facie case for 
unification and the formation of Karnataka as a separate 
province was made. 

Parts of the Karnataka lie in Indian States, notably 
Mysore, and there are (i)bviot:.s practical difficulties in 
the way of uniting these with the rest. It might also 
not be convenient to un)te the sma\1 islands of the 
Karnataka on the other side of Mysore territory as these 
would be cut off from the Karnataka proper by Mysore. 
But even so a sufficiently large area remains. 

We were informed that the demand for unification 
came from the vast majority of the population, if not 
practically all. There was no Hindu-Muslim problem 
but there was a Brahman -non- Brahman problem although. 
this did not affect the question of unification much. 
There was no organised opposition although asmall 
number o£ Brahmans were opposed. On behalf of the 
Maharashtrians in some of the border districts a fear 
was expressed that their language might suffer, but· 
safeguards for this might be provided for. 

Financially the position of the Karnataka was very 
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strong and even at present there was a considerable 

. surplus in the British part of the Karnataka. 
Our colleague, ·Mr. M. S. Aney, does not .wholly 

agree with our view point regarding the Karnataka . . _He 
was unfortunately not present at the sitting of the Com
mittee when this question was considered with the help 
of the representative from the Karnataka. Mr. Aney is 
of opinion that the opposition may be greater than we 
im:tgine and they may not have approached us as they 
did not know that we were . considering the question. 
This is hardly likely as the press of the Karnataka has 
been full of this question and considerable publicity 
has beeri given to the _ Karnataka representation to our 
Committee. If any body of men felt keenly enough~ 
oppo~ition to .this demand w' .thir;k that they would 
certamly have mformed us of- then v1ews. 

We cannot of course decide this question finally but 
we feel that the advocates of unification have prima facie 
established their right . to .. it. We cannot suggest the 
exact limits of the new province. . It may be that some 
of the border tracts. are bilingual and an enquiry will 
have to be made on the spot. This work will have to 
be done by an expert committee. Messrs. Aney and 
Pradhan refrain from expressing any opinion on this 
subject. 

It , is 

Sind 

unfortunate that although the separation of 
Sind has given rise to a great deal 
of heated argument, we are yet not 

in possession of all the relevant facts, such as were 
pl'aced before us by the representative from the Karnata
ka. We would commend the way the Karnataka case was 
:prepared, with patient thoroughnessand maps and statis
tics, to those who have demanded the separation of Sind. 
As we have already pointed out, the All Parties Confe
rence appointed a sub-committee in Delhi to investigate 
the financial aspect of the question, but unfortunately no 
facilities were placed before this sub-committee by the 

·sup-porters of separation, and it has not yet reported. 
• We do not knowifit is likely to submit any report in 

the near future. For the present,. however, we have to 
proceed on general principles and without the. help 
which actual authenticated figures might have given us. 

Welaid down two important general considerations 

9 
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in regard to the distribution of provinccs-ijnguistic and 
the wishes of the majority. Sind certainly satisfies both 
these tests. It is a definite linguistic area and the 
great majority of its people may be taken to demand 
separation. We have of course no definite data about 
the number of people desiring separation. But we have 
yet to know that even a single Mussalman opposes it, 
and Mussalmans are 74% of the population. We also 
know that some at least of the members of other com· 
munities in Sind-Hindus and Parsis-support sepa
ration. We may therefore safely presume that the great 
majority of the population desire separation. We are 
aware that there is a section amongst the Hindus, com
.J2.Using, it may be, most of the Hindus in Sind, which is 
strongly opposed to separation. It has been urged that 
before a province is separated a section-one third has 
been suggested-of the minority community must also 
agree to such separation. This, it seems to us, is an 
utterly wrong principle, cutting at the roots not only of 
self-determination but of the very principle of decision 
by majority and is likely to lead to extraordinary 
results. For instance, it may be that ro% or Is% of 
the population may effectively prevent the 90% or 85% 
from having their way. This is not democracy. 

Then again what is the minority community in such 
a case? Ordinarily a redistribution of provinces is not 
likely to be a Hindu-Muslim or communal question. 
The minority which opposes will oppose on the merits 
and not on communal grounds. How is a single person 
belonging to this minority to be made to change hfs 
opinion ? And if some people are converted, another 
minority remains and it may be urged again that one
third of these should be won over. 

Sind undoubtedly satisfies the two main tests. Fur
ther it is clearly a geographical unit and its connection 
with Bombay is a most unnatural one. It is not even 
easily accessible from Bombay and thus from an adminis
trative point of view a separation is desirable. 

It is stated, however, that economically, and even • 
more· so financially, Sind cannot shoulder the burden 
of a • separate provincial existence. It is further stated 
that there is a large deficit in Sind every year which is · 
met from the revenues of other parts of the Bombay 
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presidency. .We are of opm10n that ordinarily a pro
vince should be .self-sufficient in regard to finances and 
must not look to the central government for . doles. 
We can imagine exceptional cases when the central 
government might reasonably help the development of 
a province for a short period in order to make it self-suffi
cient in the future. There may also be other special 
cases when such help may be necessary. But an area 
w.hich desires separation must not live in hopes of 
money flowing in from outside to enable it to run 
its administrative machine. it must feel and declare that 
it will shoulder its own burden. 

We shall presume . that Sind is at present carrying 
on its government with the help of outside money. B~ 
this does not carry us very far. It may be that a 
retrenchment in the scale of expenditure will make 
both ends meet. It may also be, and this is likely, 
that additional sources of revenue from fresh cultiva
tion. or otherwise will increase its income considerably. 
This problem will have to be faced all over India as 
soon as we are free. Our first thought then will be to 
spend money on the development of the country and 
specially in the nation building departments. This 
money can only come by applying the axe to provincial 
expenditure and by tapping fresh sources of revenue. 

Prima facie Sind is capable of great development. 
Karachi is likely to become a great harbour and there 
are large tracts which are either uncultivated or not suffi
c.iently. developed. It is not an unlikely presumption 
therefore thatSind will become in the course of time .a 
self-sUfficient and prosperous province. 

A denial of the right to self-determination on pure
] y financial grounds, and there are no other that we 
think valid, is bound to lead to great dissatisfaction and 
is bound to impede the progress of Sind. All the ener
gythat should go to building· up the life and work of 
the province would be spent in profitless agitation. If 
however this right is granted, subjeCt to· the people of 

• Sind shouldering their own financial burden, a strong 
impetus will be given to the new province to work hard 
and compete with the more advanced provinces. • 

\V e feel therefore that the argument for the separa-
tion of Sind is very strong. In the absence of 
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sufficient data regarding the financial po~ition we are 
unable to give a definite opinion on jt. But it is un
likely'· to say the least of it, that financial considerations"' 
will be such as to override all the other important factors 
which we have discussed. We would say therefore that 
unless some insurmountable difficulties supervene, and 
we are for the present unable to imagine any such in
superable difficulties, Sind should be separated. 

We would add that our colleagues Messrs Aney and 
Pradhan are not wholly at one with us in the arguments 
we have advanced. They agree that Sind is a linguistic 
area and that there is a strong demand from the majority 
of the population for separation. But before giving a final 
~inion they wish that an enquiry be made into the finan
cial and administrativ6 aspects. W,e ourselves are of 
opinion that some investigation into the financial aspect 
will be necessary before separation can be effected. 

We might add that the separation of an area and the 
formation of a new province does not necessarily imply 
a separate economic life., Nor does it mean a duplica
tion of all the organs of government. For instance it is 
quite po~sible for one High Court to serve more than 
one provmce. 

Before "leaving the subject of Sind we must notice a 
document called the "Sind Pact" received from the 
Sind National League. It consists of ten clauses cover
ing a wide field and bears 31 signatures of Hindu, Mus
lim and Parsi gentlemen. We have also received re
presentations from the Sind Aryan Sammelan and the 
Sind Provincial Hindu Sabha and a number of tete
grams from individual Hindu Sindhis repudiating this 
pact and challenging the representative character of its. 
authors. We have no materials before us to ·judge be: 
tween these rival claims to represent Sind nor do we 
think it is any part of our business to do so. It is clear 
that there is no such gen·eral agreement among Sindhis 
as would impose an obligation on this Committee to 
adopt the "pact" as such. As a representation from a 
number of responsible gentlemea it has had our very • 
careful consideration. We have already noticed the 
clause relating to the reservation of seats and expressed 
our inability to agree to it. As regards the desirability · 
of the separation of Sind from Bombay we are at one with 
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them, but we r.egret we cannot take .their declaration to 
"cut their coat a~cording to their cloth" as a final solu
tion ofthe financial problem. This matter rnust £9r the 
present rest where we have left it. It is not necessary 
to notice the other Clauses of the "pact". 



CHAPTER V 

THE INDIAN STATES AND FoREIGN PoLrcv 

We now come to the all important problems of the 
Attitude of public men Indian States. At the commence

and orga~isations to- ment of our treatment of the subject 
~ards Indtan States we desire to enter a caveat against 
the general criticism {which it has become the fashion 
in certain quarters at present to make against public 
men in British India) that they ignore in their discus
sions or their schemes the very existence of the Indian . 
States and the problem of their relations to the Govern
ment of India of the present or of the future. It is not, 
we maintain emphatically, the fact that the Indian 
States or their problems, or the readjustment of their 
relations to the Government of India, have been -ignored 
in the past on public platforms, or in political con
ferences, or in the utterances of our public men. If the 
grievance is that the affairs of the Indian States, or the 
nature and character of their relations with the Govern
ment of India, have not been discussed on the floor of 
the Legislative Assembly, the answer is plain and it is 
that such discussion is barred by the standing orders•and 
in practice is never allowed. It is obvious that for tliis 
the responsibility cannot be fixed on Indian public me:p. 
On the other hand, there is scarcely a political organfs
ation of influence in the country which has not had in . 
recent years to say something or other on the problem 
of the Indian States. The Congress and the Liberal 
League and the Hindu Sabha and lastly the All Parties 
Conference, to which this Committee owes its ex rstence, 
have far from ignoring the problem, laid considerabl~ 
stress on it. The subjects of the Indian States also 
have been showing a lively interest in the internal , 
affa1rs of their respective States and urging for a definite 
recognition of popular rights and liberties. They have 



he1d two representative conferences and a committee 
appointed by the. second held at M~dras has -approved 
and recommendedto us a scheme of Swaraj embracing 
British India and the Indian _States. We shall·dea:l 
with this scheme ·later on. We are aware that the 
sensitiveness of some Indian princes has in re-cent years 
been touched by what they consider to be a somewhat 
obtrusive interest t~,ken in them by _ public opinion 
in )3ritish India, \\7hich they have condemned as .either 
lacking in knowledge, or political sagacity or syn1pathy. 
We, therefore 1 very strongly repudiate the ilHounded 
charge that intelligent public opinion in British India 
has been too self-centred to look beyond the confines of 

· British India or has shown any tmwillingness to under
stand the view point of the Indian princes or their sub:" 
jects, or even to sympathise with it wherever and when
ever it has been possible to extend sympathy. If it has 
at times been critical of some of the "claims" of the 
Indian princes, or if it has at times approached their 
internal problems or tried to envisage the development 
of the constitutional relations between them and the 
future self-governing India from a different angle of 
vision, it is no more than what it is clearly entitledto 
do. · We are afraid that the present tendency to stress 
the problem of Indian States as presenting insurmount~ 
able obstacles in · the way of British India achieving 
dominion status is full of incalculable mischief for both, 
and instead of helping to bring the "two Indias'' closer 
to each other is likely to. give rise to serious misunder
standings. 

· While the fact that there is an " Indian India" con-
A:ffinities b e t w ee n sisting of these States-some almost 

British India and Indian as big as, if not bigger than, some of 
States the countries of Europe-enjoying, 
in . a way' internal sovereignty', 'autonomy' and 'in-

. dependence', dignities and status-may be and has to he 
freely admitted, we think it would be very poor states-
manship and shortsighted policy to ignore those obvious 
l)oi~torical, religious, sociological and economic affinities 
which exist between the ·people of British India and 
;the people of these States. Nor do we think that ii is 
possible to erect artificial geographical barriers between 
the two. Ideas and opinions travel from one part of 
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India. to another much more rapidly than was the case 
6o or 70 years ago, and it would be absurd to deal with 
the problem of Indian States on the assumption that 
the dynamic ·forces now in operation in British India 
can for a v~ry long period of time be expected to spend 
themselves on the borders of British India. It is in
conceivable that the people of the States, who are fired 
by the same ambitions and aspirations as the people of 
British India, will quietly submit to existing conditions 
for ever, or that the people of British India, bound by the 
closest ties of family, race and religion to their brethren 
on the other side of an imaginary line, will never make 
common cause with them. In dealing with the problem, 
1herefore,, we would much rather base our conclusions 
upon the community of interests than upon differences 
of form. This community of interests would clearly 
point to joint action by the parties concerned as the 
most natural course to adopt with a view to mutual. 
protection and advancement. Indeed if there ever was 
a case for a round table conference at which a perfect 
understanding could easily be reached it was this. With 
the representatives of the princes, of their people, of the 
British government and of the people of British India 
assembled at such a conference all difficulties could have 
been ·solved with mutual goodwill. But most of the 
princes have unfortunately chosen to ignore the two 
most important parties-their own people and the people 
of British India-and have asked for or acquiesced in the 
appointment of the Butler Committee which, apart from 
the absence of necessary parties, is precluded by its very 
terms of reference, as we read them, from dealing wrth 
the constitutional issue. This committee is sitting in 
camera but such information as is available from publish
ed statements leaves no doubt in our minds that an 
attempt is being made to convert the Indian States into 
an Indian Ulster by pressing constitutional theories 
into service. 

We have referred in our introduction to the con
stitutional question raised by Sir Malcolm Hailey in 
his speech in the Legislative Assembly in February, 
I92JI.. The same or similar questions have since been· 
raised in other q ua1ters and we now proceed to de at 
with them. 
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The constitutional position at the present moment, 

. . · notwithstanding some vagueness that 
T~~ constlt utI on a I mav surround it is by no means 
p~R~ .. J . • ·.· . 

difficult to understand .. It is claimed 
that according to true constitutional theory. the Indian 
States are and have been in relation with the Crown, 
whether their treaties were with .the East India Com
pany or the British Crown, or whether they have been 
entered into since 1858 with the Government of India. 
Now it is obvious that the Crown undet the constitu
tion does not mean the King alone. It is a convenient 
constitutional phrase used to indicate the King-in
Parliament. Before 1858, the East India Company 
exercised sovereign rights, ~nder po\vers delegated b~ 
the 'C;rown ', and since 1858. those powers have been 
e:x~rcised under delegated authority by the Government 
oflndia and the Secretary of State who is an integral 
part. of the machinery established by Parliament for the 
Government of India. Section 67 of the Act of 1858 
provided that "all treaties made by the said Company 
shall.be binding on Her Majesty" and similarly section 
I 32 of the Act now in force provides that ''all treaties 
made by the East India Company, so far as they are in 
force at the commencement of this Act, are binding on 
His Majesty ". In point of fact, the enforcement of 
thq~e treaties, the fulfilment of the obligations created 
by those treaties and the interpretation of those treaties, 
have hitherto been among the normal functions and 
duties of the Government of India, subject to a so
called • appellate ' or supervisory jurisdiction of the 
Secretary of State for India. It is inconceivable that 
any Indian prince could, under the present constitution, 
ignore the Government of India or the Secretary of 
State and take up any matter relating to such obliga
tions to the King or to His Majesty's Government. 
Again, the fact is that the Government of India have 
acquired certain powers by mere practice, usage or 
convention which are outside the scope of the written 

.treaties. The Foreign Jurisdiction Act of I 8go,. and 
the Indbn Foreign Jurisdiction Act XXI of 1879 have 
not unoften been resorted to by the Government of 

. India for the extension of their jurisdiction. • 
By the resolution dated the 29th of October, 1920, 
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Resolution of Govern· the Government ot India have given 
ment of India effect to the recommendations con-
tained in paragraph 309 of the report on Indian Con
stitutional Reforms which prescribed a procedure for 
dealing with cases in which ''the question ~rises of de
priving a ruler .of an important State, temporarily or per
manently, of any of-the rights, dignities, powers or pri· 
vileges to which he, as . a ruler, is entitled · .. ·· or debarring 
from succession the heir apparent or any other member 
of the family of such ruler who according to the law and 
custom of his State is entitled to succeed". 

In his letter dated the 27th March, 1926, Lord 
Readingemphasised the constitufion-

•Lord Reading on the 1 · f f 11 ( ) Th 
constitutional position a pOSl IOn as 0 OWS :- a · e 

sovereignty of the British Crown is 
supreme in India, and therefore no .ruler of an Indian 
State can justifiably claim to negotiate with the British 
Government on an equal footing. Its supremacy is not 
based only upon treaties and engagements, but exists 
independently of them and, quite apart from its prero
gative in matters relating to foreign powers and poli· 
cies, it is the right and duty of the British government, 
while scrupulously respecting all treaties and engage
ment's, to preserve peace and good order throughout 
India. (b) The right of the British government to 
intervene in the internal affairs of the Indian States is 
another instance of the consequences necessarily involv
ed in the supremacy of the British Crown. ·(c) The 
varying degrees of internal sovereignty which the rul~rs 
enjoy are all subject to the exercise by the paramount 
power of this responsibility". · 

It is a matter of common knowledge that the exef· 
cise of these large powers, or to be more accurate, the 
decision· of the Government of India to exercise these 
powers in the case of some princes in recent years, has 
been the subject of much comment and dissatisfaction, 

. and the exposition of the constitutional position in Lord 
Reading's letter to His Exalted Highness the Nizam, 
from whichwe have quoted abovee has led since to muclt 
searching of heart. It is not our intention or purpose 
to discuss the merits of the claim put forward in that 
letter. We simply desire to · draw attention to it to• 
show that even these large powers can only be exercised 
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at the discretion, upon the initiative and by the machi-
nery of the Gdvernment of India. 

By usage or tonvention, or as a necessary corollary 
to the paramountcy of British power, the Goverq.ment 
of India have claimed and exercised the right of (a) 
"installing" princes on the g-addis, (b) administering the 
States during the minority of the ruler, (c) settling dis
putes between rulers and their fag-irdars and. (d) inter
fering in cases of gross misrule. \Vith any legitimate 
desire on the part of the Indian princes to get their 
grievances in these respects remedied, it is possible, 
even fo1r democratic India to sympathise ; and we feel 
that it .is by no means impossible or impracticable 
to define the limits within which the Government of 
India, as it is constituted at present, or as it inay ee 
in future, may seek to interfere. We think however 
that the plain fact ought not to be overlooked that 
the Government of India as a dominion will be as 
much the King's government, as the present Govern
ment of India is, and that there is no constitutional 
objection to the dominion government of India step
ping into the shoes of the present Government of India. 

If there are personal ties of allegiance or devotion 
which bind the Indian princes to the throne, person or 
dynasty of the King, they cannot, and ought not, to suffer 
in strength by a change or modification in the composi
tion of the. King's government in India, when India 
attains dominion status. There will always be plenty 
of room for the discharge of those duties to the Crown 
an.d for the exercise on the part of the Crown of those 
prerogatives which may be inseparable from the personal 
relatio11 that might have subsisted between the Crown 
and the Indian rulers. 

We shall now turn to the latest contribution on the 
subJ'ect. It comes from no less dis

Sir Leslie Scott's views 
tinguished an authority than Sir Leslie 

Scott, the learned counsel engaged by the princes, who 
has expressed his views in a letter which has been printed 

• in the July number of the "Law Quarterly Review". We 
recognise • his eminence as a lawyer, but we cannot help 
feeling that his views as counsel for the Indian princes 
have yet to be tested by an independent judicial or• legal 
authority after having both sides of the question presented 
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to it. So far as we are concerned we venture to differ from 
him entirely. After laying down that tl:te relationship 
between the Crown and the Indian States cannot be 
governed either by international or municipal law, Sir 
Leslie Scott asks 'To what system of legal principles then 
are the relations of a.n Indian State to the Crown referable? 
There is no legal decision to serve as precedent, no com
plete analogy to guide. Resort must be had to first prin
ciples oflaw. We must think things out for ourselves. 
It is almost a virgin field for the lawyer'. Even i£ it is a 
virgin field for the lawyer, and we ventur.e to say this is not 
quite correct, we think it is more a case for the construc
tive statesman than for the analytical lawyer. Sir Leslie 
Scott has in this lette:r stated five definite propositions, 
S4>me of which may be admitted to be correct, others of 
which strike us as being too broadly put. In any case 
the conclusion which is sought to be drawn from these 
propositions is of such far-reaching consequence that it 
may be taken as definitely certain that if the Indian pri11· 
ces decide to take their stand upon the position so 
ingeniously argued out for them, British India must 
substantially discount their profession of sympathy with 
its aspirations to dominion status, and treat their refer
ence to the federation of India as no more than a vision, 
the realisation of which must be left to a remote and 
uncertain future. The first proposition of Sir Leslie 
Scott is that ' the fundamental tie is consent and its re· 
cognition by Britain is unequivocal'. This may be 
assumed to be true. It implies nothing more .than 
what can be said of any two states bound together by 
treaties or mutual understandings. · 

The second proposition formulated by him is that 
"those contracts are between sovereigns-The Prince and 
the Crown-not the Company or the Government of Bri
tish India". This proposition to our mind is untenable 
historically and legally, and in any c~se, whatever may 
be the tme legal theory, actual practice shows that the 
Indian princes and States have dealt with the Govern
ment of India, and submitted to its rulings and decisions. 
and intervention, and have never dealt with 'the Crown' 
or His Majesty's government. The fact that there may 
be p~rsonal relationship between His Majesty and an · 
Indian prince does not in our opinion alter or affect the 
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• real legal positron or the interpretation of that legal 
position in actual practice. , 

The third proposition is " that the relationship is 
wholly legal-· a .nexus of mutual rights and obligations. 
It is in no sense arbitrary ". We should have thought 
that one of the main grievances of the Indian ·princes was 
that the Government of India had in actual practice 
extended their jurisdiction over them by going beyond 
the legal relationship in an 'arbitrary ' manner. If 
they are protesting against the 'arbitrary ' .extension of 
such jurisdiction, it is in our opinion a11 understandable 
position, but it is somewhat remarkable that the import
ance of this proposition in the setting in which it is 
stated lies not so much in its practical application in the 
present, as in relation to possible constitutional develof>· 
ments in British India. 

The fourth proposition is that the princes in making 
these contracts gave their confidence to the British 
Crown and nation; and the Crown cannot assign the 
contracts to any third party. "The British Government 
as. paramount power has undertaken the defence of all 
the States, and therefore to remain in India with whatever 
military and naval forces may be requisite to enable it to 
discharge that obligation. It cannot hand over these 
forces to any other Government-to a foreign power such 
as France or Japan ; to a dominion Government such as 
Canada or Australia; nor even to British India" (our 
italics). 

The necessary corollary to this is stated in the fifth 
proposition viz., that " The Crown can normally choose 
i1:sagents. But an agent cannot act when his interest 
p1ay conflict with his duty. In all matters of common 
concern with the States--customs, railways, ports, the 
salt monopoly, etc.-there is always the possibility that 
the il!terest of British India may not be identical with 
the interest of a particular State. The Crown's duty is, 
or may be, to safeguard the interest of the State-• parti
cularly in case of a minority administration. Should the 

.interest of the agent be given the chance of conflicting 
with the duty of the principal?" This if true is putting up 
an effective barrier against the progress of British India 
towards dominion status, now and for ever, for it !s ob
vious that if these 'contracts' between the Indian princes 
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and the British Crown and nation are of a· personal charac-
ter India must always continue to_ be divided between 
what is British India and Indian States, and the British 
nation must always maintain adequate military and 
naval Iorces to discharge its .obligations to Indian States. 
The argument we .venture to say does not appear to us 
as anything more than ingenious. It starts on a false 
analogy and in applying that analogy ignores the " hard 
facts" ofthe case. There is no ground for the assump" 
tion that contracts between the princes and the 
Crown are on the same footing as contracts between 
private individuals. Sir Leslie Scott has himself point
ed out in an earlier part of his letter that the princes 
continued to retain the attributes of sovereignty even 
aker parting with some of its functions to the Crown. 
It is as such sovereigns that they must be taken to have 
dealt with another sovereign whether we take the latter 
to be the East India Company or the King in Parlia
ment. 

Again, it is not true to say that every contract 
between private individuals is of such a personal charac· 
ter as to be incapable of being performed by any one 
else. There is no question of one of the contracting 
parties having any special confidence in the other. The 
so-called contracts were made under stress of circum
stances and would have been of the same or similar cha
racter with any other power jf it occupied the same posi
tion as the British. The argument ignores the settled. 
practice of the Government of India and, by invoking so
called first principles in determining the" legal relatioh
ship", it overlooks the hard and unchallengeable fact 
that from the early days of the Company it has been the · 
Government of India and tHe Government of India alon~ 
which has dealt with Indian princes and Indian States. 
It introduces an element of " persot1al confidence ,. 
between them and the British nation which is not easy 
to understand. It suggests that the past and present 
Governments of India which have so far exercised the 
power, said to be delegated from the Crown, were and 
are acceptable to the Indian princes and Indian States; • 
but that the future Government of India, if it is to be of 
the d10minion type, will not be so acceptable. This iri . · · 
plain Englisl\ means that the past and present govern~ 
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nients of India were acceptablebecause they, were essen
tia_lly foreign in their composition and not responsible 
to the Indian electorate and that the future respo.nsible 
Governme11t of India would not be acceptable tothe · 

·Indian princes because it will consist ot their own 
cbuntryme:h and because it will be responsible toan 
electorate of their own countrymen. But supposing 
th~tthis is so, is there anyauthority for the propo.sition 
that when a "contract' ' m~y be performed by an age1,1t 
the choice of thatagent does not rest with the principal 
but with the other patty to the "contract". We have 
shown that so far the "contract" has been performed 
by white agents to the apparent satisfaction of the 
brown princes . On what principle of law, we ask, . miy 
that "contract" not be performed by . brown agents 
to the equal, if not greater, satisfaction of the brown 
p'rinces? · 

Letus now consider the argument that the principal 
cannot delegate to the agent the discharge of obliga
tions where the agent's interest conflicts with his duty. 
Here again we find that the hard facts have been en
tirely ignored. The argument overlooks the fact that 
the agent of the Crown viz., the present Government of 
India; has been regularly acting when its interest has 
conflicted with its duty, without any qualms of consci- . 
en<;e on the part either of the principal or of the agent 
and without any public protest on the part of the 
h)dian States. Sir Leslie Scott then says that when 

: ·'' tpe 1 egal relationship '' has been '' made . cleat ''-• that 
isto say according to his own conception of that relation
ship-"suitable constitutional machinery for harmonious 
working between the two sid:e.s of India can be .devised, 
and the States have already made it clear that they are 
ready and willfilg to follow such a plan on reasonable 
lines''. In other words if Sir Leslie Scott's theory 

.. of personal relationship and personal confidence, and 
th.e consequent duty of the paramount power remain· 
ing in India to discharge its obligations, is accepted, 
'the princes would be ready and willing to fall in with 
British India on reasonable lines. Once this argument 

· is accepted as sound it is obvious that whatev6'r be 
·the machinery devised for harmonious working between 
. the Indian States and British India, dominion status .. 
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for India must be ruled out for all time to come. We 
have shown that this argument is wholly unsound, and 
we si:acerely hope that legal ingenuity will not be allow
ed to ·prevail against the larger interests of the country, 
and that the. patriotism and statesmanship of the Indian 
princes, aided by the growing patriotism and love of 
freedom among their subjects, will be concentrated 
more upon the establishment of practical machinery for 
the settlement of issues between them and a responsible 
Commonwealth of India than upon a determination of the 
theoretical question of legal relationship, which can do 
them no good and is fraught with mischievous possi
bilities which can only lead to disaster. Mutual rela
tions can only be satisfactorily determined with mutua] 
consent and we believe that there is still plenty of 
room for it. · But we must sound a note of warning 
that the natur.al and the legitimate aspirations of India 
cannot and will not be allowed to be defeated or check
mated by ingenious arguments which have no application 
to facts as they are. 

We take special note of the following passage in Sir 
Leslie Scott's letter: 

"The political iss11:es are of first-class importance to 
the future of India as a whole. Their wise solution will 
affect directly the successful accomplishment by Sir 
John Simon and his colleagues of the task imposed by 
Parliament upon the Statuto.ry Commission for British 
India. From an Imperial standpoint a statesmanlike 
treatment of the Princes now may well prove a vital 
factor in the future attitude of India towards the British 
Empire". 

So that the findings of the Butler Committee arrivea 
at in camer:a are to decide the fate of the people of 
British India without the latter being given a chance to 
be heard, and Sir John Simon and his colleagues, who 
are themselves not seized of these " political issues of 
first class importance", are to be guided by their "wise 
solution" by the Butler Committee if they are to ac
comprish successfully the task imposed by Parlia~ 
ment upon them. This was foreseen in India and 
ope·ftly declared from various platforms. We know now.· 
exactly what the Statutory Commission is going to 
accomplish. The only wise solution of these issu~s 
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suggested by .Sir Leslie Scott is that the British. Gov· 
ernment must ."remain in India with whatever military 
and naval forces may be requisite to· enable it t.o dis· 
charge its obligations''. We thank Sir Leslie ScottJor 
this authoritative forecast of the recommendations of the 
Statutory Commission which fully justifies "the. attitude 
taken in regard. to it by all the well-known parties.in 
India. 

~·eaving aside the theory of the relationship between 
the .Crown and the Indian princes and co111ing to the 
position as it is, we maintain that we are right · in say· 
ing that. as a matter of fact and actual practice, it 
is with the Government . of India that the Indian 
princes come into direct contact in regard to eve:~;y
thing that concerns them or their States. It is well
known that the Political Secretary of the Government 
of India exercises vast. powers over the Indian. States. 
Without being a member of the. Government of India, 
he practically· discharges all the functions of a mem
ber, for . there is . n() separate member in charge. of 
the political portfolio, the political department ·being 
supposed to be in .. the direct charge of the Governor
G~neral. The present position • .is that if the political 
department gives ar1y decision .ag11inst an Indian State 
or an Indian ruler,. the only remedy available G.gainst it 
is 'an appeal, under certain conditions apd subjectto 
certain limitations, to the Secretary of State':. We are 
aware that iiJ. the present circumstances this issupposed 
to be a valued right, but this is .probably due. to .the very 
unsatisfactory procedure followed in the first instance in 
india. It is obvious that a right of appeal in a case 
which is not fairly tried is of little value and we think 
·'that .it is possible to replace it by acleq uate constitutional 
provisions fo.r the future. 

In ordinary experience, the nJ.atters in regard to 
which the Indian States come into contact or conflict 
withthe Government of India are those relating to cus
toms, .excise, extradition, railways, post offices, and 

• ports or harbours. In addition to. this, there is the 
bigger common interest of self-defence. It is not neces· 
sary for us to examine what are understood to be the 
grievances of the. Indian States in regard to •these 
matters. We simply note the fact that responsible 
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Indian rulers and ministers of Indian S.tates have, at 
times, raised their voice against what th~y have described 
to be. the inequitable treatment which they received at 
the hands of the Government of India. How far those 
grievances are capable of being remedied, and how best 
they can be· remedied, are matters for investigation and 
joint consultation, but we venture to think that their 
solution is not inextricably mixed up with the continu
ance of the present constitution of the Goven?m~;nt of 
India, or the establishment of an entirely separ;:tte and 
independent machinery for the exclusive treatment of 
these subjects. If we refrain from going into this 
question at 'greater length, it is only because the public 
have not hitherto been permitted to know enough of the 
scheme which has been in the course of incubation 
during the last few months. B\lt if it is permissil::>le to 
us to draw our own inferences from such statements as 
have been made in this connection by Sir Leslie Scott, 
the counsel for the Indian princes, before his departure 
for Engla"nd, we shalL sound a note of warning against 
the attempt that is beirig made to duplicate the, machi
nery, by bringing into existence a separate Council for 
the Indian States to work with the Governor-General. 
A part from the fact that it will be a cumbersome thing, 
its separate existence cannot secure the solution of 
matters of conflict with British India or with the future 
Commonwealth government. It strikes us,as being a 
vicious extension of the system ofdiarchy with all its 
attendant incongruities, inconveniertces, and constitu-
tional difficulties. · 

A . federation of some sort was foreshadowed by Sir 
Malcolm Hailey, in the speech to which we. have already. 
referred'· and there is no doubt that some such idea is 
also present to the mind of Sir Leslie Scott. But if 
the constitution of India is to be a federal one, as we 
think it might well be, the position of the Indian States 
in relation to that federation appears to us to call for a 
definite determination and .. the .. ideas on the subject 
require to be cleared up. Are the Indian States willing• 
and ready to join a real federation?" We put this ques
tion ·•· as we believe that the lines on which the princes 
and ~ir Leslie Scott are working .cannot lead to any 
kind of federation in its well understood sense. 'A 
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federal ••• -st~te', s"ays Professor Newton, > 'is · a perpetual 
unionofsevera1 .sovereign states, · based first upon .a 
tr_eaty - between thos·e states, . or upon some historical 
status common to them all, and secondly, _upon ~ federal 
constitution accepted by their citizens. The ,central 

'government acts n6t_-6nly uporithe associated states hut 
_ also directly upon their citizens. Both the internal and 

extepjal sovereignty of the . states is imp:1ireci and the 
feder~l union . in most cases alone enters into inter
na.tiori~l relations'. _ It 1,\'0uld be, in our opinion, a most 

- onesided ar:rangement if the Indian States desire to 
join the federation, so as toinfluence by their votes and 
otherwise,thepolicy and legislation of the Indian Legis
lature, without submitting themselves to common legis
lation passed by it . · It would be a. travesty of the f~deral 

, idea. If fhe Indian States would be willing to join 
- such a federation, aft~r realizing the full implications of 
th¢_federal. idea, we •. ~hall - heartily welcol}le_their decision 

_ -~nd .do ail that W:s iri ourpower to s~c_uretothem the full 
-~l1j6ymento£ the;ir t;ight~ and privilege~. But it must be 
clearly borne in mir;d that it would necessitate, p~rhaps 
in varying d~grees ~ _ -~ modifi(~atio11otthe system of gov-
ernment and aclrninistration-prevailing within their terri
tories. We hope and trust thatit;l.the light .of ex'perience 
gained the Indian States.may make up theircmind to join 

_formally the.federation. _Mean\Vhile, \Ve think thalitis 
· by no mea,ns impi:acticableto provide s-uitable m::~,chinery 
forth~ . settle_ment _ Of ll}Utual differences On adm~nistra· 
tive a11d otller matters·~ , The practical q11estiop. of.. the 
preservation of their treaty . rights •. and su_cll indep~nd
e.nce as they have .enjoyed or as they claim , is, in our 
opinion, Jar more important thanthe arid and academic 
aiscussion oftlae question, whether in-theory their rela
tions are with the Government of India or with the 
Ci~own~ 

Accordingly, we .have _ provided ·that (a) all treaties 
Our recommendations . made between the East India Company 

and the Indian States and all such 
.stibseguent. treaties, sO far as they are in force _ at •· the 
commencement · of this Act, shall be binding on the Com
monwealth. (b) The Commonwealth shall.. exercise the 

. same rights in relation to, and discharge the same oi>liga
tions towards, the Indian States as the Government of 
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India exercised and discharged previous to the passing 
of this Act. We have, made these !'Uggestions in no 
spirit of vanity or idealism. We fully realise their 
impli~ations and the obligations that such provisions will 
impose upon the future Government of India. We do 
believe that the Government of India of the future will 
discharge their obligations in their integrity and with 
every desire to promote harmonious relations and no 
desire to override cherished privileges or .sentiments. 
Similarly, in regard to matters of a justiciable chal'acter, 
we have suggested that 'in case of any difference between 
the Commonwealth and any Indian State on any matter 
arisi~g out of treaties, engagements, sanads or similar 
other documents, the Governor-General in Council may, 
mth the consent of the State concerned, refer the said 
matter to the Supreme Court for its decision'. We think 
that this will be a far better method of settling such 
matters than the present arrangement under which 
the Government qf India is both a party and a. judge 
in a controversy between itself and an Indian State. 
We need scarcely, point out that we anticipate that the 
judges of the ~upreme Court will be men of the 
highest legal training,. character anc;l judicial indepeo..d
ence. 

In regard to non-justiciable matters involving finan
cial and administrative relations, it should not be diffi
cult to come to a settlement by mutual conferences and 
understandings. The position in the future· will not, 
to our mind, be worse than it is. Indeed it is likely to 
be better, where, . between different States, there a:re 
honest differences and an independent effort is mad-e 
to arrive at just and equitable settlements. Practical 
goodwill and larger common interest are of far greatet 
value than any meticulous considerations of ultimate 
sanctions. It is obvious to our mind that the question 
of common defence is one . which is bound to be in 
future the L'allyirig centre of the Government of India 
and the Indian States, and if it has been possible in the 
past to sustain common obligations,and to keep alive a. 
common sense of duty to the. country at large, we do not 
despair of the future. " 

In m~king these observations we feef that we have · 
not had the advantage ofdiscussion with the represen-
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httives of the Iridian · princ~s, and _ we are ;ilive fo -the 
possibility of rriucjl -greater light being thrown _on: some 
.dark, corners of the entire· problem by such ''dis-cussions. 
Mecinwhile, we content ourselves by saying that while 
tve recognise that an _Indian federation, compatible as 
it will be with the maximum degree of autonomy in the 
Io~al units, whether provinces or States, can be ·the 
onl)T _$olid foundation _for responsible government, we 
are ztcrt •prepared to .--- concede that until _Indian States 
hav_e made up the1r rninds to join this federation in the 
most formal manner, British India must be d enied full 
re'sponsible government ~r dominion status, merely he
cause it issupposed that the obligations which the Crown 

_- or the present Gover_nment of India ow·e to the India 
States, can be discharge-d only by a cep.traJ governme~t 

-_which is, and must for that reason continue to be, uncle~ 
mocratic. Such an argument fan only mean. that the 
Indian States, while professing their sympathy 'Yith pro· 

.. · gress in British India, must effectually defeat our aims 
ap~I:aspirations by an attitude based not on enlightened 

- self-interest, but on practical hostility to our aims and 
aspirations. -

-While however the Indian princes _ have not given 
us -the benefit of mutual cqnsultations and discussions, 
their subjects have been represented before the All _Par
ties Conference and have put forward their case with 
ability. The recofl1meiJ.dations made by the first com
. m:ittee of the Confer~ nee in regard to the Indian States 
have been severely criticised by Mr. Hosakoppa ,Krishna 

.· Ra~,, member of .the Mysore Representative Assembly, 
who ·hasalso prepared a "Swaraj Constitution" which has 
been approved . by a committee appointed by the AU 
India St~tes Sqbjects Conference, Madras. _ We have 

).:ardully considered these criticisms and the draft Swaraj 
· constitution of Mr. Krishna Rao. _But v:e regref th~t in 

view-of the constitutional position we have discussed 
{1bove·we are unable at present to recommend.a detailed 
constitution which would embrace both British India and 
the Indian States. 

' ' ' . '" . 
. . It is wel17known that the expression nrndiah States' 

· does not connote any particular form of government. 
'The · authors of tlie report on Constitutional Reforms 
have thus described these States : 
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"They are. in all stages of development, 'patriarchal, feudal 

or more advanced while in a few Statt!s are found the 
beginnings of representative institutions. The • characteris 
tic features of all of them however including the most 
advanced are the personal rule of • the prince and his con· 
trol ov~r legislation and the administration of justice" 

So long as this characteristic feature of personal rule 
does not undergo a material cha11ge the expression 
"Indian State" must be. taken to mean "the individual 
ruling prince of the State concerned" and has .no refer
ence to the nature of the administration. This material 
change cannot be effected constitutionally without the 
consent of the rulers of the States. who alone represent 
their governments~ Mr. Rao says that "tradition con
v~ntion, sentiment and above all an intense feeling of 
loyalty too deep to be rooted out and finally, a keen 
desire to preserve the individuality of their respective 
States firmly bind them (the people of the States) to the 
Ruling Houses. Consequently they do not hanker a[ter 
unity but desire only union with British India". With 
all this tradition, convention, sentiment and intense 
loyalty to the rulers, Mr ... Rao completely ignores their 
wishes, abolishes all treaties and arrangements. between 
them and "His Majesty or the Parliament of the United 
Kingdom or the King in Council or the Secretary of 
State for India or the Governor-General in Council or 
all the said authorities" and declares by one sweep of 
the pen that such treaties or arrangements shall become 
null and void at the date of the commencement of the 
constitution. He then guarantees to the States "terri
torial integrity, internal autonomy and stability of cons
titutions and the fundamental rights of their people;'·, 
subject to conditions which have never been accepted by 
them. H.e provides for the withdrawal of the guarantee 
in case .the States fail to fulfil the .. conditions laid down 
by him. We are not told wh~t i& to happen if the rulers 
of the States do not accept e1ther the guarantee or the 
conditions attached to it and, what are the "necessary 
measures'' which Mr. Rao proposes to take against 
them•if they fail to fulfil his conditions. As regards the 
form pf government it is to be a ''hereditary monarchy, 
i.e.,~ government in which the head of the State shall 
be the hereditary governor or administrator with a· 
popular Assembly and an executive responsible to that 
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Assembly ". . He ends with are$ervation of the '' right 
of· the people of the. Confederation to claim the fullest 
national independence (that is an unqualified divorce 
of her political, economic and social relationship ·from 
Great Britain and the • British Commonwe~lth pf Nations) 
and evolve her. future .constitution on a full-fledged 
federal republican. basis, in case no settlement is agreed 
to. by the British and. the Indian Governments on the 
basis of this Constitution ". 

It is hardly necessary to point out the. inconsisten· 
cies of these provisions or to criticise them on constitu
tional grounds beyond 'Yhich we have not permitted 
ourselves to go for reasons already stated. 

We have hitherto . dea1t with the. relations. of th~ 
Government of India with the Indian 
States. We now propose brietiy to 

Foreign Policy 

advert to the relations of the Government of India with 
·foreign states. In one sense we are aware that the posi

tion of India as compared to some of the dominions is 
peculiar. India has got a vast land frontier on the 
north~west and the •·• north-east, and it has to come 
into contact w.ith foreign .powers and semi-independent 
tribes. The foreign department of the Government of 
India is • practically in charge of the Foreign Secretary 
who works directly under the Governor-General. His 
duties are multifarious ; he has to look after the North· 
West Frontier provinces, he is in control of the.affairs of 
the tribes in the ' Agency Tracts ', he has to deal with 
semi-independent chieJs in the North-West Province and 
elsewhere. His jurisdiction extends in some matters to 
the Persian Gulf and . Aden, Some matters--not all~ 
fa-lling .within his jurisdiction occasionally come up for 
discussion in the legislature and then he .has to defend 
or •. explain the policy of the Government of India. . The 
bigger questions of policy, having an imperial aspect, 
are settled not in India, but in England, and we realise 
that in a well-'knit Commonwealth of Nations it is 
inevitable that, consistently with the independence of the 
dominions, there must be to some extent at least uniformity 
of foreign pol icy, but this is in .the . case of the dominions 

· achieved more by mutual discussion and. understandings 
than by any imperial mandates. Indeed the measure of 
freedom in regard to questions of foreign policywhich in 
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recent years has been claimed and enjo.yed by Canada, 
South Africa and Australia has been steadily increasing, 
thou.gh this has not tended to weaken the safety of the 
empire, or to affect the possibility of a unity of policy 
in larger q_uestions of relations with foreign countries or 
states. 

In point of fact the Government of India discharge 
and enfor.ce those obligations which mutually exist be
tween His Majesty's g_overnment and some neighbouring 
foreign Asiatic powers. We do not see any reason why 
the self-governing dominion of India should do anything 
less. 

We are aware of the delicate nature of questions of 
foreign policy, and the inexpediency of discussing them 
at tirnes on the floor of the legislature. We cannotsee 
why the legislature of the dominion of India should noJ 
observe those rules of prudence and discretion which are 
observed in other legislatures. 
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CHAPTER VI 

OTHER PROPOSALS 

We shall now consider the main provisions of the 
constitution, . as suggested by us. These are framed 
as. has already been stated, on the model of the domi
nions. . . . . . 

The resolution of the Madras Congress iays down 
that the basis of . the constitution 

Declaration of Rights must be a Declaration of Fundamen-
tal Rights. Considerable stress has been Jaid on this 
and all the draft constitutions we have considered have 
formulated such a .dedaration. Canada, Australia and 
South Africa have _ no declaration of rights . in their 
constitutions but there are various articles to be found 
in the constitution of the Irish Free State which may 
properly be grouped under the general head " funda
mental rights". The reason forthis is n'ot far to seek. 
Ireland is the only country where the conditions obtain
ing .before the treaty . were the nearest approach to 
those we have in India . .. The first concern of the p{!ople 
of Ireland was, ·' as indeed it is of the people of India 
today, to secure fundamental rights that haye been 
S.enied to them. The other dominions had their rise 
from earlier British settlements which were supposed 
"to have carried the law of England with them. Ireland 
was taken and · kept under the rule of England against 
her own will and the acquisition of dominion status by 
her became a 111atter of treaty between the two nations. 
We conceive that the constitutional position in India 
·is very much the same. That India is a dependency of 
• (ireat Britain cannot be denied. That position can 
only be altered in one of two ways-force or. mutual con
sent. It is the latter in furtherance of which we are 

. · called upon to recommend the principles of a coftstitu
·tion for India. In doing so it is obvious that our first 
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care should be to have our fundamental 'rights guaran
teed in a manner which will not permit ~h~ir withdrawal 
under any circumstances. With perhaps less reason 
than we have, most of the more modern constitutions of 
Europe have specific provisions to secure such rights to 
the people. · 

Another reason why great importance attaches to a 
declaration of rights is the unfortunate existence of 
communal differences in the country. Certain safe
guards and guarantees are necessary to create and estab
lish· a sense of security among those who look upon 
each other with distrust and suspicion. We could not 
better secure the full enjoyment of religious and com
mijnal rights to all communities than by including them 
among the basic principles of the constitution. 

A reference. to the various clauses of the declaration 
of fundamental rights as adopted by us will show that we 
have kept both these aspects in view. 

The first committee of the All Parties Conference 
Fixity of tenure 

went into this question carefully and 
we have adopted most of their arti

cles. We have added to the declaration an inde
pendent recommendation regarding the rights of labour 
and peasantry, made by the first committee, with the 
exception that " Parliament shall make laws to ensure 
fair rent and fixity of tenure to agricultural tenants , . 
We have left this out not because we do not approve of 
fixity of tenure but because we felt that if this was made 
a fundamental right it might become more of a hindran.c:e 
and an obstruction in the way of the tenantry, preventing 
future progress, than a safeguard. The present system qf 
land tenure in large parts of India is anything but desir·· 
able and requires radical change. We recognise that 
the present condition of the tenantry is very deplorable 
and even some fixity of tenure would bring great relief. 
But it would be a shortsighted policy indeed if to gain 
some relief now we were to barter away the future rights 
of the peasantry. So long as the present system endures 
the rights of the tenants might be safeguarded by the • 
article in the Dec1aration of Rights requiring Parlia· 
ment, i.e., the Parliament of India, to make suitable laws 
for securing a living wage for every. worker. 
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We have added an article to the Declaration. dealing 
with the right of all citizens to access 

et~.ight to use of roads to, and use of, public roads, •public 
wells, and all other places of· public 

resort.. This may be considered obvious enough but in 
view of the peculiar circumstances and the customs pre· 
vailing in some parts of the country we feel that it is 
desirable to lay emphasis on it. 

Certain changes and additions have also been made 
No distinctions of caste in some other articles. In. the article 
in schools dealing with the right to free elemen
tary education we have added that there will be no 
"distinction of caste or creed in the matter of ad
mission into any educational institutions maintaine<:f or 
aided by the state". 

To the right to a writ of habeas corpus we have 

Habeas Corpus 
added that in case the central legis
lature is not sitting during a war or 

rel:>eliion the executive authority of the Commonwealth 
will be. entitled to suspend the right for the time 
being but the central legislature must be informed at 
the earliest opportunity for such action as it may deem fit. 

At the request of our colleague Sardar Manga1 Singh 

Kripans 
we have added a note to the Declara
tion acknowledging the right of the 

Sikhs to carry kripans on any occasion. 
We are of opinion that the central legislature should 

. The Legislature 
be bi-cameral, consisting of a Senate 
and a House of Representatives. 

·The provincial legislatures should , in our opinion, be 
uni-cameral. 

For the Senate we recommend 20.0 members ; for 
the House of Representatives 500 

Number of members . . . . members, w1th prov1s1on to mcrease 
the number if necessary, on an uniform population 
basis. In the provinces, as ageneral rule, there should 
be one member for every Ioo,ooo population. But in a 

.. province with a population of less than 10 millions there 
may be a maximum of 100 members. 

Forthe House of Representatives and the provincial 
councils we are of opinion tliat the 

Franchise largest possible franchise should be 
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granted. Some of us were strongly in favour of adult 
suffrage, but others, while favouring actult suffrage as 
the objective to be aimed at, were of opinion that there 
would · be too many practical difficulties in the way 
3,t the beginJ:?.ing. Various proposals were consid~red 
among them being, besides adult suffrage, the followmg: 

(i) Adult suffrage subject to registration by in
tending voters. 

(ii) The extension of the franchise from the present 
six millions to about 6o millions, leaving it to 
a committee to determine the franchise which 
would give this result. 

(iii) Any of the following 
• (a) All persons who may pay any revenue, 

rent or land or house rates, cesses and 
taxes. 

(b) All literates. 
(c) All persons who earn their livelihood by 

manual or intellectual labour, 
(d) All such unemployed as are on the state 

register of the unemployed. 
(e) Members of joint families. 
(f) Wives of male electors. 

The third proposal given above would in practice 
amount to something very near adult suffrage. Some of 
us were inclined to favour the second proposal, which 
increased the votes to 6o millions, as a stepping stone 
to adult suffrage. Adult suffrage would probably give. 
us about 120 millions of voters in British India, and 
the second proposal would thus enfranchise haif of these.~ 
and would be a great step in advance. There were 
difficulties however in the . way of this proposal. At 
present the voting ratio between different communities 
is not the same as the population ratio. Thus in the 
Punjab although the Muslims outnumber the Hindus and 
Sikhs combined the number of their votes is far less than 
the Hindu and Sikh voters. This is due to the superior • 
economic position of the lattecr. We are strongly of 
opinion that this anomaly should be ended and the 
voting ratio should be made to correspond with the · 
population ratio. With aduH suffrage this happens auto-
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matically,.but w.ith any other restrictedfran,chise the only 
possible way to do it is-to have different electoral quali
fications for different groups and communities. Thus 

__ .the ba_sis ofreprese_ntation of different communities·can
not be -uniform and this may be considered a . grievance 
by some groups. We were thus driven to the conclusion 
thatthe only solution i s adult suffrage a?'d we have 
recommended accordingly. \Ve find that the Ceylon 
Reform Commission· has ·- come to the same •. conclusion. 
It has recommended a universal manhood suffrage with 
a restricted franchise for women over 30 years_of age. 
The restriction has been imposed " in - -view of the 
necessity for keeping the number of votes within 
reasonable bopnds". We see no such necessity. Anf 
artificiai ·restriction ·on the r-ight to vote in a democratic 
constitution is an unwarranted restriction on democracy 
itself. It is quite a different thing to saythat a system 

. of tmiversal .. adult _suffrage is difficult to _ wor}{. But 
t~e · difficulty howsoever great has to be faced if what is 

_•-contemplated is _full responsible government in _ its true 
sense -and with all its implications. The Ceylon Re
form Cotnmission have created a novel form of govern
ment which has no parallel in the constitutions oLthe 
world. But.whatever else it may be, it certainly is not 
responsible government in any sense, and it is respon
sible_ government alone with which we are concerned. 
We do not therefore ptopose to put any restriction 
on the right of womenJo vote which does not equally 
apply to men. 

·-U niversal adultsuffrage is at present being success
hilly worked on a small scale . in the elections to the 
S.hromal1i Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee · (Central 
Sikh Shrines Committee), which are held all- over the 
Pupjah. Its introduction on a larger scale only means 
a multiplication of the machinery employed. We do 
not see why such multiplication with all the trouble 
and expense it involves should be considered unreason
etble when it is necessary for the purpose of laying the 
tpundation upon wl;lich responsible govermrientrests. 

We attach no weight to the objections based on the 
· prevailing illiteracy ·of the masses and their lacj< of 
·political experience. The proportion of literacy being 
very small the same objections will apply to the great 
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majority of voters howsoever much the. franchise may 
be restricted. There is no reason or· justice in under
taking the political education of a person earning a 
certain income and refusing the same education to 
another p~rson earning a little less. Political experience 
can only be acquired by an active participation in 
political institutions and does not entirely depend upon 
literacy. There should be equal opportunities available 
to all to acquire this experience. The most advanced 
countries in the world did not wait to achieve a hundred 
per cent of literacy before introducing adult suffrage. 
Why should India ? 

In regard to the Senate we recommend that the 
•s · electorates should be the legislatures 

en ate f h . . fi b f o t e provmces, a spec1 c num er o 
seats being allotted to each province, the basis being 
population, subject to a minimum. 

A majority of the first All Parties Committee re-·. 
commended a restricted franchise for the Senate, although 
a minority was in favour of our pre.sent suggestion. 
An upper house, if directly elected, can either be 
based on a narrow and restricted franchise or on as wide 
a franchise as applies to the lower house. h1 the 
latter case, it becomes merely a duplicate of the lower 
chamber and is totally unnecessary ; in the former it 
represents only a small section of the community and 
there is always a tendency to create deadlocks and 
friction. There is no justification whatever for a second 
chamber consisting of obscurantists and people belong· 
ing to special classes whose chief aim is to protect th~ir 
own interests and obstruct all liberal measures. The 
only justification for it is that it ensures the recOn
sideration of all measures emanating from the lower 
house in a somewhat calmer atmosphere and more dis· 
passionately than is likely to be the case in the lower 
house when controversial matters are discussed. This 
is specially necessary in India owing to the existence of 
communal feelings. Direct election to the Senate ·can 
thus only result in either a replica of the lower hou~e 
or in producing a reactionary body representing some 
vested interests only. The method of indirect election· 
we have suggested gets over this difficulty. The elec.: 
torate consisting of people presumably of a fairly high 
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degree of intelHgence, there is some chance that the 
right kind of men .may be chosen, men who .may not 
care to face the· shouting and the tub-thumping which 
a modern democratic election with a wide electorate in
volves. Their electorate although restricted will.nbt be 
based on . status or vested interests or class. It will 
presumably reflect the temper of the mass electorates 
in the country. There will be a greater chance of 
minority and other special interests to be represented, 
specially, as we recommend, . if the election for the 
Senate takes place by the system of proportional repre
sentation. 

There will be another advantage in the adoption of 
this proposal. Provinces as such will be directly repre-
"e~4-a..:l ;n 4-ho .... ,. .... 4-. ..... l J,.,.,.;"t"tu·r·"' anri ...... .-.u1n..-ial ui"'~' 
,::) l~L'"-'U l·.l. L.J.J.V \..;VJ.~L;.l.C\..1 l.'-'5.1.-::J.lO .. '--' .. · .. . n ..... J_-'.1.'-'.V.L.I.:&.-.a. .1. Y.I.'-'VY 

points will be expressed in the Senate. This is speci
ally desirable to co-ordinate. the provincial legislatures 
.with the central legislature and to promote the har· 

. · rrron.ious working of the constitution. 
We have suggested that a specific number of seats 

s}lould be . allotted to each province, the basis being 
population, subject to a minimum. We have not fixed 
a minimum. Our idea is that although the rough popu
lation test should he applied in the allotment of seats, 
it should not be adhered to in its entirety, so that even 
the smaller provinces may have adequate representation. 
In some countries, like the United States of America, 
the • constituent states of the Union send the same 
number of members to the Senate, regardless ofpopu
lation. In view of the great difference in size and popu
lation of our provinces this principle of equal represen
tation of all provinces may not be desirable but thediffer
el'lces between the representation of ane province and 
another in the Senate should not be wholly dispropor-
tionate. · 

We have suggested that the House of Represerita-

f 1 
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1 
tives should continue for five years 

Term o eg1s atures 
and the Senate for seven years. 

• We have adopted many of the recommendations of 

Division of functions 
the first committee but we • have 
added to them and made several 

·changes. We have not provided for concurrent po\vers 
in any subject of both the central and provincial legis-
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latures. This is likely to lead to fri"ction, and so we 
have endeavoured to place the functipn~ of the two in 
entirely separate compartments with no overlapping. 

1~he other provisions relating to legislatures are 
on the lines of the dominion acts. In the case of the 
central legislature, the House of Representatives has 
been given sole power to deal with money bills. 

We have recommended that the executive council 

The Executive 
of the Commonwealth should consist 
of a Prime Minister and not more 

than six ministers. There will probably be a tendency 
to increase the number of ministers so as to give repre
sentation to various communities. We do not approve 
of this, and in view of the provincial autonomy we are 
providing for, we feel that seven ministers ought to 
suffice in the central executive. The executive coun
cil will of course be collectively responsible to the legis
lature. 

For the provincial executive we have suggested five 
ministers-a Chief Minister and four others. 

The powers of the central and provincial execu
tives are similar to those found in the dominion consti
tutions. 

We have provided for a Supreme Court, besides the 

The Judiciary 
High Courts, and we suggest that 
ordinarily no appeals should go to 

the King in Council except under certain conditions, 
which we have specified. 

We draw particular attention to the cases fal.ling 

Supreme Court 
under the original jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court. The most impQrt· 

ant of these are matters arising out of treaties, e·n
gagements, sana.ds, and similar other documents be
tween the Commonwealth and Indian States which may 
be referred by the Governor-General in Council, with 
the consent of the State concerned, to the Supreme 
Court for its decision. 

The . .division of the revenues of the country betweoo 

Finance 
the central and provincial govern
ments, and the assignment of money . 

for d.efence, education and other essential matters, will· 
be difficult and will require the greatest care. 
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We have r~commended that . immediately after the 

establishment"'of the Commonwealth 
Commission of En· a commission be appointed to. insti-

quiry • • tute an enq mry mto 
I. The sources of revenue which may be assigned 

to the Commonwealth and to the provinces, and 
2. The financial relations between the central and 

the provincial governments. 
In making- the recommendation we have followed 

the constitution of the Union of South Africa, section 
n8, as the most suitable. 

We have laid an additional duty on this commission 
to appoint . 

(i) a special committee to examine the whole ques· 

Training of Officers 
tion of the training of officers for the 
land, naval and air forces, and the 

establishment of schools and colleges to give 
this training. 

(£i) Another committee to investigate and report 
on the introduction of general pri

Primary eduGation mary education, and thegrant of 
and backward classes 

special educational facilities to .back-
ward classes. 

(iii) Such other committees as it may consider 
necessary. 

We feel that the commission we have recommended 
will not be in a position to make a comprehensive report 
without the help of these committees which will be com
posed mostly of experts. 
· We have recommended that on the establishment of 

• The Civil Services 

be appointed. 

the Common wealth a permanent Pub· 
lie Service Commission should also 

One of the first duties of the Commonwealth on its 
establishment will be the reorganisation and readjustment 
of the departments of public services. It is notorious 
th::tt the Indian administration today is top heavy and the 
•ervices are paid at a higher rate than anywhere else in 
the world in spite of the grinding poverty of the country. 
The first problem before the dominion of India wi~l be 

· how to find money for defence, education, industry, 
sanitation and a host of other purposes. We cannot 
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possibly afford to keep extravagantiy pafd. civil or· miH
tary services and we must try to reduce the overhead 
charge-s of administration to find money for developing 
the country. The people, or rather the articulate sec
tion of them., have all along protested against the heavy 
salaries of our officials. But the only answer to these 
protests came in the shape of the Lee Commission. 
This commission as is well known was appointed in the 
teeth of unanimous Indian opposition and its recom
mendations were adopted over the head of the Indian 
Legislature. We feel therefore that the entire question 
of the sources and methods of recruitment of the ser
vices, their salaries, emoluments, pensions and allow
a}\Ces in the future will require re-examination in the 
light of the new political conditions which will be creat-

. ed under the new constitution. For this we have pro
vided for the appointment of a special Public Service 
Commission which will cease to function after the reor
ganisation and readjustment of the services have been 
effected. But we have provided adequate guarantees 
for persons holding offices at the establishment of the 
Commonwealth both in case of their electing to retire 
and to remain in the service of the Commonwealth. We 
have given three years for the exercise of the option to 
retire on the same terms and conditions which may be 
applicable to those officers at the commencement of the 
Commonwealth. 

We have made similar provisions for all officers 
Army Services serving in the army, the navy, the 

Royal Indian Marine and in the Air 
Force of India serving in India at the commencement 
of the new constitution. 

We have suggested the appointment of a Commit-
Defence tee of Defence consisting of : 

(1) Prime Minister 
(2) Minister of Defence 
(3) Minister of Foreign Affairs 
(4) The Commander-in-Chief 
(s) The Commander of Air Forces 
( 6) The Commander of Naval Forces 

• (7) The Chief of the General Staff, and 
(8-9) Two other experts 

• 
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The functio~s of this committee will be to advise 

the government. upon questions of general policy and 
as to the practicability and means of effecting retrench
ments in the expenditure on defence compatibly 
with the safety of India. We have also suggested 
that•the annual ·estimates should be . framed according 
to the recommendations of this committee. These pro
visions will, we believe, ensure the efficiency and proper 
administration of the army. 

For other recommendations we refer to ChapterVII, 
where they are set out in detail. 

• 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE RECOMMENDATIONS 

We have made no attempt to draft the constitution 
as a whole, with the precision necessary in the case of a 
bill intended to be introduced in the legislature. Our 
recommendations have by their very nature taken a form 
similar to that of clauses of a draft bill but they are not 
intended to be treated as such or understood as anything 
more than an indication o£ the"principles involved, which 
was all we were called upon to do by our terms of 
reference. It will be for the Parliamentary draftsmen 
to put them into shape, add formal and consequential 
provisions, and such details as we have omitted. It may 
be mentioned that some of the drafts placed before us 
provide for transfer orders and orders in Council to give 
effect to the constitution. These are very important, 
but more for the draftsmen than for us. On some points 
we have gone into greater detail than on others. But 
this is more or less accidental. We have drawn freely 
on the constitutions of the dominions as well as on Dr. 
Besant's Commonwealth of India Bill and the drafts 
prepared by Messrs. Vijiaraghavachariar, Srinivasa Iyen
gar and Rangaswami Iyengar, and the committee of the 
Independent Labour Party, and also on the Governmel)t 
of India Act, but have found necessary in most cases to 
make some verbal and at times more important alter.
ations. We have also omitted the preamble and the 
definitions excepting the definition of "citizen" which 
was settled by the first committee appointed by the 
All Parties Conference. We now give these recommend
ations under suitable headings. 

Constitutional status of India • 
1. India shall have the same constitutional status in 

the comity of nations known as the British Empire · 
as the Dominion of Canada, the Commonwealth of" 
.Australia, the Dominion of New Zealand, the Union of 
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South Africa cind the Irish .Free State, with a Parlia
ment having powers to make laws forthe peace, order 
and good government of India., and an executive res
ponsible to that Parliament, and shall be styled and 
known as the Commonwealth of India. 

Operation of the constitutz"on and laws 

2. This Act .and all laws made. by the Parliament of 
the Commonwealth thereunder shall be binding on the 
courts and people of every province, and of every part 
of the Commonwealth, notwithstanding anything in the 
laws of the Indian Legislature or of" any province or in 
any Act of the United Kingdom extending to British 
India ; and the laws of the Commonwealth shall be 
enforced in all Indian territorial waters. • 

Definition of citizen 
3· The word "citizen " wherever it occurs m this 

constitution means every person 
(a) who was born, or whose father was either 

born or naturalised, within the territorial 
limits of the Commonwealth and has not 
been naturalised as a citizen of any other 
country; 

(b) who is naturalised in the Commonwealth 
under the law in force for the time being. 

Explanation :--No person who is a citizen of a 
foreign country can be a citizen of the Commonwealth 
unJess he renounces the citizenship of such foreign 
c<;>untry in the manner prescribed by law. 

Fundamental Rights* 

4· (i) All powers of government and all authority, 
legislative, executive and judicial, are derived from the 
people and the same shall be exercised in the Common
wealth of India through the organisations established by 
or under, and in accord with, this constitution. 

(ii) No person shall be deprived of his liberty, nor 
s'hall his dwelling or property be entered, sequestered 
or confiscated, save in accordance with law. 

* The Conference has added another article to the Fundamental fights. 
"['his deals with titles and private property. In article (XVII) an addition has 
also been made giving fixity of tenure. See resolutions 10 and II of the 
Conference. 
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(iii) Freedom of conscience and the' free profession 

and practice of religion are, subject to. public order or 
mora.lity, hereby guaranteed to every person. 

(iv) The right of free expression of opinion, as well 
as the right to assemble peaceably and without arms, 
and to fonn associations or unions, is here by guaranteed 
for purposes not opposed to public order or morality. 

(v) All citizens in the Commonwealth of India have 
the right to free elementary education without any dis
tinction of caste or creed in the matter of admission into 
any educational institutions, maintained or aided by the 
state, and such right shall be enforceable as soon as 
due arrangements shall have been made by competent 
a.J-1 tho ri ty. 

(vi) All citizens are equal before the law and possess 
equal civic rights. 

(vii) There shall be no penal law whether substantive 
or procedural of a discriminative nature. · 

(viii) No person shall be punished .for any act which 
was not punishable under the law at the time it was 
committed. 

(ix) No corporal punishment or other punishment 
involving torture of any kind shall be lawful. 

(x) Every citizen shall have the right to a writ of 
habeas corpus. Such right may be suspended in case of 
war or rebellion by an Act of the central legislature or, 
if the legislature is not in session, by the Governor· 
General-in-Council, and in such case he shall report the 
suspension to the legislature at the earliest possi~le 
opportunity for such action as it may deem fit. 

(xi) There shall be no state religion for the Coin· 
monwealth of India or for any province in the Common· 
wealth, nor shall the state either directly or indirectly 
endow any religion or give any preference or impose any 
disability on account of religious belief or religious 
status. 

(xii) No person attending any school receiving stat.e 
aid or other public money shall be compelled to attend 
the religious instruction that· may be given in the •. 
sch<Yol. 

(iiit} . No .. person shall by reason . of his religion, 
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caste or creed be prejudiced in any way in regard to 
public employment, office of power or honour and the 
exercise of any trade or calling. . 

(xiv) All citizens have an equal right of acces.s ·to, 
and use .of, public roads, public wells and all C?ther places 
of public resort. 

(xv) Freedom of combination and association for the 
maintenance and improvement of labour and economic 
coi1ditions is guaranteed to everyone and of all occupa
tions.·· All agreements and measures tending to restrict 
or obstruct such freedom are illegal. 

(xvi) No breach of contract of service or abetment 
thereof shall be made a criminal offence. 

(xvii) Parliament shall make suitable laws for tne 
maintenance of health and fitness for work of all citizens, 
securing of a living wage for every worker, the protec
tion of motherhood, welfare of children, and the economic 

. · consequences of old age, infirmity and unemployment.* 
(xviii) Every citizen shall have. the right to keep and 

bear arms in accordance with regulations made in that 
behalf. 

(xix) Men and women shall have equal rights as 
citizens. 

Note : Notwithstanding anything to the contrary ill article (iv) 
the Sikhs are entitled to carry kripans. 

Parliament 
5· The legislative power of the Commonwealth shall 

be. vested ·in a Parliament which shall consist of the 
King, a Senate and a House of Representatives herein 
called the Parliament. 
· · 6. The Governor-General shall be appointed by the 

King and shall have, and may exercise in the Common
wealth, during the King's pleasure, but subject to this 
constitution, such powers and functions of the King as 
His Majesty may assign to him. 

7· (a) There shall be payable to the King out of the 
tevenues of India for the salary of the Governor-General 
an annual sum ...... which, until the Parliament of the 
Commonwealth otherwise provides, shall be as in the 

. schedule hereof provided. • 
* The Conference has added a sentence here giving fixity of tenure to 

agricultural tenants. See resolution I I of the Conference. 
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(b) The salary of a Governor-General shall not be 
altered during his continuance in office. · 

8.. The Senate shall consist of 200 members to be 
elected by the Provincial Councils, a specific number 
of seats beip.g allotted to each province on the basis of 
population, subject to a minimum. The election shall 
be held by the method of proportional representation 
with the single transferable vote. (The Hare system). · 

9· The House of Representatives shall consist of 
soo members to be elected by constituencies determined 
by law. Every person of either sex who has attained 
the age of 2 I, and is not disqualified by law, shall be 
entitled to vote . 

• 
Provided that Parliament shall have the power to 

increase the number of members from time to time if 
necessary. 

ro. (r) Every House of Representatives shall con
tinue for five years from its first meeting and every 
Senate shall continue for seven years. 

Provided that-

(a) either chamber of the legislature may be 
sooner dissolved by the Governor-Gene
ral; and 

(b) any such period may be extended by the 
Governor-General if in special circum
stances he so thinks fit ; and 

(c) after the dissolution of either chamber the 
Governor-General shall appoint a date 
not more than six months after the date 
of dissolution for the next session of that 
chamber. 

(2) The Governor-General may appoint such times 
and places for holding the sessions of either chamber of . 
the Indian Legislature as he thinks fit, and may also 
from time to time, by notification or otherwise, proro; 
gue such sessions. 

(~) Any meeting of either chamber of the Indian 
Legislature may be adjourned by the person presid-· 
ing. 
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(4) All questions in either chamber shall be deter

mined by a majority of votes of members present, other 
than the presiding member, who shall, however,. have 
and exercise a casting vote in the case of an equality of 
votes.: 

(s). ·The powers of . either chamber of the Indian 
Legislature may be exercised notwithstanding any va
cancy in the chamber. 

r r. There. shall be a president of each House of 
Parliament who shall be a member of the House and 
shall be elected by the House. There shall also be 
a deputy • president of each House who shall also be a 
member of the House and be similarly elected. 

u. The privileges, .immunities and powers to be 
held, ... enjoyed and exercised by the Senate and by the 
I-Iouse of Representatives and by the members there
of respectively shall be such as are from time to time 
defined by Act of Parliament of the Commonwealth. 

IJ. Parliament shall, subject to the provisions of this 
Constitution, have. power to make laws 

(a) for the peace, order and good government 
of the Commonwealth in relation to all 
matters not coming in the classes of sub
jects by this Act assigned to the legisla
tures of provinces ; 

(b) for the nationals and servants of the Com
monwealth within other parts of India 
as well as those without and beyond 
India; 

(c) for the government officers, soldiers,. air
men and followers in His Majesty's Indian 
forces, wherever they are serving, in so far 
as they are not subject to the Army Act 
or the Air Force Act ; and 

(d) for all persons employed or serving in or 
belonging to the Royal Indian Marine 

., Service or the Indian Navy. 
For greater certainty, but not so as to restrict the 

generality of the foregoing terms of this section, it is 
.hereby declared that notwithstanding anything in •this 
Act the legislative authority of the Parliament of the 
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Commonwealth extends to all matters co'ming within the 
classes of subjects hereinafter enumerated' and specified 
in Sc];ledule I, attached herei.o. 

J4·. The powers of Parliament with respect to 
foreign affairs, not including the Indian States, shall be 
the same as exercised by the self-governing dominions. 

15. Provision may be made by rules under this Act 
for regulating the course of business and the preservation 
of order in the chambers of the Indian Legislature, and 
as to the persons to preside at the meetings of the 
House of Representatives in the absence of the president 
and the deputy president; and the rules may provide for 
the number of members required to constitute a quorum, 
a1id for prohibiting or regulating the asking of questions 
on, and the discussion of, any subject specified in the 
rules. 

16. (i) Any bill which appropriates revenue or 
monies for the ordinary annual services of the Com
monwealth government shall deal only with such appro
priations. 

(ii) Bills imposing taxation shall deal only with the 
imposition of taxes, and any provision therein dealing 
with any other matter shall be of no effect. 

(iii) Bills affecting the public debt or for the 
appropria6on of revenues or monies or for imposing 
taxation shall be introduced only by a member of the 
executive council and can only originate in the House 
of Representatives. ' 

17. A money bill means a bill which contains only 
provisions dealing with all or any of the following sub
jects, namely the imposition, repeal, remission, altera
tion or regulation of taxation ; the imposition for the 
payment of debt or other financial purposes of charges 
on public revenues or monies, or the variation or repeal 
of any such charges ; the supply, appropriation, receipt, 
custody, issue or audit of accounts of public money ; 
the raising of any loan or the repayment thereof; or 
subordinate matters incidental to those subjects or an,
o£ them. In this definition the expression "taxation", 
"pu];>lic money" and "loan" respectively do riot include 
any taxation, money or loan raised by local authorities· 
or bodies for local purposes. 
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18. .The question whether a hilUs. or is not a money 

bill will be de'cided by the president of the House of 
Representatives. . 

19 .. A money bill passed by the House of Represen
tatives shall be sent to the Senate for its recommenda-
tions and it shall be . returned not later than ...... days 
therefrom to the H.ouse of Representatives, which may 
pass it, accepting or rejecting all or any of the recomG 
mendations of the §enate; and the bill so passed shall 
be deemed to have been passed by both chambers. 

20. (i) Subject to the provisions of this Act, a hill 
may be initiated in either House of Parliament and, 
if passed by the originating House, shall be introduced 
in the other House for being passed. • 

(£i} Except as otherwise provided under this Act, a 
bill shall not be deemed to have been passed by Parlia
ment unless it has been agreed to by both Houses, 
either without amendments or with such amendments 
only as rnay be agreed to by both Houses. 

(iii) If any hili which has been passed by the House 
of Representatives is not, within six months after ijle 
passage of the bill by that House, passed by the Senate, 
either without amendments or with such amendments 
as may be agreed to by both Houses, the Governor
General shall, on resolution passed by either House to 
that effect, refer the matter for decision to a joint sitting 
of both. Houses. The members present atany such 
joint sitting may deliberate and shall vote together upon 
the bill as last proposed by the House of Representa
tiv~s .. and upon amendments, if any, which have been 
Ipade therein by one House of Parliament and not agreed 
'to by the other; and any such amendments which are 
affirmed by a majority of the total number of members 
of the Senate and the House of Representatives present 
at such sitting, shall be taken to have been duly passed 
by both Houses of Parliament. 

2 r. (i) So soon as any bill shall have been passed, 
•or .deemed to have been passed by both Houses, it 
shall be presented to the Governor-General for the 
signification by him, in the King's name, of the King's 
assent, and the Governor:-General may signify • such 
assent or withhold the same or he may reserve the bill 
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for the significaHon of the King's pleasure. 
(ii) A bill passed by both Houses ~£ Parliament 

shall :oot become an Act until the Governor-General 
signifies his assent thereto in the King's name, or in 
the case of a bill reserved for the signification of the 
King's pleasure, until he signifies by speech or message 
to each House of Parliament, or by proclamation that 
it has received the assent of the King in Council. 

Provided that the Governor-General may, where a 
bill h:as been passed by both Houses of Parliament and 
presented to him for the signification by him of the 
King's assent, or has been reserved by him for the signi
fication of the King's pleasure, return the bill for recon
sid.eration by Parliament with a recommendation that 
Parliament shall consider amendments thereto. 

(iii) Any bill so returned shall be further consi
dered by Parliament together with the amendments, 
recommended by the Governor-General, and if re-affirmed 
with or without amendments, may be again presented 
to the Governor-General for the signification in the 
King's name of the King's assent. 

The Commonwealth Executive 

22. The executive power of the Commonwealth is 
vested in the King and is exercisable by the Governor
General as the King's representative, acting on the advice 
of the Executive Council, subject to the provisions of 
this Act and of the laws of the Commonwealth. 

23. (a) There shall be an Executive Council consis·t· 
ing of the Prime Minister and, until Parliament otherwise 
provides, not more than six ministers of the Common· 
wealth. · 

(b) The Prime Minister shall be appointed by the 
Governor-General and . the m~nisters shall also be ap
pointed by him on the advice of the Prime Minister. 

(c) The Executive Council shall be colleCtively res
ponsible to the legislature for all matters concerning 
the departments of the Commonwealth administered by .. 
members of the Executive CounciL 

24. Until Parliament otherwise provides, the ap· 
pointment and removal of . all other officers of the 
executive government of the Commonwealth shall be 
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vested in the Governor-General in Council, unless the 
appointment is· dalegated by the Governor-General in 
Council, or by a law of the Commonwealth, to. some 
other authority. 

25. The Command-in-chief of the miljtary,. naval 
and air forces of the Commonwealth is vested in the 
Governor-Gene.rai as the King's representative . 

.fligh Commissioner and Foreign Represtnfatives 
26. The Commonwea.lth shall have the power to 

appoint High Commissioners and other foreign represen
tatives similar to that exercised by Canada and other 
dominions. Such appointments shall be made by the 
Governor-General in Council who shall also make provi
sion by rules for their pay, powers and duties, and the 
conditions of employment. 

Financial control 
27. (1) The Auditor General in India shall be ap

pointed by the Governor-General in Council who shall 
by rules make provision for his pay, powers and duties, 
and the conditions of employment, and for the discharge 
of his duties in the case of a temporary vacancy or absence 
from duty. 

(2) Subject to any rules made by the Gover
nor-General . in Council, no office may be added to or 
withdrawn from the public service and the emoluments 
of no posts may be varied excevt after consultation with 
such finance authority as may be designated in the 
rules, being. an authority of the province or of the Com
monwealth . according as it is or is not un.qe} the control 
of alocalgovernment. 

The Provincial Legislature 
28. The legislative power of a province shall be 

vested in the King and the local Legislative Council. 
'29. There. shall be a Governor of every province 

who shall be appointed by the King and represent His 
Maj~sty in the province. 
• 30. There shall be payable to the King out of the 
revenues of the province for the salary of the Governor 
an annual sum of. ....... which, until Parliament of the 
·Commonwealth otherwise provides, shall be as in ·sche-
dule ........ hereof provided. 
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31. (i) There shall be one member of the Provincial 

Legislative Council for every Ioo,ooo. ot the population 
of th~ said province, provided that in provinces with· a 
population of less than ten millions there may be a 
maximum of 100 members. 

(ii) Eve.ry member shall be elected by a con
stituency determined by law. Every person of either 
sex who has attained the age of 21 and is not disqualified 
by law shall be entitled to vote. 

32. (i) Every Provincial Council shall continue for 
5 years from its first sitting provided that-

• 

(a) it may be sooner dissolved by the Governor; 
(b) the term of 5 years may be extended by 

the Governor if in special circumstances 
he so thinks fit ; 

(c) after the dissolution of the Council the 
Governor shall appoint a date not more . 
than 6 months after the date of the dissolu
tion, for the next session of the Council. 

(ii) The Governor may appoint such times 
and places for holding the sessions of the 
Council as he thinks fit and may also 
from time to time, by notification or 
otherwise, prorogue such sessions. 

(iii) Any meeting of the Council may be ad
journed by the person presiding. 

(iv) All questions in the Council shall be de
termined by the majority of votes of the 
members present, other than the presidil}g 
member, who shall however have and exer
cise a casting vote in the case of ~n 
equality of votes. 

(v) The powers of the Council may be exercis
ed notwithstanding any vacancy. 

33· There shall be a president of every Council 
who shall be a member of the House and shall be elected 
by the House. There shall also be a deputy preside~ 
who shall also be a member of the House and be simi
larly elected. 

34. The local legislature of any province has.· 
power, subject to the provisions of this Act, to make 
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laws for the peace and good government of the territories 
for the time being constituting that province. The 
legislative authority of every provincial council extends 
to. all matters coming within the classes of supjects 
hereinafter enumerated and specified in Schedule II,. 
attached hereto. 

35. The local legislature of any province may repeal 
or later,as to that province, any law relating to a pro
vincial subject made either before or after the commence
n•ent of this Act by any authority in British Indi~ •. 

36. Any measure affecting the public revenues of 
a province, or imposing any charge on the revenue, shall 
be introduced only by a member of the executive council 
of the Governor. • 

37· vVhen a bill has been passed by a local Legisla
tive Count:il, the Governor may declare that he assents 
to or withholds his assent from the bill. 

38. lf the Governor withholds his assent from any 
such })ill, the bill shall not become an Act. 

39· If the Governor assents to any such·· bill, he 
shall forthwith send an authentic copy of the Act to the 
Governor-General, and the Act shall not have validity 
until the Governor-General has assented thereto and 
that assent has been signified by the Governor-General 
to, and published by the Governor. 

40. Where the . Governor-General withholds his 
assent from anysuch Act, he shall signifyto the Governor 
in .writing his reason for so withholding his assent . 

. 41. When an Act has been assented to by the 
Governor~General it shall be lawful for His Majesty in 
Gbuncil to signify his disailowance of the Act. 

42. \Vhere the disallowance of an Act has been so 
signified, the Governor shall forthwith. notify the dis
allowance, and thereupon the Act, as from the date 
of the notification, shall become void accordingly. 

• The Provincial Executive 

43· The executive power of the province shall be 
vested in the Governor acting on the advice qf the 

·provincial Executive Council. • 
44· There shall be an Executive Council for every 
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province consisting of not more than five· ministers ap.
pointed by the Governor. 

45·. In appointing the Executive Council the Gover~ 
nor shall select the Chief Minister and appoint others 
only on his advice. 

The f udiciary 

46. There shall be a Supreme Court which shall 
exercise such jurisdiction as Parliament shall determine. 
The Supreme .Court shall consist of a Lord President, 
and as many other Justices, as Parliament may fix. 

47· The Lord President of the Commonwealth and . 
all other Judges of the Supreme Court of the Common
w~alth to be appointed after the establishment of the 
Commonwealth shall be appointed by the Governor• 
General-in-Council, and shall receive such remuneration 
as Parliament shall prescribe, and their remuneration 
shall11~be diminished during their continuancein office. 

48. The Lord President of the CommoQwealth and 
other judges of the Supreme Court of the Common
wealth shall not be . removed from office except by the 
Governor-General-in-Council on an address from both 
Houses of Parliament in the same session praying for such 
removal on the ground of misbehaviour or incapacity. 

49· The Supreme Court shall have original juris-. 
diction in all matters-

(i) referred to the Supreme Court by the 
Governor-General-in-Council under sec
tion 85 ; 

(ii) in w·hich the Commonwealth, or persoi1 
suing or being sued on behalf of the Com; 
monwealth, is a party; 

(iii) affecting consuls or other representatives 
of other countries ; 

(iv) between provinces ; 
(v) arising under this Constitution or involving 

its interpretation. • 
so. The Supreme Court shall have jurisdiction, 

with such exceptions and subject to such regulations as 
Parli~ment prescribes, to hear and determine appeals · 
from all judgments, decrees, orders and sentences-· 
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(a) ·or any Justice or J ustic{;s exerc1smg the 

·orjginal jurisdiction of the Supreme Court; 
(b) of the high court of any province., or of 

any other court of any province . from 
which at the establishment of the Com
monwealth an appeal lies to the King in 
Council. 

51. The judgment of the Supreme Court in all such 
cases shall be finai and conclusive and· shall not be re
viewed, or be capable of being reviewed by any other 
court , tribunal or authority whatsoever. 

Appeals to the Kin![ in Council 
52 . (i) No appeal shall be permitted to the King in 

Council from a decision of the Supreme Court up~n 
any question howsoever arising, as to -the limits intdr se 
of the constitutional powers of the Commonwealth and 
those of any province or provinces, or as to the limits 
inter se of the constitutional powers of any two or more 
provinces, unless the Supreme Court shall certify that 
the questionis one which ought to be determined by the 
King .irn Council. 

(ii) The Supreme Court may so certify if satisfied 
that for any special reason the certificates should be 
granted, and thereafter an appeal shall lie to the King 
in Council on the question without further leave. 

(iii) Parliament may make laws limiting the matters 
in which such leave may be asked, provided that such 
laws do not impair any right which the King may be 
pleased to exercise by virtue of his .royal prerogative. to 
grant special leave of appeal from the Supreme Court 
to the King in Council. 

Hi!!h Courts-Constitution 
53· The high courts referred to in this Act are 

the high courts of judicature for the time being estab
lished in British India. 

54· Each high court shall consist of a chief justice 
:md as many other judges as the Gctvernor-General-in
Council may think fit to appoint. Provided as follows: 

(i) The Governor-General-in-Council maf ap
point persons to act as additional judges 
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(ii) 

• 
of any high court, for ~mch period, not 
exceeding two years, as t,nay be required; 
and the judges so appointed shall, whilsfso 
acting, have all the powers of a judge of 
the high court appointed by the Governor~ 
General-in-Council ; 

the maximum number of judges of a high 
court including the chief justice and addi~ 
tiona.l judges shall be 20. 

55· A judge of a high court must be an advocate 
on the rolls of a high court of not less than ten years' 
standing, provided that nothing herein contained shall 
affect the continuance of the tenure of office o£ the 
jutlges who may be holding appointments at the com~ 
mencemen t of this A ct. 

56. (i) Every judge of a high court shall hold office 
during his good behaviour. 

(ii) Any such judge may resign his office to the local 
government. , 

57· The chief justice and other judges of the high 
court shall not be removed from office except by the 
Governor-General-in-Council on an address by the pro~ 
vincial legislature. 

58. (i) The Governor~General-in-Council may fix the 
salaries, allowances, furloughs and retiring pensions, and 
may alter them, but any such alteration shall not affect 
the salary of any judge appointed before the date there9f. 

(ii) The remuneration fixed for a judge under this 
section shall commence upon his taking upon himself 
the execution of his office. 

59• (i) On the occurrence of a vacancy in the office 
of chief justice of a high court, and during any absence 
of such a chief justice, the local government shall ap
point one of the other judges of the same high court to 
perform the duties of chief justice of the court, until 
some person has been appointed by the Governor-General 
to the office of chief justice of the court, and has entere~ 
on the discharge of his duties of that office, or until 
the ~hie£ justice has returned from his absence, as the 
case requires. 
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(ii). On the occurrence of ••(1• vacancy in the office of 

any other judge of a high court, and during any absence 
of any such judge, or on the appointment of any such 
judge to act as chief justice, the local government may 
appoint a person with such qualifications as a.re required 
in persons to be appointed to the high court ; and the 
person so appointed may sit and perform the duties of a 
judge of the comt, until some person has been appointed 
by the Governor-General-in-Council to the office of judge 
of the court, and has entered on the discharge of the 
duties of the office, or until the absent judge h(ls return
ed from his absence, or until the local government sees 
cause to cancel the appointment of the acting judge . 

• 
f urisdicit'on 

6o. (i) The several high courts are courts of record 
and have such jurisdiction, original and appellate, in
cluding admiralty jurisdiction • in respect of offences 
committed ·on the high seas, and all such powers and 
authority over or in relation to the administration of 
justice, including power to appoint clerks and other 
ministerial office:rs of the court, and power to make rules 
for. regulating the practice of the court, as are vested 
in them by letters patent, and subject to the provisions 
ofany such letters patent, all such jurisdiction, powers 
and authority as are vested in those courts respectively 
at the commencement of this Act. 

· (ii) The letters patent establishing, or vesting juris
diction; power, or authority, in a high court may be 
a.mended from time to time by a further letters patent. 

61. Each of the high courts has superintendence 
over all courts for the time being subject to its appellate 
jurisdiction, and may do any of the following things, 
that is to. say-

(a) call for returns ; 

(b) direct the transfer of any suit or appeal 
from any such c:ourt to any other court 
of equal or superior jurisdiction ; • 

(c) make and issue general rules and prescribe 
forms for regulating the practice and pro-
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teedings of such courts ; . 
(d) prescr:ibe forms in which books, entries 

and accounts shall be kept by the officers 
of any sgch courts ; and · 

(e) settle tables of fees to be allowed to the 
·sheriff, attorneys, and all clerks and offi
cers of courts ; 

Provided that such rules, forms and tables shall not 
be inconsistent with the provisions of any law for the 
time being in force, and shall require the previous 
approval of the local government . 

• 62. (i) Each high court may, by its own rules, pro
vide as it thinks fit for the exercise, by one or more 
judges of the high court, of the original and appellate 
Jurisdiction vested in the court. 

(ii) The chief justice of each high court shall 0 

0 

determine what judge in each case is to sit alone, and 
what judges of the court, whether with or without the 
chief judge, are to constitute the several division courts. 

63. The Governor-General-in-Council may,by order, 
transfer any territory or place from the jurisdiction of 
one to the jurisdiction of any other of the high courts, 
and authorise any high court to exercise all or any 
portion of its jurisdiction in any part of British India 
not included within the limits for which the high court 
was established, and also to exercise any such jurisdic
tion in respect of any British subject for the time being 
within any part of India outside the Commonwealth. · 

64. (a) The Governor-General, each Gov~rnor, each 
of the members of the Executive Council, whether in 
the Commonwealth or in the provinces, shall not be 
subject to the· original, appellate or revisional jurisdic
tion of any high court, by reason of anything counselled, 
ordered or done by any of them, in his public capacity 
only. .-

(b) The exemption shall extend also to the chief 
justices and other judges of the several high courts . 

• 
65. The Governor-General-in-Council may, if hcl 

sees fit, by letters patent, establish a high court of judi-
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cat:ure .in any t~r~itory in the Commonwealth, whether 
or not included within the limits of the local jurisdiction 
of another high court, and confer on any high .court 
so established, any such jurisdiction, powers and autho· 
rity as are vested in, or may be conferred on, any high 
court existing at the commencement of this· Act; and, 
where a high court is so established in any area included 
within the limits of the local jurisdiction of another 
high court, the Governor-General may, by letters patent, 
alter those limits, and make such incidental, consequen· 
tial and supplemental provisions as may appear to be 
necessary by reason of the alteration. 

Advocate General 

66. The local government may appoint an ad· 
vocate general for .each of the provinces and may, on 
the occurrence of a vacancy in the office of advocate 
general, or during any absence · or deputation of an 
advocate general, appoint a person to act as advocate 
general ; and the person so appointed may exercise 
the powers· of an advocate general until some person 
has been appointed by the Governor-General-in-Council 
and. has entered on the discharge of his duties or until 
the advocate general has returned from his absence or 
deputation, as the case may be, or until the local govern
ment cancels the local appointment. 

Property, Revenue and Finance 

. 67. All property vested in, or arising or accruing 
f!om property or rights vested in, .His Majesty or the 
Secretary of State in Council under the Government of 
India Acts, 1858, 1915 and 1919 shall vest in the Gover
nor-General -in· Council. 

68. The revenues of India shall vest in the Gover
nor-General-in-Council and shall, subject to the provi· 
sions of this Act, be applied for the purposes of the 
Commonwealth alone. 

•• 69. The expression " the revenues of India " in 
this Act shall include all the territorial and other reve
nues of or arising in British India, and in particular,-

(i) all tributes and other payments in respect of 
any territories which would have been re-
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ceivable by or in the name of: the East India 
Company if the Governme-nt of India Act, 
I858, had not been passed ; and 

. (ii) all fines and penalties incurred by the . sen· 
. tence or. order of any court of justice in 
British India, and all forfeitures for crimes 
of any movable or immovable property in 
British India ; and 

(iii) all movable or immovable property in British 
India escheating or lapsing for want of an 
heir or successor and all property in British 
India devolving as bona vacantia for want 
of a rightful owner. 

• 70. Parliament shall establish a Railway and Har· 
hour Fund into which shall be paid all revenues raised 
or received by the Governor-General-in-Council from the 
administration of railways, posts and harbours, and such 
fund shall be appropriated by Parliament to the pur· 
poses of railways, posts and harbours, on such conditions 
and in such manner as it may prescribe. There shall 
also be formed a consolidated revenue fund into which 
shall be paid all other revenues raised or received by 
the Governor-General-in-Council and such fund shall 
be appropriated by Parliament for the purpose of the 
Commonwealth in the manner prescribed by this Act 
or by rules made in _that behalf and subject to the 
charges imposed thereby. 

7 r. There shall be charged on the revenues of India 
alone-

• 

ll8) 

(a) all the debts of the East India Company·; 
and 

(b) all sums of money, costs, charges and ex· 
penscs which, if the Government of India 
Act, 1858, the Government of India Act, 
1915, as amended by the Government of 
India Act 1919 or this Act had not been 
passed, would have been paid by the East 
India Company out of the revenues ot 
India in respect of any treaties, coven-
ants, contracts, grants or liabilities exist· 
ing at the commencement of this Act ; · 
and 



• 
(c) ~11 expenses, debts and liabilities lawfully 

contracted and incurred on account of the 
Go.vernment of India; and 

(d) all other charges and payments under this 
Act (except • so far as is otherwise pro-
vided under this Act). · 

72 .. (i) As soon as may be after the est~blishment 
of. the Commonwealth the Governor-General-in-Council 
shall appoint a Com1nission consisting of one represen
tative from each province aud ... •· representatives of the 
government of the Commonwealth, and presided over 
by an officer of the Commonwealth, to institute an en• 
quiry into (a) the sources . of revenue which may be 
assigned to the government of the Commonwealth and to 
the • governments of the provinces respectively with due 
regard to.the efficient administration and development 

• of the services or subjects under the respective control 
, ""t of either, and (b) the financial relations which should 
· exist between the governments ofthe Commonwealth and 

the governments of. the provinces , and (c) the means 
to be adopted for giving effect to such relations . 

(ii) The said Commission shall appoint a committee 
to examine the whole question of the training of officers 
for the land, naval and air forces of the Commonwealth 
and the establishment of the requisite number of schools 
and colleges for military instruction. 

(ili) The committee so appointed shall. report to the 
Commission about the requisite number of such schools 
and colleges and their staffs, the places where they are 
to· be established, and the standard of instruction to be 
imparted in each, and an estimate of the initial arid 
maintenance cost of the said schools and colleges. 

(lv) The said Commission sha11 also appoint a com· 
mittee to investigate and report on the steps to be taken 
for the introduction of general primary education in the 
Commonwealth and the affording of special educational 
faCilities for backward classes. .. -

( v) The said Commission shall have the power to 
appoint such other committees as it may consider neces-

.. sary, for the purposes of its inquiry. • 
(vi) The said Cornmiss ion shall report to the Gover· 
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nor-General-in-Council on matters recommended in clause 
(i), and shall make special recommend~tions fixing mini
mum charges on the revenues of the Commonwealth 
and the provinces for the purposes mentioned. in (ii), (iii) 
and (iv). -

73· The Governor-General-in-Council shall lay the 
entire report of the Commission together with his recom
mendations before Parliament for such legislative or 
other action as it may deem fit. · 

74· Pending the completion of the said enquiry, and 
until Parliament has taken action under clause 68, the 
existing sources of revenue and the financial relations 
shall continue to be in force . 
• 

Defence 

7 5· (a) The Governor-General-in-Council shall ap
point a Committee of Defence consisting of ( 1) the ;.. 
Prime Minister, (2) the Minister of Defence, (3) the ~. 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, (4) the Commander-in
Chief, (5) the Commander of the Air Forces, (6) the 
Commander of the Naval Forces, (7) the Chief of the 
General Staff, and two other experts. 

(b) The Prime Minister shall be the chairman of the 
committee ; and there shall be a permanent staff in
cluding a secretary attached to this committee. 

(c) The functions of this committee shall be to advise 
the government and the various departments concerned 
with questions of defence and upon general question~ of 
policy. 

(d) As soon as the committee is appointed t'he 
Governor-GeneraHn-Council may take the advice of the 
Committee of Defence as to the practicability and 
means of effecting a retrenchment in the expenditure on 
defence compatibly with the safety of India. The 
estimates shall be framed according to the recommenda
tions of the committee. 

76. The proposals of the Governor-General-in-CotW
cil for the appropriation of revenues or monies classified 
as "Defence ", shall be submitted to the vote of the 
Ho-ese of Representatives. 

77· Notwithstanding anything to the contrary m 
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the foregoing rrovisions,. the Governor-General-in-Coun
cil may, in the'·e~ent of any foreign aggression on India 
by land, air or sea, or upon his being satisfied that there 
is a reasonable apprehension of such aggression, autho
rise such expenditure as may be necessary for the safety 
of British India or any part thereof. Such action taken 
by the Governor-General shall be reported by him im
mediately to the Legislature, if in session, or if the 
Legislature is not in session, to a special session to be 
summoned as soon as possible thereafter. 

78. No measure affecting the discipline or main
tenance of any part of the military, naval and air forces 
of.the Commonwealth shall be introduced in Parliament 
except on the recommendation of the Committee of De-
fence appointed under this constitution. • 

The Civil Services 

79· . Subject to the provisions of the l1ext succeed
.~ ingsection, all officers of the public services shall, at the 

establishment of the Commonwealth, become officers of 
the Commonwealth. 

8o. As soon as possible after the establishment of 
the Commonwealth, the Governor-General-in-Council 
shall apoint a Public Service Commission t9 make. re
commendations for such reorganisation and readjush 
ment of the departments of the public services as may 
.be necessary" 

8r. Parliament may make laws for regulating the 
classification o£ the civil services in India, the sources 
and methods of their recruitment, the conditions of 
service, pay and allowances, and discipline and conduct. 
Parliament may also, to such extent and in respect of 
such matters as it may prescribe, delegate the power of 
making rules under the said laws to the Governor
General-in-Council or to local governments. 

82. (i) After the establishment of the Commonwealth 
the Governor-General-in-Council shall appoint a per
manent Public Service Commission with such powers 
a~d duties relating to the recruitment, appointment, dis
cipline, retirement and superannuation of public officers 

· as Parliament shall determine. • 
(ii) Members of the permanent Public Service Com-
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·mission shall hold office for five years from the date of 
appointment. · 

83. Any officer of the public services who de.sires 
to retire within three years of the establishment of the 
Commonwealth, or is .not .retained in the service of the 
Commonwealth, shall be entitled to receive such pension, 
gratuity or other compensation as he would have re~ 
ceived in like circumstances if the Commonwealth had 
not been established. 

The Army Services 

84. All officers, British and Indian, serving in the 
army, the navy, the Royal Indian Marine, or the Air 
Force of India, serving in • India at the commencement 
of the new constitution, shall retain all their existing 
rights as to salaries, allowapces or pensions or shall 
receive such compensation for the loss of any of them, 
as the Governor-General-in-Council may consider just n 
and equitable, or as they would have .received in like 
circumstances if the Commonwealth had uot been estab~ 
lished. 

Further all such officers, British or. Indian, who 
were in receipt of pensions at the date of the commence
ment of the new constitution, shall continue to receive 
the same pension from the revenues of India. 

Indian States 

85. The Commonwealth shall exerci&e the same 
rights in relation.to, and discharge the same obligations 
towards, the Indian States, arising out of treaties or 
otherwise, as the Government of India has hitherto 
exercised and discharged. 

In case of any difference between the Commonwealth 
and any Indian State on any matter arising out of 
treaties, engagements, sanads or similar other docu
ments, the Govmnor-General-in-Council may, with the 
consent of the State concerned, refer the said matter to 
the Supreme Court for its decision. •• 

New Provinces 

a6. The redistribution of provinces should take .. 
place on a linguistic basis on the demand of the majority 
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of •. the populatibn of the area •• concerned, subject to 
financial and administrative considerations. 

Amendment of the Constitution 

87. * Parliament may, by law, repeal or alter any of 
the provisions of the constitution. Provided that the 
bill embodying such repeal or alteration shall be passed 
by both H ouscspf Parliament sitting together and . at 
the third reading shall be agreed to by not less than 
two-thirds ofthe total number.of the members of both 
Houses ... A bill so passed at such a joint sitting shall be 
taken to have been duly passed by both Houses of 
Parliament. 

Note:-The following are the recommendations on commmtal 
and other controversial matters. 

Communal representation t 
I. There. shall be joint mixed electorates through

out India for the House of Representatives and the 
provincial•·legislatures. 

II. There shall be no reservation of seats for the 
House of Representatives except for Muslims in pro
vinces where they are in a minority and non-Muslims .in 
the N •. -W. F. Province. Such reservation will be in strict 
proportion to the Muslim population in every province 
where they are in'a minorityand in proportion to the 
non-Muslim population. in .N.-W. F. Province. The 
Musli111s or non-Muslims where reservation is allowed 
to. them shall have the right to contest additional seats . 
. I I I. In the provinces 
. (a) there shall be no reservation of seats for any 

community in the Punjab and Bengal; 

(b) in provinces other than the Punjab and Bengal 
there will be reservation of seats for Muslim minorities 
on· population basis with the right to contest additional 
seats; 
... (c) in the N .-W .. F. Province there shall be similar 
reservation .of seats for non-Muslims with the right to 
contest other seats. 

* The Conference has referred this clause back to the Constitution .Commi· 
• ttee for amendment. See resolution 7 of the Conference. 

t Sotne of these clauses have been altered by the Conference. See resolu· 
tions 4 and 6 of the Conference. 
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IV. Reservation of seats where all~w"ed shall be for 
• 0 

a fixed period of ten years. 

Redistribution and status of provinces t 
V. Sind should be separated from Bombay and con

stituted into a separate province after such enquiry 
about the financial position as may be considered neces
sary. 

VI. Parts of the Karnataka, except the small islands 
on the other side of the My sore territory, should similarly 
be separated .from the provinces in which they are at 
present included and formed into a single separate 
province. 

• VII. The N.-W. F. Province, and all newly formed 
provinces by separation from other provinces, shall have 
the same form of government as the other provinces in 
India. 

MoTILAL NEHRU 

s. ALI IMAM 
TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU 

M.s. ANEY 

MANGAL SINGH 

SnuAIB QuRESHI* 

SuBHAs CHANDRA BosE 

G. R. PRADHAN 

*Mr. Shuaib Qureshi was unforturta!ely unable to be present at the last mectit!g 
of the Committee when the draft report was considered. The draft however was 
sent to him and he has informed 1ts that itt regard to the recommendations con· 
tained itt chapter I .r I he is of opiniort that one third seats in the central legislature 
should be reserved for Muslims. Further, he says : '' .r agree with the resolution 
adopted at the Informal Conference of .July 7th but do not subscribe to all the 
figures and arguments Produced in its support". 

Sir Ali Imam, Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose artd Mr. G . .R. Pradhan were also 
unable to be Pt·esertt at the /irtal meeting of the Committee but they signified their 
concurrence with the report after reading the draft. •• 

f The Conference passed a comprehensive resolution on the redistribution 
of provinces. The Sind agreement deals with the separation of Sind. In 
clause VII Baluchistan has been added after N .-W. F. Province. See resolu· 
tions 4, 5 and 12 of the Conference. 
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Note on the Informal Con/erence and after 

. The resolution of . the Informal Conference, given on page so 
of . the report, was passed on July 7th, 1928 . . It was signed hy 
I?r.l\1 .. A. Ansari, PanditMotilal Nehru, Pandit . Madan Mohan 
Malaviya, Sir Ali Imam, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and Messrs. Abul
kalarn Azad, Sachchidanand Sinha, C. Y. Chintamani, T. A. K. 
Sherwani, MangalSingh, Mohammad Shafee Daudi, M.S. Aney, 
S. D. Kitchlew, Sub has Chandra Bose, Shuaib Qureshi, Khaliq·leZ~ 
Zaman, D. R . Ranjit Singh, Syed Mabmud, A. M. Kbwaja and 
J awabarlal Nehru. Some others, who were present, agreed ,with 
this resolution but had left when signatures were taken. · 

. .,. This resolution was later considered by the All Parties 
Committee together with some non-memberswho had been in
Vited. Extracts from the proceedings of the Committee are given 
below. 

Extract from the •· proceedings of the Committee, 
dated 8th July 

Present: 

Morning session 

x,~-: 

Pandit 1Vlotilal Nehru. 
Mr~ M:. S. Aney. 
Mr. Shuaib. Qt1reshi. 
Sardar MangalSingb. 
Mr. Stibhas Chandra Bose . 

. · The following non-members were also present by invitation : 

Dr. M. A. Ansari. 
Maulana Abulkalam Azad. 
Mr. · T. A. K. Sherwani. 
Mr. Mohammad Shafee Daudi. 
Dr. S. D . .Kitchlew. 
Mr. Khaliq-uz-Zaman. 

•• Dr. Syed Mahmud and 
Mr. JawaharlalNehru. · 

The question of reservation of seats for the Muslim minority 
. in thy central legislature was considered. It was stated' how
eyer that under yesterday's agreement (first part) there could 
be no such reservation even for minorities. On the other hand 
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it was pointed out that without reservation it 'w.as probable that 
only about 30 or 40 Muslims may be ~med to a central 
legislature of 500 members. This same result would be arrived 
at, it was shown, in the provinces where Muslims were .in a small 
minority. A suggestion was made that this difficulty could be 
got over by a, reservation of seats for small minorities in both 
central and provincial legislatures but not for majorities. This 
would mean a revision of • yesterday's agreement. No decision 
was arrived at and the matter was postponed to the evening 
session. 

July 8th 

Evening session 

Present as in morning session with the exception of Dr. S. D. 
Kitchlew and Dr. Syed Mahmud. 

• Also present Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
The question of minority representation left over at the 

morning session was then taken up. It was unanimously agreed 
to modify the first part of the resolution of the Informal Con
ference held on the 7th July so as to permit reservation of seats 
in the central legislature for minorities on population basis. 

The question of reservation of seats for small minorities in 
the Provincial Council was then considered. The Committee, 
with the exception of Mr. Shuaib Qureshi, was of opinion that 
the reasons favouring such reservation in the central legisla
ture apply with equal force to the provincial legislature also. 
This opinion was supported by non·members present. It was 
therefore agreed to report to the All Parties Conference that 
reservation of seats for small minorities in proportion to their 
population, with the right to contest additional seats, should be 
permitted in provincial legislatures. 
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SCHED,ULKI 

CENTRAL SUBJECTS 

t. Trade and commerce with other countries and in India 
and the incorporation of trading, financial or foreign corporations 
in India. 

2 . Taxation, excluding the ta~a~ion assigned under this 
constitution to the provinces or parts of them ; but including 
customs, revenue, excise, income-tax, super-tax, corporation pfo
fits tax, opium, including control of its cultivation, manufacture, 
and sale, export duties. ·-

3· Bountfeson the production of export of goo,ds-. 

4· Borrowing money on the credit, the assets and the pro• 
perty of the Commonw~alth; the public debt of the Government 
of the Commonwealth . . 

5· Currency, coinage.andiegal tender. 
6. Bii~-nking and "ii1stlrance and savings banks ; the in

corporation of bank~ and the i~sue of paper money and stock 
exchanges. 

7- Bi-lls of exchange, cheques, hundies and promissory notes. 
8. Shipping and navigation, including shipping and- naviga· 

tion on such inland waterways as may be declarecl to beof 
'rlll_tional importance; harbours, major ports, lighthouses, beacons, 
lightships, buoys. 

'" 9 - Railways, and r oads of all India and military importance . 
. ro. Aircraft and all matters connected therewith. 

II. Posts, telegraphs and telephones, including wireless 
cop:ll:punications and installations. 

rz. The defence of India and all matters connected with the 
naval, military and air forces of the Commonwealth, including 
militia, Indian Marine ServiCe and any other force raised in India 

-other than military and armed police wholly maintained by the 
_ f'liOvinciaL government; naval and military works and canton· 

ments; schools and colleges for military, naval and air training. 
rj. Foreign .and external relations including relations with 

.States in India and political charges ; domicile, naturalizatiO!l and 
aliens; passports ; and pilgrimages beyond India. 



• 
14· Emigration and immigration. 
15. Port quarantine and marine hospital~ 
16~ The Commonwealth Public Services and the Common

wealtll; Public Service Commission. 

17. The Audit·department of the Commonwealth. 
18. The Supreme Court of India, and legislation relating to 

High Courts. 

19. Civil Law including laws regarding status, contract, pro
perty, civil rights and liabilities and civil procedure. 

20. Criminal Law including criminal procedure and extradi
tion laws. 

2 I. Bankruptcy and insolvency. 

22. Legislation regarding marriage, divorce and matrimo· 
ni!tl matters, parental rights, the custody and guardianship of 
infants; their status and age of majority. 

23. Copyright; new.spapers and books; patents of inventions 
and designs and trade marks. 

24. Land acquisition by or for the purposes of the Govern
ment of the Commonwealth. 

25. Laws relating to registration of deeds and documents. 
26. Laws relating to registration of births, deaths and marri-

ages. 

27. Census and statistics. 

28. Control of arms and ammunition. 
29. (a) Control of petroleum and explosives. 

(b) Control of poisons. 
30. The standards 0f weights and measures. 

3 I. Fisheries in Indian waters beyond the three miles limiJ. 
32. Survey of India ; geological survey and astronomical and 

meteorological observations. 

33· Parli.amentary elections. 
34· The seat of the Government of the Commonwealth. 

35· Inter-provincial matters. 
36. Factory legislation, 

37· Industrial matters : 
(a) Welfare of labour. 
(b) Provident fund. 

• (c) Industrial Insurance-General health and accident 

38. Control of mines. 
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39· Medica~alifications andstandards. 
40. Stores and stationery for the Commonwealth. 
41. Central publicity and intelligence department. 

_42: ' Zoological si.uvey ; botanical survey ; archaeology. 
- 43. Central agencies and institutions for research (including 

observatories) and for p.tofessional and technical training or pro
motiqn of special studies. 

44· Territorial changes, other than intra-provincial; and decla
ration of laws in connection therewith. 

45. All property of the Commonwealth; 

- 46. Legislation regarding forests. 
47 . Legislation relating to non-judicial stamps. 

• 

• 
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SCHEDULE II 

PROVINCIAL SUBJECTS 

I. Land revenue including assigned land revenue ; any 
other tax that may be imposed on land or agricultural income ; 
charges for water ; survey and settlement; disposal and colonisa
tiqp of public land and management of government estates. 

2. Excise, that is to say, the control of manufacture, 
transport, possession, purchase and sale of alcoholic liquor and 
intoxicating drugs (except opium), and the levying of excise duties 
and licence fees on, or in relation to, such articles and other 
restrictive excises. 

3· All local taxation, such as tolls ; cesses on land or land 
values; tax on buildings; tax on vehiGles or boats; tax on animals; 
octroi and a terminal tax on goods imported into or exported 
from a local area ; tax on trades, professions and callings; tax on 
private markets ; tax on advertisements ; tax on amusements or 
entertainments; tax on gambling: taxes imposed in return for 
services rendered by the local authority. 

4· Land acquisition by and within the province. 
5. Administration of forests and preservation of game. 
6. Agriculture, including research 'institutes, experimental 

and demonstration farms, prote,ction against destruction "by 
insects and pests. 

7· Fisheries, excluding Commonwealth fisheries. 
8. Water supplies, irrigation canals, drainage and embank

ment, water storage and water power except where they involve a 
matter of inter-provincial concern or affect the relations of a 
province with an Indian State or. any other territory, 

9· Public works and undertakings within the province 
including buildings, roads, bridges, ferries, tunnels, ropeways, 
causeways, tramways, light and feeder railways, inland waterwa)lf' 
and other means of commtmications except : 

(a) such railways, roads and inland waterways as are 
• central subjects. 

(b) all such works as extend beyond the borders of the 
province. 
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(c) such .• works (although wholly situate within the 

pro~~ce) as may be declared by Parliament to be 
ofaH'tndia importance. 

IO. Co-operative societies. 

I I. Development of mineral resources. 
I2. Famine relief. 

I3. Pilgrimages within India. 

14. Local self-government including constitution and powers 
of Municipal Corporations, Local Boards, Village Panchayats 
Improvement Trusts, Town Planning Boards and other local 
authorities in the province. 

I 5. Medical administration including hospitals, dispensaries, 
asylums, and provision for medical education. 

16. Public health and sanitation and vital statistics. • 
17. Education, including universities and technical insti

tutes, provincial institutions for professional or technical training 
and for promotion of technical studies. 

IS. Court of Wards and encumbered and attached estates. 
19. Land improvement and agricultural loans. 
20. Land tenures and landlord and tenant, rent law. 
2 r , Administrator-General and Official Trustees subject to 

legislation by central legislature. 

22. Development of industries, inclt1ding industrial research. 
23 . Police, including military and armed police maintained 

by the province and Railway Police, subject in the case of 
Railway Police to such rules as may be prescribed by Parliament 
as to limits of jurisdiction and railway contribution to cost of 
maintenance. 

24. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other articles. 

25. (a). Controlof vehicles, subject in the case of motor 
vehicles to legislation by the. central legislature as regards 
licences. valid throughout India. 

(b) Control of dramatic performances and cinemato
graphs. 

26. Prisons., prisoners and reformatories and vagrancy. 

Backward tribes and their settlements. 

Treasure trove . 
29. Administration of justice in the province including the 

COJ1Stitution, maintenance and organisation of courts of civil and 
criminal jurisdiction. • 

30. Election for the legislature of the province . 
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3 r. Legislation imposing punishments by· fine, penalty or 

imprisonment for breach of any law of the ~'Vince in relation 
to any provincial matter. 

32. ·The borrowing of money on the sole credit of the 
province, subject to sanction of central government ; assets and 
property of the_ province. 

33· Administration of the law relating to the registration of 
births, deaths and marriages. 

34· Provincial law reports. 

35· Minor ports. 

36. Public libraries, except the Imperial Library at Calcutta; 
museums, except the Indian Museum, the Imperial War Museum 
and the Victoria Memorial in Calcutta; zoological and botanical 
gardens and registration of societies . 

• 
37· Pounds and prevention of cattle trespass. 
38. Civil Veterinary Department, including provisions for 

veterinary training, improvement of stock and prevention of 
animal diseases. 

39· Factories, subject to legislation by central legislature. 
40. Settlement of labour disputes. 

41. Gas and electricity. 

42. Boilers. 

43· Smoke nuisances. 

44· Housing of labour. 
45· Coroners. 
46. Provincial stores and stationery. 

47· Provincial government press. 
48. Provincial services and Provincial Services Commission." 

49· The seat of the provincial government. 

50. Control of elections, subject to regulation by centra:l. 
government. 

5 I. Fees, including court fees ; probate duties ; succession or 
estate duties 

52. Control of production, supply and distribution, subject to 
rules marle by the central legislature. 

53· Development of industries, subject to rules made by the 
central legislature. •• 

54· Religious and charitable endowments, subject to Iegisla· 
tion by central legislature . 

• 
55. Regulation of betting and gambling, subject to legislation 
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by the• central Jegis}ature. 
56. Preventi~:-.,pf cruelty to animals and protcctwn ot wild 

birds and animals, subject to legislation by the central legislature. 

57· Non·judicial stamps, subject to legislation by the ~entral 
legislature;. and judicial stamps, subject to legislation by the central 
legislature as regards amount of cowt-fees levied in relation to 
suits and proceedings in the high courts under their original 
jurisdiction. 

58. Registration of deeds and documents , subject to legislation 
by the central legislature. 

59· Weights and measures, subject to legislation by the 
central legislature as regards standards. 

60. Control of poisons ; arms and ammunition ; petroleum 
and explosives, subject to legislation by the central legislature. 

61. Control of newspapers, subject to legislation by t~e 
central legislature. 

62. Regulation of medical and other professional qualifica
tions and standards, subject to legislation by the central 
legislature. 

63. Local Fund Audit 

• 
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A.PPENDIX A 

An analysis of the population figures of the Punjab 
according to religion 

B eing a note ott the population figures of the Pu~tiab with Jj:>eeial refet>cnci: 
to tltt probable extent o/ the npresentalion of 71arious religious 

groups it! the ligislature 

This note is based on the following assumptions : • 
I. That there is ord~nary territorial representation with what are 

called joint or mixed electorates and without any reservation 
of seats. 

2. That there is adult franchise, or at any rate some franchise 
which ensures that the numbers of electors of the various 
communities bear the same ratio to each other as the popula
tion figures of those communities. 

The figures and calculations in$these notes are based entirely .on the 
I9:2I census. It may be mentioned however that the ratio ofincrease of 
Muslims in the Punjab is slightly greater than .J.~.at of •• Hindus. This 
according to the census report is not due now to conversions but to 
certain social causes-widow remarriage and· a higher marriage age 
amongst the Muslims. Infantile mortality is greater amongst the 
Hindus owing to early marriages. Hence it is probable that the Mus
lim population in the Punjab today is slightly greater proportignately 
than is evidenced by the 1921 census figures . The next cerisus may 
sht;>w lhis increase. This means that the calculations in these notes 
are conservative figures so far as the Muslims are concerned, and the 
actuality is more favourable to them . 

. It is not possible to arrive at any accurate conclusion regarding 
Fepresentation in legislatures on population figures from a census report. 
A great deal must depend on the grouping of constituencies. It is also 
by no means certain, and it certainly is most undesirable, that in a joint 
electorate a Hindu should always vote for a Hindu, and a Muslim for 
a Muslim. But it is not possible to make allowances for this in these 
calculations. As the question is being considered in its communal 
aspect we must presurr.e that as a general rule votes will be cast on 

"-fimmunal lines. The constituencies not having been formed the only 
alternative is to examine the figures for the individual districts. It is 
likely that either a whole district or a part of it will form a single 
constituency. • 

The population of the Punjab (excluding Indian States) in Igzr was 
2(),o85,024. This was made up as follows: 



Muslims 
Hindus 
Sikhs 
Others (mainly Christians) 

11,444.321 : 
6,579,26~-
2,294,207 

367,236 

j 
2o,68s,o24 Ioo·o% 

Thus the Muslims are in a clear but not a greatmajority over all 
othet.s combined. If the distribution of population is more closely 
e:>camined it will be seen that the Muslims are in an even stronger posi
tion than the all Punjab figures might indicate. This is due to the fact 
that the Hindus and Sikhs are present in large .numbers in thesouthern 
part of the province-AmLala and Jullundur divisions ~ Muslims arein 
a minority in thesetwo divisions but they make up for it by increasing 
their majorities elsewhere. · 

~fhe Punjab can be divided roughly into three natural belts or areas 
(1) the predominantly Muslim area, (z) the neutral area but with Muslim 
majority and (3) the Hindu-Sikh area. If we t.'lke the existing divisions 
as corresponding approximately to these areas we have the following 
three belts : 

I. Rawalpindi and Multan divisions forming the Muslim 
zone with Muslims in very great majorities (86·go/o and 
76 ·9%-respectively). 

II. Lahore division forming the neutral zone, but Muslims in a 
majority (57 ·o%) over all others combined. · 

III. Ambala and jullundur divisions forming the Hindu-Sikh 
zone . . Muslims are in a minority (z6 • 3% and 32 ·8%) res
pectively). 

We can form some rough idea of the representation in the legislature 
on the basis of these communal zones. Allowing one member for every 
hundred thousand of poptilation we have : 

Population in thousands Jl;.fmtbers of legislatures 
Punjab. . . . . . . . . . . . 20,685 207 

{ 
Rawalpindi division 3461 3.5} 

I. Multan division 4218 42 7.7 

II. Lahore division 4997 so .so 

{ 
Ambala division 3827 38} 

IlL ]ullundur division 4182 42 So 

207 

We may presume that the Muslims will capture all the seats in the 
Muslim zone and Hindu-Sik-hs all __ the seats in the Hi-ndu_ -Sikh zone/ 
In the Lahore division !here may be a division -of the spoils. This ~f 
course cannot and should not happen in its entirety. It is not desirable 
that each division should be represented by one community only. But 
in mai::ing a rough calculation one may presume this much-the seats 
gained by the Muslims in the Hindu-Sikh area will probably be counter- • 
balanced by the seats gained by the Hindu-Sikhs in the . Muslim area. 
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As matter of f~t there is more chance ofthe Muslims gaining a seat 
in the fiindu-Sikh Oil{ea than- the reverse, as the Muslim majorities in 
Rawalpindi and Multandivisions are tremendous (86·o% arid 76·g%}. 

Thus we arrive at the-conclusion that the 't\fuslims are bou~d to get 
77 seats intheir.zone, and the Hindt~-~~~<hs co~bined 8o se~ in_ ~heir 
zone. The third zone'-Lahore dtvtsion__,._wJll probably .. be dtvided 
between the two , but the division is . likely to bevery much in favour of 
the : Muslims. They are 57 ·o% of the population, the Hindus being 
20 :7% and the Sikhs 16 · z % .• Christians etc. amoui.'J.tto 6 • r% but they 
!llay b~ left out of consideration here as presumably they have no special 
affiliations to the major c~mrnunities . ancl can certainly not be consider
ed _as being anti-Muslim or a_s belonging to th(;! Hindu-Sikh .bloc. 
Hindus and Sikhs together amount to 36 ·g% as against the 57' o% of 
the Muslims. The Muslims are thus more than one "and a half times 
stronger than the Hindu-Sikh group: The difference is con~iderable 
and -the Muslim · strength must make itself felt in an election, The 
Muslim majority in this division should ordinarily g<J.in more seats,han 
it ·is entitled toon basis of population. But even if it got se·ats exactly 

·in proportion to its population in the division, it would have zg .seats 
This a(ided to the 77 seats. in the Muslim belt gives the figure Io6 which 
gives' a small but clear majority in the legislature of 2 07, oyer all other 
communities and groups .. combined. The majority will really be much 
greater over the Hindu·Sikh bloc as the "others" may also be in the 
minority. · 

All this proceeds on the basis that Hindu and' ·Sikh interests are 
identical and the two groups hang together on all occasions. This of 
course is uot a justifiable presumptionand it is more than lik~ly that 
they may not always act together. In such a contingency each com· 
munity's hopeless minority in the face of the solid :Muslim majority 
will become even more obvious. 

As the Lahore division is likely to be the critical one, . it may be 
eJ.:amined in greater detail. Out of the 6 districts in this division three 
districts-Sialkot, Gujranwala and Sheikhupura-have very substantial 
Muslim majorities. Andas "others'' (Christians etc) are present in 
<!-PPreciable numbers in these districts the Muslim majorities vis-a·7Jis 
.the Hindu-Sikh bloc become even greater and are really overwhelming. 

· ::' The figures are : 

Sialkot district 
.Muslims 6rg%) 
Hindus Ig·s% ~ 
Sikhs S·o% 1 

gi seats 

Others 10 • 5% J 
The Hindu-Sikh bloc totals 27·s% as against the 61·9% of the 

~ '-1usli1ns. The latter thus are considerably more than double the number 
of the Hindus and Sikhs combined. 
Gujranwala district 

Muslims 
Hindus 
Sikhs 
Others 

-. 
6i seats 
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The Hindu-Sikh bloc totals 24 · o% as against :i1e 71 · o% of the 
Muslims. The latter are thus nearly three times ~e number of Hindus 
and Sikhs combined. 

Sheikhupura district 
~uslims . . 63·3% I 
Hindus· I6·o% l 5;J; seats 
Sikhs 15·9% ( 
Others 4 · 8 % ) 

The Hindu-Sikh bloc totals 31 · 9% as against the 63 · 3% of the 
Muslims. The latter are thus just double the number of the Hindus 
and Sikhs combined. 

In these three districts the Muslims are in an impregnable position. 
Indeed they really form part o[ the Muslim zone and should be cow 
sidered along with it. These districts will be entitled to send 21 mem 
beri to the legislature. These can be added to 77 members from the 
Muslim zone giving the total ·98. 

In the other districts of Lahore division the position is as follows 

Lahore district 

Muslims 
Hindus 
Sikhs 
Others 

II seats 

Here the Hindu-Sikh blOt: totals 37·4% as against the 57'3% of 
the Muslims. The Muslim majority is not so great as in the northern 
districts but it is substantial. The Muslims greatly outnumber the 
Hindus and Sikhs, being over one. and a half times their number. 
Amritsar district 

Muslims 
Hindus 
Sikhs 
Others 

9 seats 

In this district the Hindus and Sikhs combined amount to 52· s% 
and are in a fair majority over the45 ·6% Muslims. 
Gurdaspur district 

Muslims 
Hindus 
Sikhs 
Others 

8! seats 

Here the Muslims outnumber the Hindus and Sikhs combined-
49·6% against 42•z-but the majority is not great. The position 
in Amritsar district is reversed. There are a fair number of "others 'i ~ 
here. 

Thus in these three districts, the Muslim position is strong in 
Lahore6 fair in Gurdaspur and weak in Amritsar. But even in the last 
mentioned place the Muslims are by far the strongest single community. 

It is highly likely that Muslims will capture some seats in these 
districts, specially in Lahore. 
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The Lahore divi;iou will thus • be largely represented by Muslims 
and tl1!S representati"on..ilidded to that from the Muslim zone in the 
north and west ought to give them a clear majority. 

This question can be considered from another point of' view. 
Instead of looking at the divisions as a whole the individual ffistricts 
may be taken. This will probably give a more accura:te idea uf the 
result. 

There are 29 districts in the Punjab. These may be divided into 
four gro\lps (r) overwhelmingly Muslim districts where the Muslim posi
tion is impregnable ; ( 2) predominantly Muslim districts, ·where .there 
is a Muslim majority but ·not so great as in (r); (3) districts where 
there is no special predominance of any community; and (4) overwhel
mingly or predominantly Hindu-Sikh districts. 

I. Overwhelmingly Muslim districts 

I. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5· 
6. 
7· 
8 . 
g. 

IO. 

II. 

!2. 
13-
14· 
I 5 · 

Percmtage of Muslims given 
after districts 

Gujrat 86·z 
Shah pur 82·8 
Jhelum 88•7 
Rawalpindi 82·6 
Attock go·g 
Mianwali 86·3 
Montgomery 7I' 8 
Lyall pur 6o·7 
Jhang 83'3 
1\Tultan 82·2 
JVIuzaffargarh 86 ·8 
Dera Ghazi Khan 88·3 
Sialkot 6r •g 
Gujranwala 7I ·o 
Sheikhupura 63'3 

fifo. of meminrs Ill 
legislatures • 

8 
" I 

5 
6 
5 
4 
7 

IO 

6 

g8 
U. Predominantly Muslim districts 

III. 

r. Lahore 

2. Gurdaspur 

Districts with 
r. }lJllundur 

H. 21.5 I 
KI. 57'3 I 
S. 

J 
II 

IS '9 
0. 5. 3 
H. 26-o t M. 49-6 si 
c• I6'2 

J 
;:), 

0. 8·2 

H_r~ 

no special predominance of any community 
H. 29'4 I 
s. 25'1 t 8 • 

~: 4::~ J 



• 
H. 27 ·6 

l s. 27'6 
M. 43'9 
0. ·g 

.. 2. Ferozepur 

II 

3 ::"\ Amritsar H. 21·6 

' 
s. 30'9 

M. 45•6 
f 0. I •8 

9 

28 
Even in the~c three districts the strongest single community is • the 

Muslim. 

IV. 

• 

Overwhelmingly or predominantly Hindu-Sikh districts 
I. Hissar H. 66 · 1 8 
2. Rohtak H. 78·o 8 
3· Gurgaon H. 66 · 7 7 
4· Karnal H. 67 · s 8 
5· Ambala H. 53 ·8 7 
6. Simla H. 71 ·2 i 
7. Kangra H. g4·o 8 
8. Ho11hiarpur H. 53· 3 9 
g. Ludhiana H. 23 ·6 ) 

s. 41 · s I 
M. 34'o ,-
0. ·g ) 

According to this the Muslims get from their special 

6 

zone of 15 districts where they are impregnable 98 
The Hindus similarly get from their zone.. 6 1! 
Two districts predominantly Muslim return rg~ 
Three districts more or less neutral, hut Muslims 

strongest single community in each 28 

207 

104 seats give an absolute majority in the legislature. 
The result of the analysis of the figures for the districts leads us 

to the following conclusions :-

I. 

2. 

• 
3· 

• 

From the Muslim zone alone, where the Muslim 
position is unassailable, the Muslims get 9s 

seats or 

l<'rom the Hindu Sikh belt where the Hindu-Sikh 
position is very strong the Hindus and Sikhs 
get 6x! seats or 

In two districts where Muslims are predominant 
there are 19! seats or 

47 · 3 of the 
to!~ 
sea 

zg·8 Do· 

9'4 Do 
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• 
In 3 districg the strength of the variou.s communi

ties is more or less evenly balancedb\lf M'uslixtis 
are the stron~st single community in each, 
total 28 seats or 13 • s of the 

-. --,.;total 
I oo· • o seats. 

It is exceed1ngljr likely that fr:om group II abo:ve, . which is pre
dominantly Muslim, the Muslims will get at least ro out of the rq~ 
seats; This added to their seatsJrom their particularzon~ gives them 
:lo$ seats which is a clear inajoj:"ity in the legislature. . In group III 
above the Muslims should also get some seats as they are the strongest 
single community. They might safely count on 12 out of the 28. This 
raises tpe Muslim number in the legislature to r 20 out of z67 .· or 
~8% of the total. Tht!s on a conservative estimate Muslims are highly 
likely to have s8 % of the seats in the legislature. 

PUNJAB (BRITISH TERRITORY) 

Detailed population figures 

Total population 
Muslims., 
Hindus 
Sikh 
Others (rnailily Chris
. tians) 

2o,68s,o24 
11,444.321 

6,579,26o 
2,294,207 

PUNJAB DIVISIONS 
(Population figures in thousands) 

Ioo .,o per cent.-
55'3 
3!·8 
11 'I 



Rawalpindi Division 
Total 

H 
.M 

~ 
Multan Division 

Total 
H 
M 
s 
0 

3461 
296 

2973 
153 

38 

4 218 
6o z 

3246 
290 
.8o 

No/1' :-H=Hindu M=Muslim 

PUNJAB 

• . 
IOO .. I 
~·s I 
86·o ~ 35 

4"4. 
J I" I 

IOO I 
14"3 I 
76•g ~ 42 
6· g I 
I '9 ) 

S=--=Sikh O:=.Others 

DISTRICTS. 
1. Overwhelmingly Muslim Districts 

• 
District Population in 

Tlzousands 

1. Gujrat T. 824 
.H. 59 
M. 710 
S . 49 
0. 6 

2. Shahpur T . 720 
H. 79 
M. S96 
s . 30 
0. IS 

3· Jhelum T. 477 
H . 33 
~{. 423 
s. 19 
0. 2 

4· Rawalpiudi T. 569 
H. 55 
M. 470 
S. 32 
0. I2 

5· Attock T . 512 
H. 25.5 
M. 46s·s 
S. 20 
0. I 

6. Mianwali T. ' 358 
H. 45 

• M. 30<) 
s. 3 
0 I 

144 ] 

Percentage 

100 
7'2 

86.2 . 
6 ' o 

"7 
xoo· 
II 

82·8 
4'2 
2 • I 

100 
6.·g 

88 ·7 
4'0 

'4 
100 

9"7 
82 ·6 

s·6 
2 'I 

100 
s·o 

go·g 
3'9 

'.2 

IOO 

12•6 
86·3 

·8 
"3 

I 

~ 
I 
J 
I 
I 
r 
J 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
J 
I 
I 
t 
! 
I 

/ 

1 
I 
)-
I 
J 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
) 

No .· of members . 
in le.r:islature 

7'2 

5. 7 

5" I 



• 
7· Mo n tgorriery .. • T: 714 i()O 1 

H. 92 12'9 I 
M.·· 513 71•8 r 7 ·t 
s. 96 13'4 I 
0. 13 I •8 J 

8. Lyall pur T. 980 1.00 1 
H. 177 x8 · x 

f M, 595 6o·7 g·8 
s . 161 x6·4 
o. 4'8 

I 
47 ) 

9: Jhang T. 570 100 1 
H . 84 14"7 I 
M. 47.5 83 "3 r 5 "7 
s. 9 1·6 I 
0. 2 '4 ) 

IO. Multan T. 890 IOO l H. 129 14.5 • 
M. 732 82'2 r 8·9 
s. x8 2'0 I 

~' 0. II 1'2 J 
.. n. Muzaffargarh T. s68 100 I 

: H. ~-" .. 66 u·6 I 
M, 493 86·8 t 5'7 
s. 5 •g 

J 0. 4 '7 
12. Dera Ghazi 

Klian .. T. 496 100 ,'I 
(including Biloch H. 54 1o·9 ~ tract) M. 438 88·3 s·o 

s. I '2 
J 0. 3 ·6 

I3• Sialkot .. T. 938 100 I 
H. 183 19' 5 I 
M. s8r 6x·9 f 9'4 
S. 75 8·o 
0. 99 10 ' 5 J 

r4-. £7ujranwa.Ia .. T. 623 100 I 
H. 98 15'8 ~ ~·;,;.; -~·-· '-'-·· M. 443 71 6·2 
s. 51 8·2 I 
0. 31 5'1 J 

' rs. Sheikhlipura •• T. 523 100 ) 
H. 84 16·o I 
M. 331 63'3 r 5. 2 
s. 83 15'9 I 
0. 25 4'8 ) 

rs Districts. 97'6 mel1lbers. 
------- -----
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• 
·H.-Predominantly Muslim Distficts 

(Where Muslims are greater than Hindus an<! Sikhs combined but 
are not so many as in 1 above). 

I. Lahore T. II31 100 l H. 243 2I'S 
M. 648 S7'3 II '3 
s. 180 IS'9 I 
0. 6o S'3 J 

2. Gurdaspur •. T. 852 100 1 H. 222 26'0 
M. 423 49'6 ). 8·s 
s. I 37'S r6•2 I 
0. 6g·.s 8•2 J 

19•8 members. 
------· 

III.-Districts in which there is no special predominance of any 
community but Muslim community strongest 

single group 
I. Jullundur .. T. 822'5 IOO I 

H. 242 29'4 I 
M. 366·5 44'S ~ 
s. 206 2S'I 

J 0. 8 I •o 

2. Ferozepur •• ,..r. 1098 IOO l H. 303 27'6 
M. 482 43'9 

r s. 303 27'6 
0. IO '9 

, • I I 

3· Amritsar •• T. 929 IOO I 
H. 201 21 ·6 ~ M. 424 4S'6 
s. 287 30'9 

J o. I7 x·8 

3 Districts. 28 · s memb~rs. 

IV.-Overwhelmingly or predominantly Hindu-Sikh Districts 
1. Hissar .. T. 817 Ioo I 

H· 540 66•1 I 
M. 216 26·4 ~ 8•2 
s. 46 s ·6 I 
0. IS I'8 J 

2. Rohtak •• T. 772 1oo I 
H, 6o2 78•o t 

• M. 125 I6'2 r 7'7 
s. I 'I I 
o. 44 s '7 J 
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,,, , . 3· ,(}llrgaon , 
.. 

T. - 682 100 I 
H:: 4SS 66•7 I 
:M. 217 31'8 r 6·8 
s. I • I I 
o. 9 1'3 ) 

4· Karnal T. 829 100 I 
H. s6o 67'5 I 
M. 236 z8•s r 8·3 
s. 12 I '4 I 
0 . 21 2·6 J 

',, i S· . Ambala T. 682 IOO I 
H. 367 53'8 I 
M. 206 30'2 r 6·8 
s. 98 14'4 I 
0. II r·6 J 

6. Simla T. 4S 100 I 
H. 32 71'2 ~ • 1\:f. 7 IS'S 0'4 
s . I 2'2 I 
0. 5 lJ'I ) 

i· Kangra . T. 766 IOO I 
H. 722'3 94'0 I 
M. 38'3 s·o r 7"7 
s. 2 '3 I 
0. ·3'4 "7 J 

8. Hoshiarpur •• T. 927 roo ) 
H. 494 S3"3 I 
M. 28g 31"2 r 9'3 
s. 133 14'3 I 
0. II 1'2 J 

g. Ludhiana T. s68 100 l H. 134 23'6 
M. I93 34'0 r S'7 
s. 236 41"5 I 
0. 5 '9 J - ·------

6o · 9 members: 
-------

These figures demonstrate that quite apart from any artificialreser
vation of seats there is a natural reservation in more than three-fourths 
of the Punjab. In less than one-fourth there is some chance of free 

.Play. The distribution of population favours the majoritycommunity, 
Muslims, considerably. 

• 
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APPENDIX B .· 

A ndte 011 the population figures of Bengal by religion 

The population of the British territory in Bengal at the 1921 census 
wruq6,6g5,536. This was divided up by religion as follows:-

Muslims 25,21o,8o2 S4'0 per cent. 
Hindus 20,203,527 43' 3 , 
Others x,28x,2o7 2 '7 , 

"Others" are chiefly tribal religions and Christians, the former 
being f6und largely in the hill tracts. They also include }ains and 
~ddhists etc., but there are not many of these. 

The Muslims thus have a slight majority of 4% over all the others 
put together. This majority however is not evenly distributed over the 
province. The Hindus are as a matter of fact largely concentrated jn 
one part of Bengal-the Burdwan division an~ part of the Presidency 
division-with the result that the Muslim majority elsewhere is far more 
than 4%. Bengal like the Punjab, presents definite zones of Hindu or 
Muslim population. Examining these zones roughly by divisions we find 
that three divisions are overwhelmingly Muslim, one is overwhelmingly 
Hindu, and one is more or less evenly balanced but with a 4% Hindu 
majority. 

A. Muslim Zone 
I. Chittagong division 

No. of members of legislature 
I per IOO,OOO population . 

6o 
Muslims 72 ·6 per cent. 
Hindus 23 ·8 ,, 

2. Dacca division 
Muslims 
Hindus 

3. Rajshahi division 

6g•7 
29'7 

Muslims 6x • 4 
Hindus 33'7 

B. Overwhelmingly Hindu Zone 
4. Burdwan division 

Muslims I 3 · 4 
Hindus 82•4 

C. Moderately Hindu Zone 
5. Presidency devision 

Muslims · 47 · S 
Hindus 51· 4 

• 

" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

I28 

103 

8o 

95 

Total seats for Bengal on this ratio 466 
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community t:e . tn ctl sV icts · cotoureis. g,.een thl)"y are the perceotag es !'' 
' Mu sl ims in the t Otal Q.Opu latlo f!. an ~ in d i•trtCb 

percent•ges ot H i ndus :n the t Quii" popu tat tofl 

MUSLIM ZON.E 

HINDU ZONi;:-

NEUTRAL ZONE 

·~· ~~.-.....,. ... .,., ~·~ "' ----------
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'~W~ see that,th& Muslim -z<nie has 2gr seats in rt; t-he strong Hindu 
zone 86 8eatsand t'be moderately Hindu zone 95 . seats.' The total 
number ofseal:s ifone 'member i~ to be given for every x;oo;-;oo popula~ 
tion comesto 466. Thus 234 gives a dear majority. In the Muslin1 
zone alone -there are 291 seats, that is 57 more than are necessary for a 
majol:ii.y. In the Presidency division however Muslims are 47 · s% and 
it)s not conceivable that they can be ignored. Theya~e sure!<> get a 
nul)l}:)er .of seats there. The distribution of popul<!.tion is such that they 
a:re bound to get more seats than __ these numbers wa~rant. _ They may 
sl.l!Ier from economic causes or ~ducational backwardnessbutthe loss 
froii}this cannot outbalance the gains from solid majorities > iu the 

.-Muslim zone • 

. :The population figures can be examined in greater detail by districts. 
The actual figures by religions are given at the end of this note. These 
'figures can be Classified as follows:-

A. Overwhelmingly Muslim Districts 

Chittagong 
Noakhali 
Tippera 
Mymensing 
Bakerganj 
Faridpur 
Dacca 
Pabna 
Bogra 
Rangpur 
Rajshahi 
Jessore 
Nadia 

-' B; Predominantly Muslim bistricts 
Murshidabad 
Maida 

C. Predominantly Hindu District 
Jalpaiguri 

Neutral Districts 
· · Khulna 

Dinajpur 
Chittagong Hill Tracts 

No. of members in · 
legislature. ,. 

16 
IS 
27 

48 
z6· 
23 
31 
14 
10 

25 
IS -
17 
rs 

-.----· 
282 

-----.. 
I3 
IO 

-----
23 

-----

9, -----
14 
I7 

2 

-----
. . 3.3 • 

---
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• 
E, Overwhelmingly Hindu Districts 

Burdwan 
Birbhum 
Bankura 
Midnapm 
Hooghly 
Howrah 
24 Parganas 
Calcutta 
Darjeeling 

.. . . 14 
8 

10 
27 
11 

10 

26 
9 
3 

118 

This analysis of district figures leads us to the same conclusion as 
the analysis of the division figures. The Muslim and Hindu zones are 
solid blocks which are natural areas of reservation if voting is to take 
pl~e on religious lines. The Muslim zone including both groups A and 
B gives us as many as 305 seats. Even leaving out group B we have 
282 seats which is far more than the number required to give a majority. 

ANALYSIS OF POPULATION OF BENGAL BY RELIGION 

A. Bengal Divisions 

Population i?t tlwusands 

Burdwan Division 
Total 
Hindus 
Mohammedans 
Others 

Presidency Division 
Total 
Hindus 
Mohammedans 
Others 

Rajshahi Division 
Total 
Hindus 
Mohammedans 
Others 

Dacca Division 
Total 
Hindus 
Mohammedans 
Others 

Chittagong Division 
Total 
Hiqdus 
Mohammedans 
Others 

150 1 

9461 
4864 
4476 

120 

10345 
. 3487 

6:149 
so8 

IZ837 
3813 
8g46 

78 

6cioo 
I43Z 
4356 

21Z 

Percentage 

roo 
82•1 

13'4 
4'5 

100 
51'4 
47'5 

1'2 

100 
33'71 
61'4 
4'9 

IOO 

29'7 
6g•7 

·6 

IOO 

23•8 
72'6 

3'5 

} 
I 
··~ 

J 

I 
I 

~ 
j 

) 
I 

J 

t 
J 

No. of members i?t 
Legislature I fer 

zoo,ooo 

So 

95 

103 

128 

6o 



All Bengal Briti~h· Territory 

Tota.i 
Hind11s 
Mohammedans 
Others 

Districts 

• 466gs 
20203 
252II 

1281 

B. Bengal 

PoPttlation 
thousands 

Burdwan Division 
r. Burdwan T. 1439 

H. 1122 
M. 266 
0. so 

2. Birbhum T . 848 
H. 577 
M. 213 
o. s8 

3· Bankura T. 1020 
H. 88o 
M. 47 
0 . 93 

4· Midnapur T. 2667 
H. 2352 
M. 181 
0. 134 

s. Hooghly T. ro8o 
H. 88s 
M. 173 
0. 22 

6. Howrah T. 997 
H . 791 
M. 202 
0. 4 

J?tesidepcy Division 

7· 24 parganas •. T. 2628 
H. 1687 
M. 910 
0. 31 

8. Calcutta T. 908 

' H. 643 
M. 209 
0. s6 

C). Nadia T. 1487 
H. s82 
M. 8gs 
0. IO 

100 ) 
43'4 I 

~ 467 54'0 I 
2'7 J 

Districts 

in No. of members 
Percentage in .ltgislature 

I per IOO,OOO 

100 I 
78'0 ~ r8• 5 .. 14 

3'5 J 
IOO I 

I 

68•r I 

~ 8 
25'1 I 
6·8 J 

100 ) 
86·3 ~ 4'6 

10 
I 

9 ' I ) 

IOO ) 
88·2 ~ 27 6·8 

J s·o 
100 ) 

81 '9 ~ r6·o .. II 
I 

2 ' 1 ) 

100 ) 
79'3 ~ IO 
20'3 I 

'4 ) 

100 ) 
64'2 ~ 26 
34'6 

. . 
I 

1'2 ) 

100 ) 
7o·8 ~ 23'0 9 

6·2 J 
100 ) 

39'1 

J 6o•2 IS • 
'1 
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10. Murshidabad T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 

I 1. Je~sore T. 
H . 
M. 
0. 

rz. 1\.hulna T. 
H. 
M. 
o. 

Rajshahi Division 
13. Rajshahi T. 

H. 
M. 
0. 

\ 

14. Dinajpur 

IS. jalpaiguri 

16. Rangpur 

17. Bogra 

18. Darjeeling .• 

19. Pabna 

20. Maida 

Dacca Division 
21. Dacca 

• 

T. 
H . 
M. 
0. 
T. 
H. 

--M. 
0. 
T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 
T. 
H. 
M. 
o. 
T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 
T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 
T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 

T. 
H. 
M~ 
o~ 

1262 
s69 
676 

I7 
1722 

6s6 
1063 

2 

1453 
727 
723 

3 

1489 
318 

1140 

31 

1705 
752 
837 
n6 

936 
SIS 
232 
189 

2507 

791 
1706 

IO 

1048 

174 
86s 

9 
283 
201 

9 
73 

1389 
334 

1055 
I 

985 
400 
soB 
77 

31 25 
106g 

2043 
13 

• 
100 • ·) 

45: I : ~ ·· 
53'6 J 
1'3 

• I 

IOO 

'2 

IOO 

213 
766 
2'1 

IOO 

44'1 
49'1 

6·8 

100 

5s·o 
24'8 
20' 2 

100 

31'5 
68·1 

'4 
100 
16•6 
82· 5 

'9 
100 

7I'O 

3'2 
25.·8 

100 

24'I 
1s·B 

'I 

100 

40'6 
SI·6 
7'8 

100 

34'2 
65·4 

'4 

} 
} 

} 
} 
} 
} 
l 
J 

} 
1 
~ 
I 

J 

t 
1 
) 

~ 
J 

13 

17 

14 

IS 

9 

25 

ro 

3 

10 

3I 



22, Faridpnr •.• ":T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 

23. Bakarganj T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 

24· Mymensing T. 
H. 
M. 
0 . 

Chittagong Division 
25. Tippera T. 

26. 

28. 

H. 
:M. 
0. 

Noakhali .. T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 

Chittagong •'• T. 
H. 
M. 
0. 

c hi t t agong 
Hill tracts .. T. 

H. 
l\L 
0. 

T.-Total 
H.-Hindus 

M.=Mohammedans 
O.=Others 

20 

• 

2250 
8t6 

1428 
6 

2623 
754 

1851 
18 

4838 
IIJ4. 
3{)24 

40 

2743 
708 

2033 
2 

1472 
329 

1J4.2 
I 

J6II 
364 

II72 
74 

173 
32 

7 
134 

100 

~ 36'3 23 
63·5 I 

. 3 ) 
100 1 
28·7 ~ 26 
70'6 

J '7 
100 ) 
24'3 l 48 
74'9 

·8 

roo 

I 25·8 27 74 'I I 
• I 

100 l 
22'3 • r 15 n·6 I 

'I J 
IOO 1 

:z:z·.6 ~ t6 
72'8 

J 4'6 

100 ) 
r8·s ~ 2 
4' I 

1 77'4 
-------

TOTAL 465 ------

153 



APPENDIX C 

Statement about elected members of the District 
Boards in Bengal 

'Names of districts 

' 1. 24 Parganas . . 
z. Bogra 
3. Bakargunj 

4· Midnapore 

s. Rajshahi 

6. Rangpore 

7· Khulna 

8. Hooghly 

9· Darjeeling 

xo. Mymensingh 

u. Pabna 
12. Noakhali 
13. J alpaiguri 

I4. Tippera 

xs. Nadia 
r6. Burdwan 

I7. Murshidabad 
r8. faridpur 
rg . Maida 

( 1927-1928 ) 
Total no. of No. of Hindu 

numbers . seats 

20 

IS 
20 

22 

r8 

18 

x6 
20 

2 0 -

22 

z6 

16 

x6 

Ig 

20 

r6 

IS 

20 

xs 

J6(64·2) 
4(16·6) 
s(t Chris-

tian) (28 • 7) 

2 x (88 · 2) 
7 {21. 3) 
7(3x·s) 

n (so·o) 
17 (8x ·g) 
18 (None 

Mohammedan) 
(71.'o) 

Others 2s•8 
Nil (24· 3) 

3 (24 • r) 
6 (22'3) 

14 (ss ·o) 
Others 20 • 2 

I3 (2S ·8) 
(3 nominated, clec. 

tion having failed 
in Chand pur 
Sub-Division) 

IS (39 • x) 
14 (78 ·o) 

7 (4S' I) 
8 (36. 3) 
8 (4o•6) 

(Election failed all nominated) 

No. 'of .Moham 
me dati members 

4 (34. 6) 
II (82 • s) 
IS (?o•6) 

I (6·8) 

II (76. 6) 
II (68 • r) 

s (4g·8) 

3 (16 ·~) 
2 ( 3 ·~) ·. 

22. (74·9) 
13 (7s ·8) 
10 (77 ·~) 

2 (24•8) 

6 (74'1) 
(z nominated) 

s (6o ;\) 
2 (r8. s) 
8 (s3·6) 

12 - (63 ·s) 

7 (sr·6) · 



20. 

21. ·: Beerphuln. 

' 2 2. Bankura 

-23· Jessore 
24. Dacca 
~5· Chittagong 

·.·. 26 . . Dinajpur 

12 

x6 
IO 

r6 
• 22 

2 0 

i8 

• 

Nil 

10 {79·3) 
xs(68·x) 
9 (86-· 3) 
r(38-·2) 

16 (34•2) 

(22 ·6) 

4 (44'1) 

2 . (~o · 3J 
x (?) (2s•x) 

I (4•6) 
xs (6z• 7) 
6 (6s ·4) 

20 (72·8) 
14 (49 ·x) 

iv. 11:-The figures given in brackets are ratios to the total popula
tion. 
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ALL PARTIES CONFER_ENCE 

Lucknow, August 28th to 3 zst, z928 

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS 

;fhe fourth sessions of the All Parties Conference were held in the 
Kaiserbagh Baraclari in Lucknow from August. 28th to 31st, 1928. 
Among the organisations -represented, apart from the Congress vVorking 
Committee; .were : -

All India Liberal Federation 
All India Muslim League 
Hi?du Maha Sabha 
Central Khila.fat Committee 
Central Sikh League 
Home •• Rule League 
Ail India Conference of Indian Christians 
Jamiat-U:l-Ulema · 
Alliridia States Peoples Conference 
Cohgress 'Party in the Assembly 
NatiohalistParty in the Assembly 
British Indian Association of Oudh 
Indian AssoCiation of Calcutta 
Maharashtra Chamber of ·commerce 
Sind National Leag~e 
Deccan Sabha 
Swadhiu Bharat Sangh and 
The Provincial Congress Committees of Ajmer, Andhra, 

.Behar, Bengal, Burma, Central Provinces (Hindustani), 
.Central Provinces (Marathi), Delhi, Gujrat, Karnatak, 
Kerala., Punjab, Sind, United Provinces, arid UtkaL 

A number of messages were received {rom delegates who were un
able to · be present expressing their regret at their inability to attend 
a'ld sending their good wishes to the Conference. A very large · num
bfr -of telegrams and · letters were also · received from all parts of the 
count~y wishing succes!) to the Conference. 

The proceedings began soon after midday on the 28th August with 
· the president of the Conference, Dr. M. A. Ansari, in the <.:hair. 

- • ... ' . . ·· ....... ·· .. .. . . .. . .. ··.·. • ... ·· .. 
I ... · The Maharaja of. Mahmudabad welcomed the delegates~ He remind-
ed lhe~? of the Lucknow pact of r916 and trusted that the same spirit 
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• 
would prevail in the deliberations of the Conferenc~; He hoped that 
all parties would give unqualified support to the'Nehru Committee's 
report. • 

Ths president then addressed the House. He congratulated the 
Nehru €ommittee and testified to the noble and<~>ingle-minded devotion 
with which the chairman and members of that committee had applied 
themselves to this epoch-making work. Emphasising the tremendous 
Implications attaching to the report, he said : 

" India has gone through many and varied phases of the 
struggle for liberty, but never in the chequered history of this 
country's fight for freedom had representatives of all schools of 
political. thought assembled together to draw up a definite scheme 
of our constitution. That has now been done by the committee. 
It is in itself a historic event, and when we see the background 
of the dark events of the last few years, resulting in spasmodic 
and ineffective attempts to introduce some light into the darkness 
of wilderness, of confused aims and objects in which we had 
lost ourselves, and of complacent challenges that were. being 
thrown at us both from within the country and beyond the seven 
seas, I need hardly tell you that this report becomes a doubly 
historic event. Members of this Conference, the consequences 
of what we do today will not die tomorrow or the day after. 
They will endure. It is in our hands to make or mar ourfuture. 
Let there be no mistake about the consequences that will arise 
out of our actions today''. 

Proceeding, the president said that the Nehru scheme was the 
last hope of 300 millions of human beings suffering intolerably 
under the double misery of foreign domination and internal dis
sensions, but he did not claim infallibility for it. 

He concluded with this appeal :-"If the representatives 
assembled here today have got the key to India's happiness, 
they have also got the key to her continued misery that will be
come doubly acute now. The terrible responsibility lies on you 
of choosing between the two, which will decide India's destiny. 
I earnestly hope you will choose well"; 

The president then called upon Pandit Motilal Nehru to submit the 
Committee's report and Mr. Nehru formally placed the report before 
the Conference. · • 

Lala Lajpat Rai then moved the following resolution : 

1. "This Conference places on record its grateful appreciation 
. . of the work done by Pandit Motilal Nehru, 

Apprectatlon the chairman, and his colleagues, Sir Ali 
Imam, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Mr.Aney, Sardat Mangal Singh, 
Mr. Shuaib Qureshi, Mr. Subhas Bose and Mt. G. Pradhat, 
members of the Committee appointed by this Conference. t.b 
determine the principles of a constitution for India". 

This was seconded by Maulana Abu! Kalam Azad. Speeches in 
favou~t of the resolution were delivered by Pandit Madan Mohan 
Malaviya, Maulana Shaukat Ali, Dr. Annie Besant, Mr. ]. M. Sen
Gupta, Moulvi Mohammad Yakub, Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, Mr. C. Vijiara· 

• 
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• 
ghavachariar, Gy~n·i s·her Sirigh, Raja Sir Rampal Singh, Maulana 
Ahmad Said, Mr. C . .Y. Chintamani, Mr. M. Chagla, Choudhri Behari· 
lal and Mr. Tufail Ahmad. 

One member of the Conference, Mr. Hasrat Mohani ·however 
opposed the resolutio:Q. The resolution was passed with oniy one dis
sentient. 

Pandit Motilal Nehru and Sir Ali Imam thanked the Conference on 
behalfof the Committee. 

The second resolution was proposed by Pandit Madan Mohan 
Malaviya. It was as follows :--

2. Without restricting the liberty of action of those political 

Dominion Status 
parties whose goal is complete independ
ence this Conference declares : 

(1) that theform of government to be establishedl. 'n 
India should be responsible, that . is . to say, a 
government in which the executive sbould be r: -
pohsible to a popularly elected legislature pOssess· 
ing full and plenary powers ; 

(2) that such form of government shall in no event be 
lower than that of any self-governing dominion. 

Sir C. P. Ran1aswamy Iyer seconded the resolution and Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru supported it. The discussion on this resolution was 
not concluded when the Conference was adjourned to the next day. 

Secot~d Day~29th August 

The discussion on Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya's resolution on 
Dominion Status was continued. 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru opposed Dominion Status and said that 
independence should be the goal. On behalf of those who stood for 
independence he read the following statement:-

" We, the signatories of this statement, are of opinion that 
the constitution of India should only be based on full independ
ence. We feel that the resolution that has been placed before 
the All Parties Conference definitely commits those who. support 
it to a constitution based on what is termed Dominion Status. 
We are not prepared to accept this, and we, therefore, cannot 
accept or·support this resolution. We recognise that the preamble 
to the resolution gives us the right to carry on our ac
tivity in .favour of independence, but this preamble does 
not in any way lessen the commitment contained in the second 
part of the resolution. 

We have decided, however, not to obstruct or hamper the work 
of this Conference, but we desire to record our considered opinion 
on this question and to dissociate ourselves from this particu
lar resolution in so far as it commits us to the accept~ce of 
Dominion Status. We shall not take any part in this resolution 
by moving amendments or by voting on it. We propose to carry 
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on such activity as we consider proper and nt!c;essary in favour 
of complete independence". 

Maulana Kifayatullah, Moulvi l\Iohainmad Sh~fi, Mr. Subhas Chandra 
Bose, P.andit Hriday Nath Kunzru, Dr. Kitchlew, Dr. Mohammad 
Alam, Mr~ T. Viswanatham and Sardar Sardul S~ngh also took part in 
the discussion. 

Mr. Hasrat Mohani moved an amendment to delete the second 
clause of the resolution. The amendment fell for want of a seconder. 

After Pandit Malaviya had replied the original resolution was put 
to the vote and earned nem con. with acclamation. 

The Conference then adjourned till the next day. 

Third Day-goth Aug-ust 

(The third resolution of the Conference was moved by Mr. Manila! 
K04hari. It related to the Indian States and ran as follows :-

3. This Conference approves the recommendations of 
Indian States the Comm'ittee in regard to the Indian 

States. 
This was seconded by Mr. Patl1ik. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Mau

lana Zafar Ali Khan and Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya also spoke 
on the resolution, which was adopted unanimously. 

At this stage the president announced that an agreement had been 
arrived at on the Sind question. This announcement was greeted with 
great applause. The president placed this agreement in the form of a 
resolution from the chair. It ran as follows:-

4. Simultaneously with the establishment of Govern

Sind ment in accordance with the Nehru Com~ 
mittee's report Sind shall be separated 

from Bombay and constituted into a separate province. 
Provided 
( 1) after an enquiry it is found 

(a) 
(b) 

that Sind is financially self-supporting, 
in the event of its being found that it is not 

financially self-supporting, on the scheme of sepa~ 
ration being laid before the people of Sind with ·its 
financial and administrative aspects, the majority 
of the inhabitants favour the scheme and express 
their readiness to bear the finanCial responsibility 
of the new arrangement; 

(2) that the form of Government in Sind shall be the 
same as in the other provinces under the constitution; l 

(3) that the non-Muslim minority in Sind shall bt: 
given the same privileges in the matter of representation 
in the Provincial and Central Legislatures as the Muslim 
p1inorities are given under the Nehru Committee's report 
in areas where they are in a minority. 

The resolution was adopted unanimously with acclamation . 
• 
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• 
The fifth reso1ution of the Conference dealt with the redistribution 

of provinces and was 111oved by Pandit Dwarka Prasad Mishra. Moulvi 
Abd1d Majid seconded. · 

Various amendments had been tabled but eventually .an agreed 
resolution embodying-some of the amendments was placed bdore the 
Conference. This ran as follows :-

5. This Conference having taken into consideration the 
Redistribution of Pro- recommendations contained in the report 

vinces about the redistribution and. the status of 
provinces, accords its approval • to them, 

as arlintegral par~ of.the agreed constitution. 

And .recommends·that the •Comm ission provided for in clause 
72. of the draft constitution shall in conformity with the princi· 
pies of the sa. i.·d recommendations, and with the assistance\J.· f 
such committee or committees as it may consider desirable Jo 
appoint, ,; 

(a) take all necessary steps to constitute Karnataka 
and Andhra into separate provinces; 

(b) take steps to amalgamate the Oriya speaking 
tracts in the different provinces and constitute 
this amalgamated area into a separate province • if 
the people of that area are able or are prepared to 
bear the financial burden which is incidental to 
separation; 

(c) report on the cases of C. P. Hindustani, Kerala 
and any other linguistic areas which may desire 
to be constituted into separate provinces; 

(d) resettle the boundaries of Assam and Bengal, 
Behar and Orissa and C. P. Hindustani, Kerala 
and. Karnataka in accordance with the principles 
recommended by the Committee. 

The president put this [rom the chair and it was carried unani
mously. 

· Lala Lajpat Rai then moved a resolution adopting in principle the 
constitution outlined in the Nehru Committee's report . This was 
seconded by Mr .. A. Rangaswami Iyengar and supported by Mr. Bepin 
Chandra Pal. Mr. Chagla moved an amendment relating to the 
amendment of the constitution. Mr. Chagla's amendment was sub
sequently altered and was adopted by the Conference as a substantive 
resolution on the 31st August. It is given in the proceedings of 
that day. 

' 
The Conference adjourned to the 31st August. 

Fourth Day-J zst August 

· The discussion on Lala Lajpat Rai's resolution was contlbued. 

) 
Mr. Vijiaraghavachariar moved an amendment suggesting that instead 
of adopting in principle the report, it should be considered clause by . . 



clause. This was seconded by Mr. Viswanath~n:i and opposed by 
Mt. Bepin Chandra Pal. 

At this stage further discussion on Lala Lajpat Rai's resolution 
was adjo,urned as news was received that the Punjab delegates had 
come to. an agreement on the Punjab questiorf: Lala Lajpat Rai's 
resolution was taken up in an amended form, at a later stage of the 
proceedings. 

The announcement by the president about the Punjab agreement 
was received by the Conference with prolonged applause. The agree
ment was signed by Dr. S. D. Kitchlew, Maulana Zafar Ali Khan, 
Dr. Mohammad Alam, Mr. Abdur Rahman ~hazi, · M. Daud Ghaznavi, 
Mr. Afzal Haq, Mr. Siraj Din Piracha, Mr. Abdul Qader, Mr. S. 
Husamud Din, Sardar Sardul Singh Caveeshar, Lala Lajpat Rai, 

1la Duni Chand, Pandit Hara Datta Sharma, Dr. Satyapal, and Lala 
rdhari La!. 
.Master Tara Singh and Gyani Sher Singh added a statement to the 

agreement. 
The president placed this agreement and statement before the Con

ference for its approval. The following is the text of the agreement 
and the statement : 

6. The Punjab 

Punjab 

Muslims directly with the introduction of 
the scheme recommended by the Nehru 
Committee report accept its recommenda

tions on communal representation including joint electorates 
without reservation of seats for any community in the Punjab, 
provided that the franchise is based on adult suffrage. 

Provided further that the question of communal represen
tation will be open for reconsideration, if so desired by any 
community after working the recommended system for ten years 
in the province. 

Statement of Master Tara Singh and Gyani Sher Singh : 
"r. We the undersigned Sikhs agree to support the Nehru 

Committee report provided that the method of election 
in the Punjab is by proportional representation. 

2. We agree that adult suffrage is the most democratic 
principle but we feel that it is not practicable under 
the present circumstances, and is premature. · · 

3· If however it is decided to introduce adult suffrage im
mediately our expression of opinion as stated above may 
be noted. 

We desire however to make it clear that we shall not 
make it a grievance if adult suffrage is introduced as 
we recognise that adult suffrage is based on a mo4t 
democratic principle. We presume that the introduc
tion of adult suffrage does not carry with it the recog
nition of any principl!:! of communal representation 

• directly or indirectly to which we are strongly oppos
ed''. 

Maulana Sha"kat Ali lllade a statement that the Central Khilafat 



<;on1mittee. had ri()t~sofar.altered.its .original resolution. on the matters 
dealt with in the funiab agreement. This res()lution . supported the 
Delhi . Muslim proposals and t'he Committee still stood • byjt. Dr. 
Mohammad Alam and Mr. Abdul Qader however disagreed wi~h Mau· 
lana Shaukat Ali and ~tated that the Centrai Khilafat Comm!t-t:ee had 
not authorised him to make the statement he had made. They. stated 
that the Committe had left the Punjab question to the delegates from 
the Punjab for .decision and these. delegates having decided and come 
to an agreement, their decision must be taken to be the decision of the 
Khilafat Committee. 

The Conference then expressed approval of the Punjab agree-
ment.and.adopted it with acclamation. 

Dr. Annie • Besant and Mrs. Sarojini Naidu then addressed the 
house and congratulated all parties and the country on this happy ter
mination of an old dispute. Dr. Besant said that Indian unity a-r~ 
Indian .freedom had triumphed over conununalism and sectarianism. J 

Mr. Akram :Khan and Mr. J. :M. Sen-Gupta formally accepted 
on pehalf of Bengal Nl:uslims and Hindus the clauses of the report rcla
til)g to Bengal. 

There was some discussion on Mr. Chagla's proposal about the 
amendmentof the constitution. Ultimately the following resolution 
was unanimously adopted : 

7. This Conference recommends that the Nehru Committee 
be authorised to .reconsider clause 87 of 

. Amendment of cons- · d d · titution their recornmendatwns an to amen 1t so 
as to safeguard the interests and rights of 

the. various minorities in the Central Legislature with rer.ard to 
the amendment of the constitution. 

The Conference then passed the foliowing resolution unanimous
ly:-

8. That every ctttzen of an Indian State who ordinarily 
carries on business or resides in the terri
tories of the Commonwealth shall have 
the rights of a citizen of the Common-

Citizen 
State 

of Indian 

wealth. 
Moulvi Shafi Daucli then moved that the language of the Common

~vealth of India should be Hindustani written in Hindi or Urdu 
script. 

There was some discussion on this and various amendments were 
suggested. Ultimately the following resolution was unanimously adop
ted. 

9. The Committee of the All Parties Conference to con

• Language sider and report on the following points :-

(i) the protection of the right of the minorities to give 
instruction to their children in schools through 
the medium of their own language and in such 
script as may be in vogue among them ; • 

( ii) the use of Hindustani as the language of the Com-
• 
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• 
monwea.lth W'ith the <right to u~e- either Hindi or 
Urdu character as the ordinary scripts, the use of 
English being permitted; · • 

·,.(iii) the us.e in every province of its provincial language 
~ as the officiallang,uage with liierty to use Hindus

tani or English. 
· Pandit M. M. Malaviya then proposed that the following ariicle be 

added to the Declaration of Rights : 

10. All titles to private and personal property, lawfully 

Titles and property acquired and enjoyed at the establishment 
of the Commonwealth, are hereby guaran-

teed. 

ri(:rhis was opposed but after some discussion was passed by a majo-

The Conference also passed by a majority that 
1. In the Declaration of Rights Article X7Jii after the word 

Fixity of tenure "unemployment" add "and Parliament shall 
also make laws to ensure fair rent and 

fixity and permanence of tenure to agricultural tenants". 

The Conference passed unanimously that 

12. "Baluchistan" be added after " N. W. F. Province" in 
Baluchistan recommendation VII p. 12 4 of the report. 

Discussion •vas then resumed on La Ia Lajpat Rai' s resolution about 
the adoption in principle of the. Nehru Committee's report. This reso· 
lution was added to considerably. Various amendments to it were 
lost. Ultimately this resolution was passed with one dissentient in the 
following form:-

13. This Conference having taken into consideration ,the 
report submitted to it by the Nehru Comeo m mitt e e re-ap-

pointed mittee adopts in principle the constitution 

report. 

• 

166 ) 

outlined and recommended by it in the 

This Conference resolves to reappoint the Nehru 
Committee with power to co-opt and authorises i·t 
to select and instruct a Parliamentary draftsman 
to put the constitution outlined and recommend~s. 
by it as accepted by this Conference with all 
necessary ancillary and consequential provisions, 
in the shape of a bill to be placed before a con
vention of the representatives of all political, 
commercial, labour and other organisations in the 
country present at this Conference and others of 
not less than two years' standing, provided thaj 
nothing will be added or altered which is incon 
sistent with the agreements and decisions arrived 
at by this Conference. 

The Committee shall take all necess·ary steps. for 
the holding of the said convention on such date 
as may be fixed by it . 

• 
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:ortteret.ice .. of Indian Chris~ial]~~ ::J# . .-: 
· sta:te_J)l!'!n.t :- . .:,~J~ "''~.:',·. 

' ' The All India Coniere·n~e ofindi<~.n. C}ldstians . emphaticaliy <. 
plac.es ' ~ ts case before the All Parties· Conference atrd• l-eq~csts ' 
tha .. t i?asmuch as ~ s'Pecial ca_?e has .been m_ade.. for -t·h· e . 11!-.':-~_~9~ t ·. 
maJOnly commumty (the Hmdus) m the N, .W. F • . Prov.znc· ,. 

_ and for the strongest minori ty con1munity (the Mohamed-a · _} ' 
in' all prov inces of India where they are in . minonzy, ai;~d -finally ·
even a special provision has been made for the ·propurtionate 
representation of . the Sikhs in . the Punjab*, we request, that in th,e. 
name of fairness and justice .a .similar representation in the 
legislatures be given to the third largest community in Ipdja i.t ., 
the Indian Christians ".. · · 

The President put the following resolution from the chair :-
14. This Conference declares that the agreements contained 

in the foregoing resolutions and decision are 
Scheme to be treated based upon the assumption that the general 

. as a whole 
scheme sketched out in the Nehru report 

adop~ed by this Conference shall be g,iven effect to as a whole 
inasq:1uch as the various provisions thereof are interdependent 
qpon-each other, and all the parties assembled in this Conference 
hereby agree that every one of them will stand by it as a whole 
and will refuse to accept any single part of it without giving 
full force and effect to all other parts . 

Provided that any modification of this scheme may be ac
cepted by the consent and agreement of all the parties. 

The resolution was ·passed \vi th_ one member d issenting. 
····The next and last resolution was also put from the Chair and was 

passed. It ran as follows :-
,15. This All Parties Conference requests and authorises . 

Mrs. Sarojini Naidu to carry the g,reetings of the people of 
India to -the people of the West, whom she is about to visit, 

--·and also to convey India's determination to win her freedom 
and thereby provide the necessary atmosphere for world peace. 

.. 
t Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviya then proposed a vote of thanks to the 

President. The Maharaja of Mahmudabad seconded and the Con
ference carried it with acclamation. The President repli'ed to it . 

* NOTE by Secretary A . I. C. C.: This statemept is not corre~. No 

)
·special provision bas been made for the proportionate representation of the 
Sikhs in the Pu.njab. . 

• 



prop~,s~d ~vote oC t!J.allks -il>:~!l th~s~ ill . Luck· 
.. nelpeii' ·in m~kinrg arrange~~n~~for;the Cjionferente, ~!le 

workers . and the volunteerS'; Mrs. ·SarOJIUl Natdu se!:o·nded. 1 he 
house p~sed the -~oJe with applause. . · ·. · . :· t~ 

The President · then declared the sessions o(jhe Conference ended. 

' 

( 

.. 

• 

• 
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